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The First Cycle - Traininn the Mind 

T he work of maBie is the work of disciplininB the mind, body and 
spirit to serve the will of the maBician.In this we place the Will at the 

crown cif the human psycho-structure. Deep in the junBle of our neural 

network, where the electrochemical liBhtninB flashes information 

between tentacled synapses there lurks that undiscovered source from 

which the free will of mortals arises. Unproven by material science, it is 

known to the W ise as the W ill, the divine source that makes each beinB, 

each individual manifestation of the chaos foam, able to act directly in 

and upon the Web cif the Worlds. 

Meditation is the work cif the Will. T hrouBh cultivatinB relaxed, 

calm concentration we learn to stand above the internal weather of our 

minds. To enter Basic Trance may feel like a step away from will, but in 

fact it is a step away from the chatterinB proBrammed mind and body, 

toward a quiet that allows the Will to become directly active. Without 

devolvinB into doctrine, it should be said that the apparent self, the 

personality construct, is a robot of emotional habits,fixed opinions and 

proBrammed physical responses. T hat robot has often been considered 

the opponent of art, and maBie, and spirit. To Bain skill in meditation 

and trance is to Bain access to the controls of the robot, and to expand 

awareness outside our common selves. 

In the work of maBical art we are often asked to inflame the 

passions. We praise our own names, and array ourselves in liBht. We 

penetrate behind common appearances, into misty lanes and unmarked 

teJ'l'itory. We encounter Gods who arouse hiBh and wild excitement, 

we walk in dark places where we may meet our fears. T he very best 

protection aBainst error in such practices is skill in meditation. 

I advise every student of maBie to take up the work of traininB 

in this skill. While the exercises offered here are enouBh to develop 

basic skill, I have found that even a small number of experiences with a 

live teacher can allow faster and more effective learninB of the basics. 

There are also a number of recorded instructions that may be useful to 

some people. 

By whatever method, do not neBlect these basic skills as you seek the 

wonders of the Inner Worlds. 



Part 1: BasicTrance & Meditation 

Basic Trance 
What modern mind-skill refers to as basic trance is simple enough . It is 
a combination of physical calmness and relaxation with intensely focused 
concentration of attention and a commitment to set aside doubt and self
critique during the exercise. Together these produce a relaxed , focused 
awareness that is ready to be worked with by the personal will . This is the 
basic state in which to begin ritual ,  the preliminary state from which more 
specific types are meditation are launched . This state is both simple to begin 
with and able to be deepened almost indefinitely by practice . 

• The Complete Breath 
The Wise know that to control the breath is to control the mind . 

To begin , sit comfortably, with your spine straight. Your tailbone should be 
higher than your ankles , your hands resting loosely on your lap or on the 
arms of your chair. Your eyes may be slightly open , or closed. You then begin 
a pattern of rhythmic breathing. 

Proper breath comes from the diaphragm. When you inhale ,  your 
lower abdomen should expand , as though you were pulling air into the 
bottom of the lungs . Then fill the rest of the lungs ,  expanding the chest. 
When the breath is held , do not close the throat . Keep the diaphragm and 
chest expanded to let the air rest in the lungs. Exhaling reverses the process , 
emptying the chest then raising the diaphragm by pressing the belly toward 
the backbone . Again ,  the breath is held out of the body by the muscles of the 
chest and belly, not by closing the throat . 

Tradition offers several patterns for rhythm of the breath . Many 
people like the classic 4/4 pattern - in for four beats , hold for four beats , 
out for four beats , hold for four beats.  The speed of the rhythm is up to you . 
A little practice will allow you to find a pace that is comfortable , neither too 
slow nor too fast .  Some prefer a pattern with shorter holds,  perhaps in-4, 
hold-2 , out-4, hold-2 . 

If you are beginning meditation , your daily practice can be the 
practice of the Complete Breath , perhaps practiced as a preliminary to your 
devotions, until it is habitual and comfortable. You will find that it shades 
naturally into the core techniques of trance and meditation . 



• Progressive Deep Relaxation 
This exercise is, in essence , a set of cal isthenics for your body and mind. It 
is intended to induce a deeper state of relaxation than normal , and provide 
the chance to observe and remember that state. A ful l  exercise of this 
sort isn 't a part of ritual practice , rather it is a training method , by which 
relaxation becomes a familiar response . Once that relaxation is induced and 
remembered , it becomes much easier to focus and settle the body for the 

prolonged trance of ritual work . 

• Lie where you are, and make your bo& comJortable . . .  settle in place . .  . 

and let aravity do its job . . .  pullina you aently and evenly to the earth . .  . 

• Take a deep breath . . .  and let it out . . .  aaain, breathe deep, in and out . . .  
and aaain . . .  nowJocus your attention on your feet . . .  feel your feet . . .  move 
them . . .  wiaale your toes . . .  now clench yourfeet hard . . .  hold it . . .  hold . . .  and 

release . . .  and clench . .. and release . . .  let your feet relax, releasina all the 

tension . .  fee/ina the difference as the muscles relax .. . and let your attention 
withdrawJromyourfeet . . .  pullina back . . .  as thouah they vanish into mist . . .  

• Now Jocus your attention on your calves and ankles . . .  feel their bones 

and muscles . . .  move them a little . . .  and now clench them hard . . .  hold it . . .  
and release the tension . . .  and clench .. . and release . . .  relaxina your calves 

and ankles completely . . .  and withdrawina your attentionJrom them . . .  as 

thouah the mist covered them . . .  

• /inl/})cIIS nVII on )"vur thi.qhs and knces . . .  jlex the llIuscles cjjvur 
(highs. keeping thc rcst �)lj'()l1r Icas relaxcd .. .Jlc,l; andJccl thc.flesh . . . and 
(ightcn (helll ha rd ... hold ... and relct/,I·c . . .  and clench . . . and relax. rela.\ 
c(lml'/l'te�,'. lI'ithdrllll'ina )'(lllr attelltlOIl . . . thc mist carcrina ... 

· Your awarenessJocuses on your hips and loins . . .  the muscles and complex 
joints, the lowest belly . . .  jlex your hips and loins . . .  and clench . . .  and 
release . . .  tiahten . . .  and release . . .  allow your whole lower body to relax . . .  
all tension jlowina away . . .  awareness pullina back . . .  the mist coverina all . 

to 



• Now turn your awareness to your hands . . .  move your hands, Jeelina 

the bones and tendons . . .  and clench your hands . . .  hold . . .  and release . . .  

tiahten . . .  and release . .  .feelinayour hands relax completely . . .  withdrawina 
your awareness, as the mist covers them . . .  

• Focus on your Jorearms and wrists . . .  move and flex them,Jeelina their 
structure . . .  now tiahten them . . .  hold . . .  and relax . . .  clench . . .  and release, 

relaxina completely, withdrawina awareness, the mist risina. 

• Brina your attention to your upper arms and elbows . . .  flex and move 
them . . .  then clench . . .  hold . . .  and release . . .  and clench . .. and relax,Jeelina 
the tension drain Jrom them . . .  relaxina as your awareness is pulled back . . .  
now the mist covers your arms and leas . .. warm and relaxed . . .  all tension 
drainina away . . .  

• Turn your attention to your belly and lower back . . .  flex the muscles, and 
Jeel the complex if oraans . . .  then tiahten . . .  hold . . .  and release . . .  clench . .  . 
and release, lettina all tension flow away . . .  lettina awareness withdraw . .  . 

the mist risina . . .  

• As your awarenessJocuses on your chest and back . . .  move and flex, keepina 

your body relaxed . . .  Jeel your chest and back . . .  and clench . . .  hold .. . and 
relax . . .  tiahten . . . and relax . . . releasina tension . . .  and withdrawina your 
attention . . .  

• Your awareness turnina now to your neck and shoulders . . .  Jeelina the 
muscles and bones . . .  flexina . . . and tiahten . . .  hold . . .  and release . .. and 
clench . . .  and relax your neck and shoulders, lettina the mist cover your 
body . . .  warm and calm . . .  all tension released . . .  

• Now your awareness turns to the back if the head, and ears . . .  Jocus on 
them, and flex . . .  and clench . . .  and hold . .. and release . . .  tiahten . . .  and 
relax, lettina your awareness withdraw . .. the mist risina . .  . 
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• And focus on your face and scalp . . .  feel the complex if muscles and 
structures . . . move your face . . .  then tighten . . .  hold . . . and release . . .  tight . . .  
and relax complete!J, withdrawing your auentionfrom your head .. . the 
mist closing over you . . . 

• And so you are at rest . . .  your body relaxed . . .  centered peaciful!J in the 
mist .. . every muscle warm and conifortable . . .  From this relaxed place, so 
ma1!Y things are possible . .. it is the door to the mind . . .  

• So remember .. . remember this feelinB . . .  and know that by that memory 
)'ou may return to this place if comfort .. . this peace . . .  with ease . . .  when 
you will . . .  now rest here a moment . . .  and remember . .  . 

• So you remember this state . .. but now you will return to your body . .. sure 
in your relaxation . . .  able to easi!J return to this feelinB . . .  As you take a 
deep breath . . .  let your breath fiow through you . . .  and let your awareness 
return to your body. . .  warm and comfortable . . .  Move your body . .. breathe 
deep . . .  sit up . . .  and remember . . .  

• A Fire & Water Entrancement 
To prepare your mind for ritual you can try this simpk' technique. 

It is best if you have practiced rhythmic hreathing hefore beginning this 
cxercisc,  but many will find it instructi\'e with no other training. 

You will need to find a simpk howl for clear water and a candle. 
Arrange a comfortable scat, where your back can bc straight . Arrange the 
bowl and candlc so that you can l"(lIl1fortably reach them from your scat. If 
you prefer, turn off electric lights. When you are ready, take your scat before 
the watcr and light the candlc.  

Bcgin a pattern of rhythmic breathing, bcginning with three 
countcd brcaths . Allow your body to bcgin to relax as you simply observe 
your breath. Continuc to l isten to your brcath throughout the exercise. 

With your work hand , placc a drop of watcr on your forehead . 
Keeping your body relaxed , concentrate on the feel of the water on your 
skin . Let it fill your awarencss , and allow all other awarencss to fadc,  as you 
notice only the feel of the water on your skin . 
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Focus your gaze on the flame. Let the form and light of the fire be 
the concentration of your vision. Let is fill  your eyes,  as you sec only the 
light of the flame. 

Take three deep breaths, holding, together, the concentrations on 

the feeling of the water and the vision of the fire , feeling your breath flowing 
through you,  and then say : 

Between Fire & Water, I find my balance. 

Observe yourself, calmly. Breathe deeply and regularly. Let your 
concentration always return to the simple focuses of breath , water and fire, 
allowing your body to relax. Remember this feeling, and know that you can 

find it again. 
From this start ,  you can Widen your awareness to your altar-top or 

temple, always returning to your focus as you work the rite . 

• Bone, Breath & Blood 
• Stand firm, and take three complete breaths. Find and release tensions 
in your body as you breathe. 
• Keep your breath rhythmic, and jocus on theJeelina ifyourJeet touchina 
the around orjloor. For a moment, let your whole attention be on the place 
where your jeet touch the world. 
• Close your eyes, and find the pulse if your heart; in your chest, in your 
veins,feel the salt flow if your life· 
• Breathe deep, and feel the air jlow throuah you, connectina you with 
the whole world. 
• Stand firm, on the land. Feel the beating if your heart, and breathe deep. 
Finally, imagine that a cool white light is shinina]rom your jorehead. 
• With your attention jocused on these thinas, open your eyes. Maintain 
these concentrations, and widen your awareness to the symbols and words 
if the rite as you begin your ritual. 

For those with little or no experience with mental magical ski l l s ,  
these simple exercises should be practiced regularly until they are easy 
and natural . The ability to sit calmly, without distraction , while focused on 
a simple complex of symbols or ideas for even a few minutes will begin 
the skil ls  needed for the next steps. Once even a basic ability with these 
exercises is reached ,  the student should add Open meditation to the work . 
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A Word about Open Meditation 
In the course of working with students I find a continuing resistance 

to the systematic practice of basic Ope n  Meditation . By this term I mean 
the practice of concentrating attention on a single object, such as the breath , 
whi le allowi ng other thought and sensation to flow by the attention without 
attachment . This technique is preliminary to further trance and even to 
ri tual work and should be a common part of any program of mental practice . 
Beginning students, however, do find reasons to balk . 

Some seem to find the business of sitting motionless, pursuing 
nothing except mental activ i ty, to be chafing. To this the only answer can 
be that any new skill has its basic methods , and most of them involve some 
inconvenience in early phases . Whether stretching the hands for the piano 
or lying face down for push -ups ,  discomfort is often part of learning. So we 
can only tel l  students that the results wil l  justify the work of learning to sit 
moti onless . For tunately for these students a practicing Druid spends rather 
more time in the trances associated with ritual ,  than in motionless trance . 

Some stud ents mistake this  practice for the attempt to 'stop 
thinking' .  In some of the world's mystical systems this does seem to be a 
goal , with great value placed on finding and enhancing the silence between 
thoughts. Druidic lore doesn 't suggest that the finding of motionless silence 
i s ,  in itself, a core goal . It seems to occur spontaneously in some students, 
but it isn't central to the work .  

Rather the point of  this method for the system we're building i s  
the  d evelopment of  a detached observer in the self - a point of  observation 
for all that passes, within or without . The student learns to maintain her 
equanimity - engage her passions at need and to step away when she must. 
The work of Pagan spiritual practice can arouse the passions; can stir up 
ones m ental contents . The abil ity to stand in a place of neutrality and peace 
offers a special strength in spiritual work , whether it 's dealing with one 's 
emotions ,  gazing into the U nderworld , or facing the Gods. 

It is  common to confuse basic trance with the work of Open 
Meditation . They are ,  in fact, closely related, but there is an important 
distinction . Basic trance is the primary mental preparation for further 
lrance and ritual work , induced by relaxing the body, focusing the attention 
and suspending critical observation (or 'attachment' as some say). We have 
taught this state through the Fire and Water induction , and the Bone, Breath 
and Blood exercise. Either of those exercises,  among many other similar 
forms , produces the focused poise that  leads to other trance states .  

14 



Open Meditation can be understood as an extension of that poise 

into a longer experience sustained by will . By directing the concentration 
upon a single focus - watching the breath being our most usual method - we 

locate the still point. As our thoughts and impressions flow around us , we keep 
returning our awareness to the focus as we sit in stillness. By sustaining the 
relaxation , concentration and detachment of basic trance we allow the mind 
and emotions to relax in turn , releasing the ' knots and kinks' of daily life .  

Open meditation is a n  excellent accompaniment t o  the regular work 
of ritual purification . The Water and Fire clear away the spiritual cobwebs 
and parasites of daily spiritual life in the world. Open meditation deprives 
your personal inner imps and larvae of their food and weakens their grip. 

So we begin the formal work of mental training by learning to abide 
calmly among our own thoughts and feelings. If no other good were gained 
from the work of Druidry, the ability to stand at peace amid the swirl of 
life 's impulses would pay for all. In order to work the system I 'm presenting 
here the student will have to simply choose to set to it , and develop the 
basic skills that support all further work . We will refer  often to the ' Druid 's 
Peace" in this work - by this we mean that steady and unmoved center. In 
addition to this Peace , we will  learn a set of active meditations , but the Peace 
is the basis of them all , because the Peace grants access to the management 
of the mind by will. 

Open meditation is as basic to mental training as aerobic exercise is 
to training the body. Some students will take to it readily; others may find it 
more difficult .  I ts value and results speak for themselves and to neglect it  in 

early training is to deprive yourself of future resources .  

Working Open Meditation 
First Stage: 
• First find your scat , in a position that can be comfortably maintained with 
your spine straight. 
• Begin patterned breathing. Work the Blood , Breath and Bone induction . 
• If you wish to work a simple shrine opening, do so now .  Practice maintaining 
basic trance as you speak and do the ritual gestures.  Return to motionless 
basic trance following the work. 

Second Stage: 
• Choose a point of focus for your concentration . Initially you should 
continue to use the breath . 
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o With your attention focused simply sit and maintain that focus. You choose 
not to give attention to any specific thought that arises ,  whether about the 
object of concentration or any other thing. Each time that you notice a 
thought or specific impression holding your attention , return your attention 
to the focus . That is the entire basic technique . Like raising an arm or taking 
a step it is the act of will that brings the attention back to the focus . 
o As you practice you will begin to notice more quickly when you have 
drifted, and be able to hold your concentration on the focus for longer 
without breaks. This is the first level of success in this practice . 

Closing 
o A lways end the session of meditation formally, with the recitation of a 
closing charm and/ or other formal gesture . 
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• Contemplation Meditation 
In parallel with Open Meditation we begin the next stage of training 

and focusing the attention and will . In Open Meditation we focus on an 
essentially empty symbol ,  such as the breath, and allow thought to flow 
by without attachment. In Contemplation Meditation you choose a specific 
pattern or symbol as the focus of your attention . In many cases the symbol 
_ such as the Hallows or a symbol from lore ,  an idol or a painted symbolic 
image - may be physically present. It is also common to contemplate a 
mental construct image . You visualize, imagine or conceive the symbol in 
your mind , and observe it as if it were in front of you . 

In this exercise the goal is similar to Open Meditation. You intend 
to keep the symbol always the entire focus of your attention . You may find 
your mind 'thinking about' the symbol - your task is to return attention 
directly to the object of Contemplation , without attachment to the flow of 
consideration about it . In this way we hope to allow the reality of the symbol 
to enter our awareness directly, and deeply. There is always time to think 
about these matters - meditation is a time set aside for other mental goals. 

The technique of Contemplation is core to most of the higher- end 
of ritual and magical trance. As you work your way through ritual the ability 
to address each action with a whole and focused mind , to experience each 
thing for its unique power, is key to effective results . You learn to be in the 
presence of the Gods themselves , while maintaining the Peace and Power of 
your own Center. However, we can begin with much more modest goals 

Three Primary Contemplations 
t: Two Powers, Three Worlds, Four Quarters. You will develop the 
ability to easily bring the Two into your awareness , and you can then use 
their flow and circulation as the object of Contemplation . Set the circulation 
to turning in yourself, and allow your breath to keep the flow as you turn 
the focus of your attention to the feci and experience of the Two. Without 
attached consideration, allow yourself to observe the flow and shine ,  at 
peace . Each time you find yourself following a 'train of thought' , simply 
return your attention to the continuing flow of the Two. Finish with balance 
and a blessing. 
2: The Hallows. In this you will meditate with open eyes , focusing your 
attention on your fully operative Hallows of ritual . You will sit before your 
shrine or ritual arrangement, with the Fire lit, the Well blessed and the 
Tree and all cleansed with Fire and Water. You allow your gaze to fall on the 
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whole pattern of your ritual tools and symbols , experiencing their form and 
meaning without attachment to any flow of thought. Finish with balance and 

a blessing. 
3: Nature Contemplation. This practice is described in the Dedicant's 
work, but it should certainly be part of your regular practice .  Find a place 
where you can observe a bit of nature,  preferably with no visible thing 
obviously made by humans.  You might choose a specific great tree, or a 
stream or other water, or any natural spot, but it is good to practice this 
also in more ordinary natural settings. You find a seat and with your Peace 
and Power on you allow the reality of the place to be the object of your 
contemplation , without attachment to idea or emotion , to beauty or i l l . 
Finish with balance and a blessing. 

• Contemplation;The Practice 
The Shrine is set as uSt/al. with an obj ect Jar contemplation central!J located - a 

s),mbolic card or imaBe. a deity.flame. or the Three Hallows themselves. This technique 

can be applicd to music as well. thouBh music may be more inductive to reverie than 

to concentration. Contcmplation can also be fixed on a phrase or an envisioned imaBe. 

bl/t to begin it is best to contemplate a material object. 

I: Basic Trance:The Blood, Breath and Bone Exercise: 
• Stand or be seated firmly, spine erect, arms able to relax. 
• Take three Complete Breaths and continue to breathe. 
• Become aware if your body, where you are supported on the around by 

YOLlr firm bones. Be aware if your bones, holdina you upriaht as you feel 

your flesh relax. 
• Continue to breathe fully, and focus attention on the sound if the breath . 
Concentrate inward, listen ina only to the sound if your breath . 
• Turn your attention inward, and hear and feel the beatina if blood 

in your veins. Feel the subtle pulse, as your breath flows and your bones 

uphold you .  
• Continue this pattern as you open your EYes. Allow yourself to  remain 

re1axed,focusina only on your Blood, Breath and Bone. 
o Recite this charm: 

Bone uphold me 
Breath inspire me 
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Blood sustain me 
In this holy work. 
• Return to silent breathinB and listeninB within . 
• From this state there are two basic kinds if meditation with which to beBin your work.You 

can proceed to open meditation, or choose an object if contemplation. Ritual actions can 

also be peiformed, while maintaininB Basic Trance state. We continue to contemplation : 

2: Meditation 

• Continue your basic trance, settlinB peacifully into blood, breath and bone. 
• Open your eyes, and brinB your Baze Bently upon the object if your 
contemplation . 
• Allow your Baze to Jocus on the object if contemplation, and only on 
that object, concentratinB your attention to that sinBle object or symbol 
or sequence if ideas. Just as in Open Meditation you Jocused on your 
breath, allowinB all thouoht to flow by uno rasped, so in Contemplation 
Meditation you focus your attention on a powerful symbol, and allow only 
considerations and perceptions if that symbol to fill your mind. 
• First always return to the material form if the object, i ts real presence . 
From there you may carifully open to ideas concernino the object . This 
will inevi tably lead to associated thouoht .  Whenever that happens, simply 
return your awareness to the visible (or audible) form if the object. 
• The ooal is to extend the periods in which your awareness is wholly 
occupied by a sinole object, especially one with spiritual or symbolic 
mean ina. 
• When the time is stdficient, close your eyes, return to basic trance, then close. 
3: Closing 
• Always end the session if meditation formally, with the recitation if a closinB charm 
and / or other formal Besture. 

The blessings of the Holy Ones be on me and mine 
My blessings on all beings, with peace on thee and thine 
The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
Thus do I remember the work of the Wise. 
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Contemplation of the Land 
It is vital for you to make a true and deep contact with the forms and 
processes of nature. One way to approach that is to use basic trance to open 
yoUI- se lf  to those patterns_ While it is good to actually leave the city when 
possible , i t  i s  not necessary to go d eep into the wild to do this work . Every 
city has park land , back yards, e\'en decorative trees that allow contact with 
forms not shaped by humankind . 

When you have a little ski l l  in finding your Peace and Power, go out to a 
place where you can sit quietly on the grass or a low bench or mat .  If you 
can find a place where more than one kind of natural form occurs - trees, 
herbs, beasts ,  stones , streams - then that is best . Seat yourself as comfortably 
as possible and begi n  your pattern of rhythmic breathing. 

Sitt ing with your eyes closed , find the rhythm of your breath, and work 
one of the basic mental exercises. After a while allow yourself to begin 
to listen to the sounds around you_ Let those sounds enter your mind and 
flow through you, hearing al l  but holding to nothing. The goal is to keep 
your menta l  balance and calm no matter the input. When you wish , open 
your eyes .  Let the sights of the natural world move through your mind . 
A lIow your eye to flow over the forms of the natural world, even l inger to 
look closely. But when any thought or image grasps or holds the attention , 
return to coun ting the breath and let eye and mind move on . The goal is to 
sit in si lence, your mind transparent to the reality of the woodland, offering 
no obstacle  to the flow of nature 's sights and sounds.  

The final phase of this work is to stand and walk while maintaining the "open 
eye." When this can be managed with a minimal number of breaks , you will  
have a skill  that can help you in every part of your l ife from labor's drudgery 
to the subl ime moments of vision and magic . 

If you wish, your efforts to become aware of the Spirits in any specific place 
can be expressed i n  a spoken charm or prayer. When you have felt  welcomed 
in any natural place it is always good to give a small offering, perhaps spilling 
a l ittle dr ink upon the ground, and saying: 
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The world is in me, and I am in the world 

The Spirit in me is the Spirit in the world. 
To you, place of beaut y, place of honor, 

To you (name and describe place) 
I bring this offering in peace. 

From the Deep in me t o  the Deep in you 

From my Fire to your Fire 
A gift of honor, a gift of worship 

In hope of your welcome 
That there be peace between us 

In all things 

Be it so! 
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The Second Cycle: Underworld &. Heaven 
The work if traditional magic is not quietist. The ancient wise did not teach 

that the hi8hest wisdom came by simply sitting in silence, waitingJor a voice . They 
did not teach that all wisdom lay within the indi vidual, or that only turning within 
could lead to good results. Rather, ancient wisdom teaches that divine power lies in 

el'e'J'thing, both within the personal soul and outside it, both deep in the Self and in 
nature around us. 

So, to seek wisdom and power is to seek to know both internal and external 

reality. With Open Meditation we began by working with the contents and habits if 

the untrained mind. We learn to calm our hearts and to lift our perspecti ve above the 

cloudy drift if our common thought and impulse . This is, in essence an act if will, and 

it beBins the traininB if the will, which is Jundamental to all spiritual and maBical 

practice. The remainder if the work if trance and vision depends on the ability to turn 

the mind away from distraction and Jocus on an internal experience at will. 

The work if the ]i1'0 Powers beBins the process if connecting the internal self 

with an external spiriwal reality. It is a method if 'Grounding &.. Centering'. This 
term is seldom used with precision .  I use '8rounding ' to rifer to makin8 a connection 

between the internal h uman patterns and a source if power or potential outside if 
the self. The term arose from the work if disposing if excess enerBJ Jollowing a rite 

- 'grounding' it like electricity into the earth .  It has become combined with Yogic 

ideas,and worked into a Pagan context in ma1!Y ways. 1 use 'centering' to rifer to the 

willed control if the flow and pattern if the enerBJ brought into the self. Often this 

is arranged in a set if internal 'centers'. In the next Cycle we will introduce a more 
detailed vision if the Center. For now the flow if the Two Powers in the central channel 

if the bod)' makes the point. So in Brounding and centering we own ourselves to the 

pre-existinB flow if tlVO primal, impersonal spiritual powers, and we make a whole 

and holy pattern if those powers in ourselves, by the power if vision and will. 

From a traditionalist perspecti ve, it is difficult to demonstrate that this 

sort if'energJ' work' was practiced by Celts or other European sorcerers. lndic �stems 

appear to have worked with impersonal Jorces from early times, though the kind if 

work presented here is certainly a modern invention . However,Jrom the perspective 

if spirit-arte, the vision if the magician standing in the cosmic center,flowing and 

burning with the primal powers if the cosmos and wielding them in her hands is a fine 

Pagan l'ersion if being prepared in personal power Jor dealings with arch-beings. 

Finally, these methods are intrinsically healin8 and restorative. To order your 

internal patterns and empower them with greater powers builds strength both if soul 

and ifbody.While that healin8 isn 't a primary purpose if this work, I can recommend 

the practices based on that alone. 
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Energy Work with the Two Powers 

The Two Powers: Underworld and Heavens 
The Underworld Power: The primary image that evokes the underworld 

power is of the waters that seep, pool and flow beneath the surface on which 
we dwell . These waters are in some way connected with all the world 's 
waters ,  an ever-flowing current . In that water is dissolved every nutrient 
required to sustain all life ,  nutrients derived from the natural processes of 
decay and dissolution. From this matrix every being arises , all the bounty of 

the world . Even crystal condenses from the waters under the Earth .  
I n  Celtic lore this primal water can b e  connected with the primal 

Mother - Danu, Mother of the gods and goddesses .  She can be envisioned as 
the ocean of undifferentiated awareness , her mind the ever-flowing current 
of being deep beneath our surface life . Every individual manifestation is 
rooted and connected through the waters of the "all-mind ." 

When we contact the underworld power we reach deep into the 

dark, to the current from the past , to the flow and store of the memory of 

the worlds , the undifferentiated flow of possibility that is sometimes called 
the "chaos of potential ." Through our underworld awareness we can reach 
out to touch the roots of other minds, other forms of consciousness.  We 
grasp the raw material , that can be shaped by magic into new forms and 
manifestations. 
The Heaven Power: The primary image that evokes the heaven power is 
the light of sun and moon, the great lights that wheel and turn in their eternal 
order. W hen this power falls upon the earth it draws forth individual l ives , 
stirring and transforming the potentials of the waters , providing the pattern 
that allows individual existences to grow. In the same way, this heaven power 
is made real to us in fire . Just as the sun warms the waters of the earth , so 
the sacred fire warms the contents of the magic cauldron , transforming raw 
materials into food , medicine or sorcery. 

In Celtic lore this primal fire can be connected with the first Father 
- Bel, the ancestor of the gods and goddesses .  He can be understood as the 
spark of kindling, the point around which individual beings grow from the 
matrix of potential . He inspires the creative power that allows us to shape 
reality from the river of fate . 

When we contact the heaven power we feel the inner light, the 
precipitating, crystallizing force that makes us who we are . We grasp the 
organizing pattern of cosmos , that allows continuity of form and life ,  which 
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can be called the world order. Through heavenly awareness we gain the 
power of shaping, that orders the flow of potential , that allows us to bind 
fate to some small degree,  according to our wil l .  

These two powers are the dynamic tension that produces our 
apparent reality. They are present in every being, every spiri t .  In humankind 
they flow in our bodies and souls ,  and can be directed to some extent by 
wi l l  and imagination , or by emotion and its accompanying impulses. So the 
student learns to become aware of the two powers as they flow in the worlds 
and in herself. She learns to use will and vision to accumulate the powers in 
body and soul ,  and to draw strength from them .  From this  skill many kinds 
of practical magic arise, beginning with the power of the gate , the place at 
the boundary between heaven and the underworld . 

Visualization and EnerBY Work 
Once you have mastered the basic trance - that is, once you can sit quietly, 
with both body and mind relaxed but alert - you can move on to the work 
of visualization and energy. Both visualization and energy work require the 
abil i ty to produce mental experiences that seem to be sensory, to the mind. 
In energy work we use imagination to produce the feeling of energy flowing 
through the body, and in visualization we use it to produce mental images .  
Of  course al l  the other senses are also employed in prodUcing a fully-realized 
vision - inner hearing, touch , etc . play their part. 

The Two Powers script gi ven here is  an example of using vision 
skills to produce the feeling of energy flow in the body. We build the feci 
of the cool earth-power, the warm light, the tingle or thrill of the flow, the 
vision of the fire flowing in us. Such a script should really be experienced 
as a guided exercise , at first . This often happens in our public rituals ,  but 
sol itary students may need to resort to recording the script in their own 
voice ,  at a stately, gentle pace . 
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The Two Powers - Full Scripted Induction 
This is a basic meditation intended to link the Druid's spirit and flesh 

to the currents of Earth and Sky. It is based on methods that have become 
known in Pagan work as 'grounding and centering ' . All these methods are 
meant to connect the student to spiritual powers in the cosmos , and to provide 
balanced channels of flow for those powers in the personal soul. Some form 
of this technique should precede almost any work of worship or magic.  The 
Two Powers model is based on core concepts in Indo-European lore , but is 
not, by any means , the only vision or mythic model useful in our Druidry. 

The work begins by seating yourself, or standing, in a comfortable 
position at your meditation seat . Here follows a script for a version of the Two 
Powers work . You should read through the script until you are familiar with 
its pattern, or perhaps even read it onto a tape for the first several exercises. 
Soon , with practice , you will  know the basic order, and be able to proceed 
from memory. The best practice is to memorize the sequence of images ,  but 
this is made much easier by a few repetitions with spoken guidance. 

The Script 

• Beain, 0 seeker if wisdom, with your breath . . .  breathe deeply,jrom your 
belly . . .  in . . .  and out . . . make your body comJortable . . .  stretch if you need 
to, settle in place . . .  and Jocus on your breath . . .  observe your breath as it 

flows in and out if your body . . .  and with each breath, allow your body 
to relax . . . let your breath carry away tension jrom your flesh . .  relaxina 
your feet and leas . . .  lettina your belly siften and relax . . .  breath ina away 
tension jrom your shoulders and arms . . .  Jrom your neck . . .  re1axina your 

face and mouth, your eyes . . .  with each breath your body becomina warmer, 
comJortable and relaxed . . .  your mind alert and prepared Jor maaie . . .  
• Now, with your body still and calm, imaaine that from your feet, or the 
base if your spine, roots beain to Wow downward . . .  roots reachina and 
arowina into the earth, down throuah soil and stone . . .  deepenina and 
spreadina . . .  reachina to touch the waters under the Earth . . .  the Earth 
current. .. the dark, cool, maanetic power that nourishes and sustains 
life. ·. as your roots touch this current i t  is drawn in and up toward your 
body . . .  your breath draws the Earth power upward . . .  into your body . . .  the 
invisible, maanetic power .fills your leas, eneraizina and strenathenina . .  . 
waters rise jrom the earth, into your leas . . .  risina . . .  into your loins . .  . 
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and pooling in your loins, a cauldron if Earth power . . .  You breathe the 
power upward . . .  rising]rom the earth, through your loins, rising up your 
spine . . .  into your heart . . . pooling and filling a cauldron in your heart 
with healing, restoring energy- . .  power risingjrom the deep, through your 
lOins, through your heart . . . rising up your spine and into your head . . .  

filling a cauldron ?f' wisdom and vision behind your eyes . . .  and rising 
still, filling all your body and flowing out again through the crown if 
your head . . . through your hands . . .  flowing out around your body and 
back into the earth .. . the power under the Earth flows in you . . .  grounding 
you in the source if life . . . 

• Now imagine the sky overhead . . .  The sun and moon and, jar beyond 
them, the stars . . .  imagine a Single star at the center if the sky, shining 
direct!y over your head . . .  the center if your inner sky, your own pole
star . . .  see a flash if light shining down from that star . . .  streaming down 
between moon and sun . . .  gold, silver and blue-white light . . .  the bright, 
warm, electric power if the sky. . .  the light touches your head,filling and 
illuminating the cauldron like sun on still water . . .  shining]rom above . . .  

filling your head with warm, awakening power . . .  flowing down into your 
heart. . . IlJ'arming the cauldron . . .  shining down through head and heart, 
illumining the waters . . . downward to reach your loins . . .  The cauldron 
shines with sky power in your loins . . .  Tingling, electrical light in head, 
heart and loins . .. the light flows downward into Earth, and you are 
sh ining and flOWing with the mingled powers if Earth and sky . . .  the raw 
material if magie. . .  the chaos if potential and the world order . .  . 

• These powers are balanced in you . . .  yours to shape and use . . .  always 
with you in some degree .. . But jar now, allow the powers to recede . . . waters 
to the Earth, light to the sky . . .  knOWing that each time you attune to them 
you become more attuned, more at one with the powers . . .  breath deep . . .  
and allow your awareness to return to your common senses . . .  as you open 
your eyes . .. 
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BasicTwo Powers Awareness 
This is a basic meditation intended to link the Druid 's spirit and flesh to the 

currents of Earth and Sky. It is based on methods that have become known 

in Pagan work as 'grounding and centering' . All these methods are meant 

to connect the student to spiritual powers in the cosmos , and to encourage 

balance in the personal soul . Some form of this technique should precede 

almost any work of worship or magic. 

• Find your seat or your stance, and relax into a basic trance . 

• Envision dark, rich power that flows like water under your feet.  Take three 

deep, complete breaths and imagine that Underworld Water flowing up into 

your body 

• Envision bright, inspiring power that shines like Fire above your head . Take 

three deep, complete breaths and imagine that Power of  the Heavens shining 
down into your body. 
• Take three deep breaths and envision the Light and the Dark, mingling in 
your blood , in your breath, in your heart. 
• Proceed to your work . 

A Primary Circulation of the Two Powers 
1: Find your Peace and bring the Two Powers into balance into yourself. 
2: Focus on the Waters, and bring them into a current flowing upward through 
your legs to meet in your loins, then travel up through the center of your body 
on aline with your spine. In later exercises we will add the Three Cauldrons, but 
for now focus on a s single clear channel ,  that reaches all the way to the head , 
that nIls and overflows into the whole body, creating a circulation of the Earth 
Power as your breath continues to draw and drive the Power from beneath . 
3: Focus on the Light, and open your head to the shining pattern of Fire as 
it shines down onto and into you, and see it shining in a clear channel that 
fIlls the head, shines down the center into the loins and fills the body with 
glowing warmth and pattern . 
4: The Water becomes filled with the Fire. With your breath you move them 
through you ,  and the flow of the Two becomes Light and Shadow, Fire and 
Water together, circulating through the body, connecting you with the Deep 
and with the Height. 
S: Hold you palms up, and fill your hands with the flow of theTwo. From this 
stance many works can be done. Contemplation of this state , as described in 
the First Cycle , is always profitable. 
6 :  To end , allow the force of the flow to recede as you release your breath , 
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and the power to flow back to center from your hands . Conclude with a final 
a ct or charm . 

Experiencing the Two Powers 
• Learning to smoothly balance the Powers is the first step in really working 
with them. It is  also a good idea to spend some time learning to focus upon 
and feel the presence of each of the Two Powers individually. 
· Find your Peace, and bring the Two Powers in balance into yourself. 
• Begin with the Underworld power. Focus your awareness on the Deep 
Power, and let it flow fully into your awareness. Using your breath, draw 
more and more of the Waters into yourself, focus your contemplation upon 
the Waters , and upon your connection with the Underworld . 
• Firmly return to a fully balanced state of the Two. 
• Focus your awareness on the Heaven power. Feel  the shining of the Light 
of the Sky and let it  flow fully into your awareness . Using your breath draw 
more and more of the Fire into yourself, focus your contemplation upon the 
Fire and upon your connection with the Heavens .  
• Firmly return to a fully balanced state of the Two. Circulate the Powers in  
yourself, and end the exercise with the Blessing. 
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The Caher Draoi Exercise 
• Seat ),ourselffor working, and work the Blood, Breath and Bone entrancement: 

• Stand or be seated firmly, spine erect, arms able to relax. 

• Take three Complete Breaths and continue to breathe. 

• Become aware qf your body, where you are supported on the ground by YOllr firm 
bones. Be aware qf ),our bones, holding you upright as )'ou Jeel your flesh relax. 

• Continue to breathe Jully, and Jocus attention on the sound qf the breath . Concentrate 

inward, listening only to the sound qf your breath . 

• Turn ),our attention inward, and hear and feel the beating qfblood in your veins. Feel 

the subtle pulse, as your breath flows and ),our bones uphold )'ou .  

• Continue this pattern as you open your eyes. Allow yourself to remain relaxed, 

Jocusing only on ),our Blood, Breath and Bone. 

• Recite this charm: 

Bone uphold me 
Breath inspire me 
Blood sustain me 
In this holy work. 
• Draw the Two Powers into you, in a primary circulation: 

• Focus on the Underworld Waters, and brinB them into a current flowinB 
upward throuBh your legs to meet in your loins . . .  then travel up through 
the center if your body . . .  on a line with your spine. Focus on a single 
clear channel . . .  that reaches all the way to the head . . .  that fills and 
oveif/ows into the whole body . . .  creating a circulation if the Earth Power 
as your breath continues to draw and dri ve the Power from beneath . 
• Focus on the Light if the Heavens . . .  and open your head to the shining 
pattern if Fire . . .  as i t  radiates down onto and into you . . .  and see it 
shining in a clear channel . . .  that fills the head . . .  shines down the center 
into the loins . . .  and fills the body with glowing warmth and whirling 
pattern .  
• The J1t&ter becomes filled with the Fire . . .  With your breath you move them 
through you . . .  and the flow if the Two becomes Light and Shadow . . . 
Fire and Water together . . .  one thing made if two .  . .  a deep, shining 
essence . . .  circulating through the body, connectinB you with the Deep 
and with the Height .  
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• Hold your hands bifore you . . .  cupped as thouBh to hold water. Breathe 
deep, and let your breath draw and dri ve the Essence if the Two . . .  each 
breath increasinB and intensifyinB the Two in your hands. Let the Waters 

fill your hands . . .  and flow over the finBers . . .  and the Fire kindle as a 
flame atop the Waters . . .  movinB the Waters with its heat. Let the Fire 
grow so bright that your hands shine . . . incandescent . . .  makinB a sphere 
if light and flame around your hands. The Waters flow into this Flame . . . 

feed it . . .  and are turned into mist, that flows from the sUljace if the 
sphere . Move your hands until you Bet a feelJor how you can manifest and 
hold th is sphericalJorm if the Two. 
• BrinB your hands to your heart . . .  and place the sphere if the Two into 

yourself, lettinB it flow and shine in your center . . .  breathe deep, and 
envision the sphere if Fire and Water BTOwinB, larBer and larBer, until i t 
encompasses your whole body . . .  a sinBle Sphere surroundinB your whole 
self. Concei ve the Fire as sh ininB downward Jrom above . . .  throuBh the 
self, then flaming up around the Sphere . Conceive the Water as risinB up 

Jrom below . . .  then JountaininB down around the Sphere . Intensify this 
dual current as you can and will. Let your breath brinB the power . . .  and 
return to that incandescent fire and spreadinB mist . 
• It is the Waters that brinB the all-potential to the MaBe 's work . . .  It is the 
Fire that brinBs the power to manifest specific Boals . . .  At the edBe if the 
Sphere if the Two Powers the Fire brings shape from the Deep . . .  From this 

Jormula many works proceed. 
• This Sphere is the Caher Draoi, the Druid's Fortress . . .  the inner sanctum, 
the invisible chapel if the maBician 's power. In it you may set any siBn, 
will any shape . . .  and Jrom it many works if maBic can be done . . .  
• Set the siBn if the Gate at your heart, the Well in your loins, the Fire 
in your head . . . Concei ve the Dual Flow throuBh your body to be as the 
root and branch if the World Tree . . .  This is the first manifestation if the 
Nemeton if Vision . .  the Otherworld reality if the ritual space in which 
maBic is made . . .  Into this Fortress we call what we will . .  and send Jorth 
what we will in turn . 
• Now rest a while in contemplation if the Caher Draoi . . . 
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• When you are done, rifocus on the flow if energies in the sphere . . . 

By will and vision, see the sphere shrink . . .  smaller and smaller until it 

encloses your heart . . .  and allow that vision to Jade . . .  returning to Bone, 
Breath and Blood . .  . 
• Close with a prayer if you wish : 

The Blessings of the Holy Ones be on me and mine 
My Blessings on all beings, 
With peace on three and thine 
The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
Thus do I remember the work of the wise 
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Works of the Two Powers: 
t :  Purification 
TI 1l ' ,l h i l i t y I n  ga t her and d i rcct t he Earth ,1 11< 1 Sky Powers i s  of 'l l ' l l  Sl'C ll i1 � 

t i ll' opcr a t i n- p( )wer he h ind  I I r w i th in  .l llu mhl'r of s impk ri tuals . O ll l' ( ) f '  
I I l l' m ( )st Co m J l l Ol l  of t hose i s  p u r i fl t -<l t io l l  o r  l 'h-,' lls ing of tool s ,  o r  of hOIllt' s ,  
I l l' d s ,  e l l ' .  H en' I w ill presL'l l t t hl' s i m p l e  r i t l l a l l i ) J' Jll , and the l l  descr ihe the  
detai ls of focusing and directing the Two Powers to empower that rite . 

A Simple Charm of Purification 

The object i s  brought to  the shrine , or into the circle .  The Water and Fire i s  
present , and hal lowed as  you wil l ,  perhaps using this simple charm :  

Th e Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and grow in me. 
In Land, Sea and Sky, 
Below and on high, 
Let the Water be blessed and the Fire be hallowed. 

Sprinkle the object with "vater from the Tobar. Cause the Deep Power to 

flow oyer and through it as you say three times: 

By the holy Power of the Deep 
The Waters of the Dark, the secret Well, 
Be free of every ill  or every bane 
Washed clean by magic's might, as I do will . 

I f  you can , l igh t an open flame from your Tintean . Make a large offering of 
i ncense , ho ld the object in the smoke, and fill  it with the l ight of the Sky, as 

you say : 

By the shining Power of the Sky 
The Fire of Sorcery, the Heaven 's Light 
Let every ill or bane now flee away, 
By my word and will, and magic's might. 
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Speak a Briocht proper to the work, or use a version of this general charm : 

By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 

Let all ill turn away from this (object), and all good flow 

to it. 

Let no ill approach by Land or Sea or Sky 

Let no ill approach by Day or by Night 

Nor in the Spaces Between 

By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 

Let all ill turn away! 

Draw and invokingTriskclion over the obj ect, saying : 

By Fire, Well, and Tree 

By Land, sky and Sea 
By Gods, Dead, and Sidhe 

By my word and by my will, 

Bfodh se amhlaidh! 

It is best to immediately use the object for its intended purpose , and then 
put it in its place on the shrine . 

The Inner Work: 
1 : Enter Basic Trance using the Fire & Water or Bone,  Breath and Blood 
exercise . 
2: Work the Caher Draoi , and produce the Triessence in the heart.  
3 : Re-separate the Triessence into theTwo Powers , Water in the left hand and 
Fire in the right for most people . 
4: Charge the Hallows with the Two Powers as you recite the charm.  See 
the Water charging the Well , the Light charging the Fire, and the Triessence 
reforming in the Tree,  with each reflected in the other. Conceive the Caher 
to encompass both yourself and the Hallows.  
5:  Maintaining the separation in the hands , take up the Well .  Holding it in 
the left hand , direct the Underworld Power by breath and will to charge the 
Cauldron ever more strongly. Continue that for some while ,  until you can 
feci a strong charge in the tool and the water of the Well . Sprinkle the target 
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w i th the wate r, w hi le reci ting the charm . 
6 :  As you spr inkle  and chan t ,  al low powerful  images of water to d irect the 
Underworld now. Sec waves of it wash through the target ,  d issolv ing a l l i l l ,  
or even dissol ving the target i tself i f  you arc ban ishi ng a spirit or a force . 
Sec the Waters carrying the mess away into the deep.  Continue to direct the 
powe r th rough you , and th rough the sprink l ed water, through the target and 
i n t o  the ear th as the charm is repeated three times .  
7:  Replace the We l l  on the Shr ine ,  and take up Fire from the Altar Fire . 

Draw the Heaven Fire i n to your r ight hand , and charge the flame or smoke 
strongly w ith the power, us ing breath and wi l l . You may simply l i ft the fire 
howl i tse l f, o r  you might take fire by l ighting several sticks o f  good incense 
and a l l ow ing them to burn with open flame for a moment, before blowing 
them out and con tinu ing to charge \v i th the sm oke as the charm is repeated 
three t imes .  
8:  As  you shine the l igh t or spread the smoke over the target ,  a l low images 
of l ight , warmth and fi re to fill the object .  Sec the Fire burn away all  that 
i s  i mperfect or ill in  the target ,  dri ving ill away completely. The Fire also 

fi l ls  the form of an object to be purified , fi l l ing i t  with positive blessing, 
fol lowing the emptying cleansing of the Water. Sec the target shine with the 
Light of the heavens.  
9: Rep lacing the Fi re on the Shrine ,  hold the obj ect to be purified in your 
hands , or beneath your hands .  Renew the Caher Draoi , producing the 
Triesse nce strongly, and see ing i t  formed from the Fire and Water in the 

target as wel l .  Exp;ll1d the sphere of the Caher Draoi to contain the target , 
and bring the Two i n to whole and perfect balance , declaring the target to 
be cleansed by reci t ing the purificat ion charm three times . Draw the triskel 
o\'er the target to sea l the pattern , reciting the final charm just once . 

This charm can a l s o  be used with no physical symbols at a l l , usi ng on ly 
the en v is i oned Fire a nd Water. Tradition teaches that the work is best done 
hy i nc lud i ng materia l  symbols,  but with some skil l  the work can be done 
e ffecti vely without them . Students arc advised to learn the techn ique using 
physical  water and fire ,  whencver possible .  
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2: Warding 
The use of the Two Powers for warding is based on the shaping of 

the Triessence through will and vision . It ean be accompanied by a spoken 
charm or some physical gesture , but can always be done silently. The skilled 
Druid will develop patterns that can be erected nearly instantly, at need . 

Choosing a warding vision is a matter of finding symbols that both 
excite the heart and produce the feeling of centered strength . Many people 
find visions of ancient or trad itional weapons useful . The Spear of Lugh is a 
powerful protection , which can be combined with the starry Cloak of Brigid 
as a warding charm . Of course such a charm works best for those who keep 

the rites of both Brigid and Lugh . 
The Powers can also be used more directly, the Underworld Power 

to dissolve and ground away any attack,  and the Heaven Power to actively 
drive away by light and fire . This leads directly back into the Caher Draoi 
which is itself a powerful protection when made intense and sharp. 

An equally powerful  approach to warding is the Convoking of 
Cosmos, in which the cosmic diagram is manifested in vision within your 
personal sphere . By standing firm in the Sacred Center no ill can reach you . 
That vision is taught in the Third Cycle of this book's work . 

Here are two charms for warding. I provide the Irish text for those 
who prefer it. The English will be sufficient for most english-speakers . 

• The Cloak and Spear 
Stand facina east, if possible, and clasp hands at the heart. Raise the Cahcr Draoi as 

you say: 
Powers of the Earth and Sky 
Rooted deep and crowned high. 

Cumhachtai an domhain an us an spear 

Freamhaithe {seal an us choroin ard. 

Open hands out, as the Cloak if Briaid is envisioned covering the Caher, Say: 

Cloak of the High One, cover us.  
Peace upon us 
Ease upon us 

Protection upon us 
By the power of the Starry Deep. 
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B m t  n a  h A rda on, cludach lin n .  
Siochana o m i n n  
Easca O/'ainn 
Cosa in t ominn 
De reir an cumhach t aB a n  realta sa domhain.  

Point  fin8er (or l I 'anJ) to the four Jirect ions in t l I rn ,  be8innin8 in the cast, sa)'in8: 

Spear of the Victory eastward now stand 
Turn aside ill in the name of Long-Hand 

Spear of the Vi ctory southward now stand 
Turn aside ill in the name of Long-Hand 

Spear of the Victory westward now stand 

Turn aside ill  in the name of Long-Hand 
Spear of the Victory northward now stand 

Turn aside ill  in the name of Long-Hand 

Slea a n  bua soh anois seasa mh 
Ca s ar lea taobh tinn in ainm an JQmhjhada 

Slea an bua seasamh dh eas anois 
Slea an bua a nois seasamh siar 
Slea a n  bua 6 th uaidh anois seasamh 

/-f,)},} h,wJs ( ' I I I  in  r rwlIl/'h .  then rC/ l l /' l l  r o  11 <111 ,/.1 dasl'c.i ,lr rhe hCl.1rl , S'IJ 'I TI�' " 
By Lugh t h e  Might)' and Brigid the H igh 

Th us I am guarded in Land , Sea and Sky. 
T,., LUlIh Midi,. aB us Brfd arel 
a 1" thalamh a r  muir  an us sa speir me sJQn 

The I n ner Work 
1 :  Enter Basi cTrance 
2 :  Rai se the Cahe r Draoi , and widen the sphere to include the area to be 
ward ed .  
3 :  Env is ion the Cloak of Brigi d ,  deep blue and starry, he m m ed in green , 
sett l ing over the sphere ,  and rdlected below. Draw up the Deep Power and 
shape it i n to the form of the Cloak . Let that be accompani ed by a nourishing 
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flow of love, protection and safety. 

4: Bring the Fire into your hand and shape the form of the Spear of Lugh 

before you in the east. See it flying, unmoving, flaming at the edge of the 

sphere, and then turn and establish it again in the next quarter. Feel the Fire 

bring the light of courage and strength . 

S :  Hold the whole vision , of the surrounding Cloak of Starry Deep and 
Green Wall ,  and the Spear standing flaming in all directions. Feel the 
presence of Brigid and Lugh , as you know them , and confirm the whole 

work by the final charm . Allow the vision to fade to the background as you 

continue your work . 

• Boiling the Cauldron 
In this working the Caher Draoi is empowered as a sphe r ical shield 

made of the Fire and Water. The Underworld Power is poured into a thick 
layer, and the heaven Power is placed ' beneath ' it , inside the sphere . In this 
way the Waters are brought to boil , making a powerful shield . 

Establish the Caher Draoi, sayin8 :  
Powers of the Earth & Sky, 
Rooted deep and crowned high. 
Rise from the deep oh ancient might. 
Burn in my heart now, primal light. 

Say three times, as you establish the moat: 

Flow around me, shadow deep 
All ill from me now to keep. 

Say three times as you kindle the fire: 
Heaven's flame now burn within 
Let the boiling now begin. 

Say three times as the Waters boil and the Fire Burns: 
Fire and Shadow, boil and burn 
Let the wheel of magic turn 
Nothing passes that brings ill 
By my word and by my will .  
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Inner Work 
I :  Raise the Caher Draoi . Establish the Triessence as a sphere surrounding 
the area that is to be warded . 
2 :  Begin to draw up the Underworld Power more strongly, and with it bring 
images of dissolution , decay and entanglement. Shape this Shadow-power 
into a layer on the outward side of your sphere ,  surrounding you as though 
by a swampy moat . Conceive of this barrier as a trap for all  who might do 
you harm . 
3 :  Draw down the Fire of the Heavens , and concentrate it in your heart .  
With breath , vision and will accumulate the Light,  seeing it  fill the space 
within the sphere of Underworld Power. It becomes a second layer, made of 
the Heavens ' Fire, burning beneath the Waters .  
4: Envision the heat of the Sky Power bringing the U nderworld Water to a 
boil , dissolving al l  that m ight enter it .  This is the warding, that the dissolving 
power of the Waters be amplified and made even more i mpassable by the 
heat and action of the Fire , so that all that attempts to pass it  be destroyed ,  
d issolved a n d  returned t o  the clements from which it  arises. 



Wand & Cauldron Work - A Will-Working 
The Wand is held in the right hand , and the Cauldron in the left .  If needed , 

the Wand and Cauldron ean both be held in the left hand , the wand resting 

crosswise while the fingers hold the Cauldron . The Cauldron is generally 
held in the palm of the cupped hand . The Wand is gripped at its balance 
point, held upright, the ' scepter '  end up and the ' pointing end ' down.  (Scep
ter end is the wider end , pointing end the more narrow. ) 

• Throne Position: Seated cross- legged , Cauldron at rest in left hand on 
thigh, Wand at rest held up as scepter on right side . 

• Five Conjurino Positions: 

_ Fadaigh - Kindling: Cauldron held at the belly or loins , Wand held at 

the heart, pointing end down toward Cauldron . 

_ Teasa - Heating: The Wand's pointing end is held beneath the Cauldron , 
parallel to the floor 
_ Mheascadh - Stirring: The Wand 's pointing end is cireled around the 
Cauldron, whether around the mouth or all around the body, as is preferred . 
_ Tarraingim - Drawing Out: The scepter end is held across the Caul
dron, then raised to draw forth the Blessing. 
_ Beannacht - Blessing: Cauldron returns to rest ,  Wand held out before 
body, or touched to forehead . 

The Workinn: 
• Benin in throne position. Brinn the Two powers into yourself, sayinn 

Powers of the Earth and sky, 
Rooted deep and crowned high 
(cumhach tai ar domhan aous speir 

friamhaithe 00 domhain aousfaoi choroin ard) 

• Kindlinn position :  

Let the Fire be kindled, let there be light in the dark
ness 
(liO an lasair a adaim, 

in iill oo mbeadh solas sa dorchadas) 

• Heatinn Position: 

Let the Fire come into the Water, 
I set this Cauldron to boil 
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(LiB a n  D6i teain thaBa nn istea ch ar an Uisce, 
leaB me an choire a jh i u chadh) 

I nto this  Cauldron I place these Powers 

That they may be boiled in the Water and the Fire 
(Is teach sa ch oire ait me n a  cumh a ch tai seo 
Fea dJa r iad a bruite ar an uisce aB us an tin e) 
Recite or ell l ' ision thc  clcmcnts that YOll wO llld add to the spell, see them mixina i n to 

the combiningfloll' anJflame if the Callidron . 

• So r r ing :  

Make t h c  motion,  wh ile rccit ing t h i s  charm at least nine  times :  

Tur n ,  Turn,  Tur n  again 

Tur n ,  Turn,  Tu r n  aga i n  

Tu rn,  Tur n ,  Tu rn aga i n  

L e t  my w i l l  be done.  
Cas, cas, cas aris 
Cas, cas, cas aris 
Cas, cas, cas aris 
liB beidh mo a m h laidh 

• Drawing Forth : 

Now let the Blessing come forth 

By the power of the Wand and Cauldron 

By the Deep and by the H eight 

I bring forth the mag ic 
(A n o is, liB an bhean nach t tea ch t a m a ch 
De rei r an cumhach t aB an sla t aB us choire 
De reir a n  domhain aB us aB an aired 
thabhairt  me a m a ch an draioch t) 

• Blessing : 
Now let the power be in me 

And the mag i c  be m i n e  

I n  m y  fl e s h  and bone 

I n  my heart and m i nd 

And let my will be done 
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(thabhairt me amach an draioch t 

Aaus lia an draioch t a ch ur ar mo 

I mo chorp aaus cneimh 

I mo chroi aa us aiane 

Aaus lia beidh mo a dheanamh.) 

Return to throne position, and sa)': 

The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and flame and grow in me.  
The work is finished 
Let it be so! 
(An D6iteeiin, an Tobar, an Crann NaoJa 
Sreabhadh aaus lasair aaus leis i mo 
Tei an obair criochn aithe 

Lia se a bheith mar sin!) 



Healing with th e Two Powers 

I : A  Two-Powers Healing Charm 
• The Druid stands or sits wi th the patient, the patient seated or l)'in8. if the Druid 

has his H{w d and Ca lildron , then the Ca uldron might sit in  the lap 1' the patient, or 

be held in her hands, with a moderate amount l' a healin8 drink in  the Fessel. The 

D ru i d  holds the Wan d. Wi thout the �1'Gnd and Ca uldron, there sh olild still be a Fessel 

�Idrink, and the raised hand 1' the Dmid shall serFe . 

• The Druid brings the Two Powers strongly into the self, perhapsfinishing 
with the  Kindling Charm . 
• The Druid raises her hand, or the wand, and di vides the Two Po wers, 
allOWing th e Dark to fill the earth beneath the patient, and the Light to 

accumlllate in the Wand or hand. Using the breath, the 7ivo Powers are 
b ll i lt up, l I'i th the patient in the field bet ween them. 
• The Drll idJocuses the  L igh t, with Wand or hand, into the drink in the 

Ca ll1dron or  Fessci, allO Wing i t  to be charged by the images if the charm, 

spoken or sung three times : 

Powers of La nd and Sky attend me. 

Attend me powers of Earth and Sun. 

Mighty Spear of Lugh defend the 

Ear th from wh ich all  l ife 's begun. 

Hie to m e  healing from the deeps 

Ancient of Ancients wholeness keeps 
Boon of the bright sky, healing is  

Ugh t on the I urker, i l lness flees 

Sun g ives l ife to Earth 's broad field 

Bring me H ealing, Spear and Shield! 

• As the third reci tation is completed the Drui dJoCllses the Light and Shadow into the  

dr ink in the Fessel, drawing the sigil  OFer the Fessel with hand or Wand. The patient 

then drinks the drink .  
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2: A Sacriflcefor Healinn 
The Text of the Rite: 

1 :  Hallow the Grove. 

2: Open the Gate. 

3: Make the Offerinns to the Three Kindreds, sayin8 : 

N ow to my Sacred Fire I call 
the Threefold Kindreds, spirits all 

All my allies among the Dead; Mighty and Beloved Ones, 
stand strong with me in my work, 

And receive this offering. (make the cjJerinB) 
All my allies among the Sidhe, 
Red blood, green sap or Spirit Folk, 

join me on my work 's journey, 

And receive this offering. (make the cjJerinB) 
All my allies among the Gods; Wisest and Mightiest Ones, 

I pray that your power burn and flow in me 

So, receive this offering. (make the c1JerinB) 
Hold up the object to be hallowed and display it to the Jour airts. Say: 
Hear me, my kin, my allies, my elders, I pray, and make 
your wisdom open to me, your love flow with mine, 
your power strong in me, that I may do the work of the 
Wise. Be beside me, Mighty, Noble and Shining Ones, 
and give your blessing to this work of healing, that it 
may be blessing of restoration and wholeness for me, 
for I am (your name and lineaBe), your true worshipper! 
In the Mother's Love be welcome. 
In the Joys of Life be welcome. 
In this Sacred Grove be welcome. 
And accept my sacrifices! 

3: lnvocation of the Healinn Gods 
Now I call to you Tuatha De Danann who are healers. 
First to the High One, Brigid of the Fire and Water, 
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Daughter of the Dagda, Lady of the Mercies.  Let your 
power be my blessing i n  this work of healing, and 
accept this  offering! 
And to Diancecht of the Wisdoms, who made the Silver 

Hand, who made the Well  of Restorations, restore me, I 
pray by this rite, and accept this offering! 
To Miach and Airmid, Children of the God of Hazels, 

you who turn keep the healer's ways, let your skill guide 
this work of the Druid's arte, and accept my offering! 

4: Final Sacrifice 
Let the Drllid pallse Jar a time in contemplation if these Gods, and if the Kindreds. 

When she ;s rea(lj' she prepares a final ?iJerinB and says: 

Hear me now, I pray, Wise and Shining Ones, Mighty 

Gods and Goddesses of the Curing Art. I come seeking 

a healing, that my flesh be made whole, and my heart be 

made whole, and my mind be made whole; that illness not 

lay my body low, that sorrow not weaken my heart, that 

falsehood not cloud my mind. So let my voice rise on the 

Fire, let my voice ring in the Well,  let my call pass the Gate 

to the Land of Spirits. Holy Ones, accept my sacrifice! 

5: Omen 
,.jn ollIen is taken , askina whether the GodsJal'or the intention if the rite. if the omen 

is 800£1, the rite proceeds: 

6: The Blessinn of Healinn 
The Dntid renews his cen ter, and brinBs the Two Powers stronB0' into his Caher Draoi, 

prodllcina the Triesscnce. He sa),s: 

Come I to the Fire and Well 

A spell  to weave by word and hand 
I stand in power, by the Three 

By Sea and Sky and by the Land 
Let your power be with me in this work 
And let this be a work of Blessing, 
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Of healing of flesh, and heart, and mind. 
Take up the Blessinn Cauldron,filled with pure water, and hold it in your lift hand. 
Breathe deep and accumulate the Underworld Power into the vessel. Envision the waters 

nrowinn deep and brinht and thick with the cleansin8 power if the Deep. Take up the 

three charm stones, and drop them into the Cauldron as you incant three times: 

Cleanse and bless, strength of the deep 

Flow in this bowl of blessing 

Heal and cleanse, whole and well 
Blessed by Carnelian 
Drop the carnelian into the Cauldron 

Cleanse and bless, strength of the deep 

Flow in this bowl of blessing 
Heal and cleanse, whole and well 

Blessed by the Amethyst 
Drop the amethyst into the Cauldron 

Cleanse and bless, strength of the deep 
Flow in this bowl of blessing 
Heal and cleanse, whole and well 
Blessed by the Crystal bright 
Drop the crystal into the Cauldron 
Now the Druid should bathe in the waters, perhaps usin8 a ladle or spoon to dip and 
pour the waters over the crown if the Head, the hands, and certainly over and part 
if the self that is in need if special healinn. In this process the Earth Power is seen 

as washinn away any and all ill, rinsinn it down throu8h and out if the self. Use 
the towel and make sure that you are well-washed in the Waters if Blessin8. As the 
cleansinn is done, incant as many times as needed: 

Cleanse my flesh, heal my flesh 
Cleanse my heart, heal my heart 
Cleanse my mind, heal my mind 
That I may be made whole. 

When the Druid has bathed well in the waters, he sets them aside and takes up the 
prepared Blessinn Fire. This should be a true open jlame if some sort, such as camphor 
or small bits if firestarter, and small amounts if the three herbs should be to hand. 
Usin8 vision and breath she accumulates the Heavens Power in herself and in the unlit 
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Blessing Fire .  The jocuses the light stron8ly into her hand and tranif"ers into the Fire 

as she kindles itfrom the sacred Fire, sayin8 : 

I kindle this fire, a fire of magic,  a shining of strength .  
I kindle this fire, a fi r e  o f  beauty, a warming of love 
I kindle this fire, a fire of comfort, 
A blessing of wholeness 
A blessing of rightness, a blessing of healing 
That wounds of the flesh be healed 
(8i ve the plantain) 

That wounds of the heart be healed 
(gi ve St John 's wort) 
That wounds of the spirit be healed 
(Gi l'e the verl'ain) 

I charge you,  oh fire, by the Fire of May 

By the Fire in the Inner Grove 

By the Fire in the Center of the Worlds. 
Heal  with your light, shining bright 

Heal with your heat, warm and sweet 
Body and soul ,  well and whole 

Fire of Healing, Shine in me! 
The Druid repeats the  Jour- line charm as  he lifts the  Fire bifore h im and warms his 

bod)' with it . He lifts it biforeJorehead, heart and loins in turn, and envisions the Fire 

rqiected in h is own Jorm. He alJows the Heaven power to fill him, drivin8 away ill, 

filling and bri8htenin8 shadows, peifectin8 and restorine the order if his beine. When 

he hasfinished with the fire, he should set it down in front on him, makine sure it is 
burnin8 or smokin8' and place the Water to its lift. The Druid brines the Two Powers 

in to 8entle and p0lI 'eiful balance in herself. letting her rieht and lift hands touch or 

r�fiect the blessings, as she sap. 

Let bound be bound and wound be wound, 

And thus it  is done, and done, and well done, 

By the power of the Powers, and by my magic 
So be it !  

7:  Closinn 
As usual. 
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The Third Cycle - Comino to the Center 
The work if maBic is the work if power. Power means mao/ things. Power is ability 

- to have power is to be able. The magician 's power comes first jrom ability,jrom strength and 

skill developed by practicc. Complex l'isions such as the Ninetccn Working exercise thc mind and 
tcach thc stutlcnt to remain calm and centered el'en in thefoce if cosmic vision. 

In the Jim Powers cycle the swdent begins reaching outside if himse!f jor sources 

ifBreater powcr. ln this cycle that outrcach is continued, but also reverscd. After opening the 
pcrsonal mind to contemplation if the grcater cosmos, the two are then made one, thc person 

madc cqual to thc cosmos in vision. Thus, this tcchniquc both cxpands thc mind into the greater 

rcality, and brinBs thc powers ?f that reality into the personal sclf. 
This working is vc�}' useful as a stand-alone contemplation. Oncc the symbols arc 

learned well it should be possible to complcte the creation if the pattern, and thcn to abide 

within it in Open Meditation, allOWing thc cosmos to fiow as the mind is still. However the 
Ninetecn Working is also quite powc:Jid both as a prelimina� meditation bifOre conjuring and 

as a placc ?fpower jrom which to greet the spirits. To be wrapped in the cosmic mandala bifOre 

the spirits is to be visible as the God In You, vested with the authority proper to one who would 

be a playcr in thc game if thc spirit worlds. 
The Nincteen Working isJocused inside a Gaelic-based cosmoloay. To that base we 

add lndo-Europcan pattcrns to fill alit the picturc and makc a full cosmic diagram.As always, 

l 1'C do not havc any traditional Gaclic Pagan cosmol0aY handed down clearly jrom tradition. 

Thc pattcrn asscmbled hcrc docs bring togethcr reliably Irish symbols, preserved in the poetic 

literature if the Middle Agcs. The over-arching model if cosmos is drawn more broadly jrom 

CToss-CIIltural n!Jrthic patterns. 

This is probably the most ambitiol/S work in this collection. Many people would be 

inclined to learn it by starting at the end and peiforming the whole sequence, repeating until 

you gain comprehension. However the chapter is arranged so that each section can be praaiced 

in turn, one added to the next, until the pattern is complete. I strongly advisc praaicing each 

stagc in tum. This will providc a lIIuch dccpcr cxperiencc than can bc easily achicved 0/ t�ing 

to grasp thc wholc working at oncc. Thc notes assume that one month is spcnt on each stage, 
but el'en working them over the course if a wcek, adding one stage each do/> or in a once weekly 

praaicc would bc if SOIllC benefit. 
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The Nineteen Working 
A DruidicWork of Mystical Meditation 

This working is intended to be done entirely in meditative posture, 

seated in whatever seat the Druid most commonly uses for trance and 

meditation .  It is written to be done before the shrine or Hallows , or at 

least with real fire or incense and water, but once mastered can also be 

performed internally almost anywhere . 

In terms of categories in world mysticism,  this is a form of 

the Beatific Vision . It begins in the simple quiet of the personal mind . It 

progressively adds symbolism from the Celtic sacred cosmos,  identifying 

the personal spirit with the spiritual reality of the worlds. Finally it offers a 

detailed presence of sacred real ity within context of a mental discipline that 

seeks the truth of both the self and the world .  

The work has five phases of mental focus , each with a specific 

psycho-spiritual intention . The first phase is so-called ' Open ' Meditation, 

by which I mean the deliberate relaxation of attention away from the flow 

of normal thought. Open Meditation is suggested as the daily practice of 

the student in this work . The Druid learns that the point of attention . . .  the 
inward I . . . is not based upon or dependent on the common flow of thoughts 
and feelings that usually drives our ' choices ' .  Rather there is a faculty of 
observation , an ability to observe ourselves ' from above ' that transcends 
our common thoughts , emotions and preferences . When we have that state 
at our command we can always step aside from the rush of our reactions , 
to look upon evens , people and ourselves more dispassionately. In this ,  our 
basic practice serves the Druidic search for Truth . From that position of 
balance and calm we can face even the greatest Gods or demons . 

The second phase of this work is the awareness of the core powers 
and structures of the cosmos. The Two Powers are a basic principle of our 
practical spiritual work . In this work we learn to use them swiftly and easily, 
though this mystical exercise doesn 't  deal with practical magical aspects . We 
balance the Two within the horizontal-axis knotwork of the Three Realms 
and Four Airts . Using these powerful symbols brings a balance and order 
to our internal world , just as ritual does to the external world . The web 
of influences of the Three and the Four keep the Two flowing into for m ,  
maintaining th e  cycle o f  growth, death and rebirth .  Building this pattern in 
ourselves brings all these powers into the personal spirit.  

The third phase of the work is self-awareness , and the understanding 
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of our place and work in the world . The Three Cauldrons are each an 
expression of how the divine is expressed in each of us . Each of us has a 
unique web of connections and experiences , which go to feed the Cauldrons 
of each indi vidual . The Cauldron meditations are a chance to look fearlessly 
at our own lives , to be open to the obvious and to the subtle ,  and to the 
highest as well as the lowest portions of our nature . The Druid should try 
to keep her attention balanced between the Three,  even though inclination 
will tend to pull toward one trait, or away from another. The lore of the 
Irish Poets says that it is often the sudden great flood of emotion that brings 
a flow of insight or intuition that ' turns ' a Cauldron to admit the flow of 
power. We hope to accomplish the same through the steady application of 
wisdom and effort . 

The fourth phase is the work of opening the personal spirit to its 
identity with the cosmos , and with the land .The work ofthe Duile (Elements) 
is to affirm that the stuff of our existence is the stuff of all existence . We are 
not separate from stars and stones ,  even as we stand as distinct entities .  
In fact, when we relax our decision to be separate , we can find ourselves 
becoming one being, one spirit , with the cosmos itself. In this place we may 
find we have access to resources and experiences far beyond those of our 
person al spirit . Some say that the moment when the personal self becomes 
dissolved in the All That Is could be called ' enlightenment' . 

The fifth phase brings us to the most speculative moment in this 
series of exercises .  In this phase we return to the personal as we open to the 
Divine In Me.  This Inner or Personal Divine Presence might be conceived 
of as a sort of Holy Guardian Angel , or as the AgathoDaimon , as the Fylgja 
or Hamingj a ,  or as the Imbas or Awen . It is That In Us that will someday 
have the potential to receive worship and give blessing as an Ancestor. If 
that worship is to be our fate after death , how much better is it to seek that 
Power in our lives while we live? 

The worki ng will be presented in gradual stages. The student will 
be best served by taking each stage in turn,  practicing it until fluent and 
then moving on to the next stage .  The stages are meant to be cumulative, 
each building on the one before ,  but students may find one or another 
section useful as separate exercises , or may find they wish to change the 
order of the work . In this I would only suggest that the opening small rite 
and accompanying open meditation not he skipped , and be used as the 
foundation for any variation in the practices.  Please understand that while 
I present my own words as bits of proper poetry for the intentions of the 
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work, they are not, themselves ,  'magic words '  that will bring about the 

effects we seek . This is a work of mental focus and discipline . It requires 

repetition and inten tion from the outset . In ('wry case the i nten t i o n  is t n  

expand the awareness of  the Druid . to deepen personal und erstand i ng. 

clarify the mind and bui ld men ta l s k i l l s  for fur thl' 1' work . 
Finally. for those who haw the sk i l l  and d iscip l i nl' to succeed i n  

working all five phases together into one great pattern , there i s  a great goal . 
This working intends to expand awareness - to carry the field of attention of 

the individual mind far beyond normal daily concerns and focuses.  It intends 

to grant a Druidic version of the Beatific Vision - the perfect, holy cosmos 

_ all arrayed around ,  beyond and within the soul of the Druid . In the secret 

center of that great pattern may be found an access to the Da Fein - to the 

Divine In Me - the oracle of the divine within the whirling pattern of the 

Dance of All Things. When the Druid becomes aware of her own Da Fein, 

and becomes aware of the unity of her Inner Vision with the Cosmos itself, 

then her Inner Divinity becomes one with the minds and power of the Gods 

Themselves , and with their awareness , across time and event.  T his awareness 

we might call a form of Druidic Illumination ,  perhaps even enlightenment. 
As always in these matters , from that point it becomes a matter of what 
wisdom the Druid may have , to live with the knowledge he might gain . 
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A Program for Working the Pattern 
Weeks 1 &2 :  Practice of Basic Shrine and Open meditation only. Daily 
practice is  recommended, but at least three or four days per week can be 
sufficient. 
Weeks 3&4 :  Maintain Basic work, add work with the Two Powers at least 
weekly, preferably more , until able to grasp them quickly and surely. Work 
the Four Airts attunement for experience . 
Weeks 4 - 8 :  Basic work, with the Two Powers and the Worlds done with 
the Kindling Charm . During this time work with the Three Cauldrons as an 
exercise separate from the daily work . 
Weeks 8 - 1 2 :  The Three Cauldrons exercise is added to the work. 
As the exercise grows more complex you may choose to limit the full Pattern 
to Retreat days, while maintaining the Basic and Kindling Charm for daily 
work . During this month you may wish to work the Elements Charm as a 
separate exercise in preparation for the next phase. 
Months 4 - 5: The Duile work added to the full pattern. Again this full 
work might be l imited to Retreat days , but more frequent practice is 
recommended .  During this time experimentation with the Da Fein. 
Months 6 - 9 :  The Da Fein work is added to the full pattern,  worked at 
least on the quarters . Daily work should come to include as much of the 
ful l  Pattern as can be done skillfully and swiftly. Full skill is to be able to cal l  
the full pattern o f  awareness o f  All the Worlds about yourself in a sweep of 
vision , and place the Secret God shining in the center. 
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The Work Presented In Stages . 
1 :  Simple Blessing & Open Meditation 
In the course of working with students I find a continuing resistance to 
the systematic practice of basic Open Meditation . By this term I mean the 
practice of sitting motionless, concentrating attention on a single object, 
such as the breath, while allowing other thought and sensation to flow by the 
attention without attachment. This technique is basic to further trance and 
even to ritual work and should be a common part of any program of mental 
practice for magic. Beginning students , however, do find reasons to balk . 

Some scem to find the business of sitting motionless, pursuing 
nothing except mental action to be tcdious and challenging. Often students 
approach meditation as if the intention were to ' stop thinking' . In some 
systems, indeed, this docs seem to be a goal , with great value placed on 
finding and enhancing the silence between thoughts . Druidic lore doesn 't 
suggest that as, in itself, a core goal . It seems to occur spontaneously in some 
students , but it isn't central to the work. 

Rather the point of this method for the system we 're building is 
the development of a detached observer in the self - a point of observation 
for all that passes , within or without . The student learns to maintain her 
equanimity - engage her passions at necd and to step away when she must . 
The work of Pagan spiritual practice can arouse the passions, can stir up 
ones mental contents . The ability to stand in a place of neutrality and peace 
offers a special strength in the work of magic, whether it's dealing with one's 
emotions, or facing the Gods. 

It is common to confuse basic trance with the work of Open 
Meditation . They are, in fact, closely related, but there is an important 
distinction . Basic trance is the primary mental preparation, induced by 
relaxing the body, focusing the attention and suspending critical observation 
(or ' attachment' as some say) . We have taught this state through the Fire and 
Water induction, and the Bone , Breath and Blood exercise .  Either of those 
exercises, among many other similar forms , produccs the focused poise that 
leads to other trance states .  

Open Meditation can be understood as  an extension of that poise 
into a longer experience sustained by will . By directing the concentration 
upon a single focus - watching the breath being our most usual method -
we locate the still point around which our ongoing thoughts can flow. As our 
thoughts and impressions flow around us, we keep returning our awareness to 
the focus as we sit in stillness. By sustaining the relaxation, concentration and 
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detachment of basic trance we allow the mind and emotions to relax in turn ,  

releasing the 'knots and kinks ' o f  daily life.  

Open meditation is an excellent accompaniment to the regular work 
of ritual purification . The Water and Fire clear away the spiritual cobwebs 
and parasites of daily spiritual life in the world . Open meditation deprives 
your personal inner imps and larvae of their food and weakens their grip. 

So we begin the formal work of mental training by learning to abide 
calmly among our own thoughts and feelings. If no other good were gained 
from the work of Druidry, the ability to stand at peace amid the swirl of 
life 's impulses would pay for all . In order to work the system I ' m  presenting 
here the student will have to simply choose to set to it, and develop the 
basic skills that support all further work. We will refer often to the ' Druid's 
Peace" in this work - by this we mean that steady and unmoved center. In 
addition to this Peace, we will learn a set of active meditations , but the Peace 
is the basis of them all , because the Peace grants access to the management 
of the mind by will . 

Open meditation is as basic to mental training as aerobic exercise is 
to training the body. Some students will take to it readily, others may find it 
more difficult . Its value and results speak for themselves and to neglect it in 
early training is to deprive yourself of future resources . 

Working Open Meditation 
1: Find your seat , in a position that can be comfortably maintained with your 
spine straight.  Begin patterned breathing. Work the Blood , Breath and Bone 
induction . If you wish to work a simple shrine opening, do so now. Practice 
maintaining basic trance as you speak and do the ritual gestures.  Return to 
motionless basic trance following the work . 
2: Choose a point of focus for your concentration . Initially you should 
continue to use the breath . 
• With your attention focused simply sit and maintain that focus. You choose 
not to give attention to any specific thought that arises , whether about the 
object of concentration or any other thing. Each time that you notice a 
thought or specific impression holding your attention , return your attention 
to the focus . That is the entire basic technique . Like raising an arm or taking 
a step it is the act of will that brings the attention back to the focus . 

• As you practice you will begin to notice more quickly when you have 
drifted , and be able to hold your concentration on the focus for longer 
without breaks . This is the first level of success in this practice . 
3: Always end the session of meditation formally, with the recitation of a 
closing charm and/ or other formal gesture . 
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Stage t Practice: 

Simple Shrine Blessing and Open Meditation. 
This first section can always serve as a Jall-back, or minimum practice. It can be done 
daily, even as you add additional work durinn retreats or more Jocused workinns. 
The Druid seats himseif in her seat,Jacinn east if possible. if there can be hallowed 
Fire and Water, so much the better. The body should be kept balanced and alert, while 
relaxed. 
Benin your breathinn pattern . Find your peace, perhaps usinn the Bone, Breath and 
Blood method. 
Bless the Water and Fire, as you say: 

The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
In Land, Sea and Sky, Below and on High, 

Let the Water be blessed and the Fire be hallowed. 
When you are ready, dip your hand in the Water and sprinkle or lave yourself, then 
pass your hands throunh the incense or Fire and brinn it  onto yourself, as you say: 

By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 
Cleansed of ill and bane am I 
By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 

Blessed in Land and Sea and Sky 
As you cleanse and bless yourse!f,feel the Water and Fire washinn and searinn away all 
that 's not in your true pattern ifbeinn. 
Linht an additional cdJerinn if incense, and open your heart in welcome to all the 
Holy Beinns. Say: 

Gods and Dead and Mighty Sidhe 
Powers of Earth and Sky and Sea 
By Fire and Well, by Sacred Tree 
Welcome I do give to yeo 
At this time you may wish to pause in open meditation Jor as lonn as you wish . In daily 
practice it can be enounh to do the simple cleansinn,followed by open meditation . 
When your meditati ve practice is complete, take time to return your awareness Jully 
and completely to your body and material senses. Even as you remember what you 
may have nained or learned in a workinn, allow your awareness to return to common 
life and breath . B10re you rise from your seat pause Jor a moment and return to your 
center in peace. Cross your hands on your chest and say: 
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The blessings of the Holy Ones be on me and mine 
My blessings on all beings, with peace on thee and thine 
The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
Thus do I remember the work of the Wise. 

2: Energy Work The Vertical Axis 
The second stage of our pattern begins with the work called 

'grounding and centering" . In  that technique we make ourselves aware of 
a flow of "spiritual energies" in the cosmos, and balance those energies in 
our own bodies and spiri ts . We ' ground' ourselves by connecting personal 
reality with a much larger system that can both empower and backup our 
own work and we ' center ' ourselves by organizing the flow of energies in 
ourselvcs in a symmetrical and balanced way. 

There is a serious discussion to be had about how the ancients might 
have viewed this concept of ' spiritual energy' , and whether it occurred at 
all among the Celts. We see a clear model of it in yogic systems from India ,  
and techniques from that cultural range had a wide distribution among the 
Wise . There are traces in Irish vocabulary that are suggestive ,  but we must 
plainly say that we are adapting a modern magical technique to our Druidic 
cosmology when we use the Two Powers as ' energies in the body ' . 

In the work of Our Druidry we address these energies as the Light 
of the Heavens and the Waters of the Underworld . The Underworld Power 
is envisioned as the Waters Under the Earth,  in which all the wisdom of the 
past is dissolved . The Power of the heavens is seen as the Light of the Turning 
Sky, which brings order, pattern and growth . This duality corresponds to 
cosmic principles,  poles of cosmic structure between which the manifest 
world appears . They reflect a core Celtic cosmological division of the cosmos 
into two - Fire and Water, Summer and Winter, Day and Night.  Of course 
such a duality is not a moral opposition - summer and winter are lovers as 
well as warring knights . This work, like all of th.c ."'Qf� that follows ,  is in 
one way a contemplation of the powers and com,pQQf1J;1ts, Qf our cosmology. 

By making the macrocosm of the Sacred Cosmos ts.�� ip :9�r own spirits we 
hope to gain in personal understanding, and iq W��J�l�tl1�tual authority that 
allows us to interact with the Gods as beings Qf �9rt:l\·( . '  

Working with the Fire and Water is a c.qt�" t�chnique of Druidic 
practical magic ,  but it also serves as a method of spiritual development.  
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Contemplation of the Two Powers begins the process of expanding the 
personal mind into transpersonal mythic spaces . The Fire and Water are 
the primal powers of creation . When we take conscious control of the Two 
Powers , through imagination and wil l ,  we are doing in the microcosm what 
the Gods and Spirits do in the greater cosmos. 

The pattern of symbolic meditation based on the Two Powers begins 
the recapitulation of the mythic cosmos.  In the work of Open Meditation 
we begin with the Unformed , the Chaos from which order arises. With the 
Two Powers energy-work we begin the process of manifestation , with the 
appearance of the core Indo-European duality of Fire and Water. 

The practical goal of this stage of energy-work (which was begun,  
we hope, in the Dedicant's work) i s  to  learn to  bring (awareness of) the 
Two Powers into the self quickly and surely. In our Dedicant training we 
provided a detailed text induction . In this phase we learn to establish the 
flow of the Powers with a will and a few breaths.  The goal is to create a state 
in which the Light and the Shadow are flowing and shining in and through 
the body in a balanced but free-flowing way. From that base any number of 
specialized forms and applications of the energies can be devised . 

In order to be able to spend working time on actual goals,  rather 
than on inductions, the student must learn to find the balanced poise of 
the Two Powers in a swift and easy way. If you have worked with the Nine 
Breaths technique, you will be prepared to move to the Three Breaths 
method . The Kindling Charm is meant to train the body /mind to bring the 
Powers into balance with the simple recitation of a charm,  accompanied by 

gesture . As you learn the method you may choose to speak the charm slowly, 
to the rhythm of three breaths . As you gain experience you will be able to 
bring the desired balanced energy-state with even a quick recitation of the 
charm ,  or with an act of will alone . 

It 's simple to describe the basic practice : 
1 : Induce basic trance 
2:  Conceive yourself seated or standing between the Deep Waters and the 
Wheel of Stars . 
3: Realize your connection with the Waters Beneath . With a single long, 
complete breath bring the Deep Power into your whole body. 
4 :  Realize your connection with the Fire Above. With a single long, complete 
breath bring the Sky Power into yOUT whole body. 
5: Circulate the Two with a third deep breath . 

At this level we expect students to be able to lead themselves in the 
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work, remembering and applying each stage as directed . Thus we haven ' t 
provided formal ' scripting ' for the use of the Two Powers with the Kind ling 
Charm , though there are a couple of audio files of guided meditation-style 
inductions available on the disk that acoompanies this text. 

Three Worlds and Four Quarters 
The next phase of the exercise - expressed very simply in a short 

charm - is the establishment in the mind of the pattern of the manifest 
world - the Three Worlds and Four Directions. The Two Powers are the 
' vertical axis ' - rooted deep and crowned high . Around this spindle of light 
and shadow the Wheel of the World turns . 

In our Celtic system we see the 'horizontal axis' - the plane of the 
Middle World - as divided both three-fold and four-fold.  First we see the 
manifest world divided into Land , Sea and Sky. These are the primal Celtic 
(and IndoEuropean) division of the manifest world . In this pattern the land 
is the world-island on which our lives are grounded . Surrounding the Land 
is the Ocean-Sea, the all-encompassing salt waters , and over all the dome of 
the Sky holds the turning lights . 

In this vision you stand in the eenter of this mythic triad , in the 
center of the Land in the Center of the Worlds, as it were. The Land itself i s  
further divided with the cross of  the Four Directions . While many systems 
use a quartered circle, ours does not employ the hermetic ' elements ' of fi re ,  
water, air and earth . I n  this work we use the symbolism of  the four Irish 
provinces , the various paths and stations of human life, distil led into simple 
terms in the charm . 

The ritual text presented below conjures the vision of the vertical 
axis in just a few words. We also provide some more detailed exercises . If 
possible it is best to get out under the sky, to stand or sit perhaps upon a 
hilltop or a rise and work the exercises in a place where the real horizon and 
forms of the Land can be seen . The impressi9ns and memories from those 
exercises will bring depth when you work the quick version of the charm . 

The Four Airts Attunement 
This exercise can be worked separately as an attutf6inent to the Quarters , 
or it can be added to the full script, replacing clielsl'xuple charm of the four 

directions. 
• Taking up the Slat if you wish , or using a pointing hand, turn to the East. 
Make an invoking spiral , spiraling out deisil from the eenter to the edge of 
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the spiral . Say :  
East wind blow Bounty 

• Envision a red wind blowing from the east into your spirit ,  bringing with 
it awareness of the power of growth and wealth in your life .  Feel that wind 
filling places in your life that might be 'empty ' of the power of prosperity. 
• Turn to the South and make the invoking spiral , saying: 

South wind blow Song 
• Envision a white wind blowing from the south , bringing awareness of 
wildness and the outsiders into your spirit . Feel that outsider wind stir  and 
shake the order of your existence , bringing new impulse and energy. 
• Turn to the West and make the invoking spiral , saying: 

West wind blow Wisdom 
• Envision a twilight-gray wind blowing into your spirit from the west, 
bringing with it knowledge and inspiration . Feel that wind blow into empty 
places in your mind, bringing cleverness and understanding. 
• Turn to the North and make the invoking spiral , saying: 

North wind blow Strong 
• Envision a black wind blowing into your spirit from the north ,  bringing 
with it strength and . Feel the wind filling the places in your heart that need 
it, bringing vigor and honor. 
• Return to your Peace, and allow the vision to fade, or continue with the 
conclusion of any greater exercise .  
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Stage 2 Practice: Shrine and Meditation, With 

the Two, the Three and the Four 
Besin your breath ins pattern . Find your peace, perhaps usinS the Bone, Breath and 
Blood method. 

Bless the Water and Fire, as you say: 

The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 

Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
In Land, Sea and Sky, Below and on High, 
Let the Water be blessed and the Fire be hallowed. 
When you are ready, dip your hand in the Water and sprinkle or lave yourself, then 
pass your hands throush the incense or Fire and brins it onto yourself, as you say: 

By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 

Cleansed of ill and bane am I 
By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 

Blessed in Land and Sea and Sky 
At this time yo II may wish to pause in open meditation Jar as lons as yo II  wish . After 

you haveJound your Peace, resume your center and brins the Two Powers into yourself, 

swiftly allowins the Waters to rise,Jollowed by the descent if the LiSht, as you do the 
Kindlins Charm: 
Cross your hands on your chest and say: 

Powers of the Earth and Sky 
Rooted deep and crowned high 
Place finsers on Jorehead, chest and loins in turn, brinsins the 7ivo Powers smoothly 
into each, sayinS 

Flow and kindle in my head 
Flow and kindle in my heart 
Flow and kindle in my loins 
Cross your hands on your chest,jeelins the balanced flow if the Two, and say: 

Flow and shine in every part. 
Remain with hands crossed on the chest or, if you prifer, extend your arms straiSht 

from your shoulders, as you say: 

The Land upholds me, the Sea surrounds me, 
the Sky above me. 
Before me bounty, behind me wisdom 
On my right hand magic, on my left hand strength 
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Cross hands aeain on the chest 

For the Cauldron is in me. 
And I am seated in the Center of Worlds. 
At this time you may wish to pause in a Contemplation Meditation in which you 
compose yourself seatine in the center if the Worlds and Realms, with all the Powers at 
your hand. This meditation can be maintained as lone as you wish, simp!J experiencine 
the Jeel if the Pattern if the Worlds around you, with the Fire and Water in you. When 
you have finished your meditation practice you should make a simple �rine to the 
Spirits. Lieht an additional �rine ifincense, and open your heart in welcome to all 
the Ho!J Beines. Say: 

Gods and Dead and Mighty Sidhe 
Powers of Earth and Sky and Sea 
By Fire and Well, by Sacred Tree 
Offering I give to yeo 
Take time to return your awareness Jul!J and complete!J to your body and material 
senses. Even as you remember what you may have eained or learned, allow your 
awareness to return to common life and breath . Bifore you rise from your seat, pause 

Jor a moment and return to your center in peace. Cross your hands on your chest and 
say: 

The blessings of the Holy Ones be on me and mine 
My blessings on all beings, 
with peace on thee and thine 
The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
Thus do I remember the work of the Wise . 
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3 :  Using the Three Cauldrons 
In the very small l ist of remnants of Celtic culture that suggest actual 

Pagan mysticism or spiritual symbolism the complex of the Three Cauldrons 
stands out plain ly. Based on the medieval Irish poem the Cauldron of Poesy, 
we describe three Cauldrons or "boiling places" in the human system , into 
which the Power of Inspiration can flow and be held . The Cauldrons in each 
individual may be either empty, half-full or ful l ,  and by this is determined 
how much poetic or spiritual power the individual possesses. 
The Three Cauldrons are described as : 
1 :  The Cauldron of Warming, conceived of as located in the belly, is the 
source of physical and constitutional health and strength . It is born upright 
in all people, with the potential to be fully filled . 
2: The Cauldron of Motion or 'Vocation ' ,  is conceived of as in the heart. It is 
the core of the poet's vision and work , the place where he receives his actual 
skil l and inspiration . It is born in most tipped on its side, able to hold only a 
portion of the flow. 
"The cauldron of motion then, in all artless people is on its l ips . It is side
slanting in people of bardcraft and small poetic talent . It is upright in the 
greatest of poets , who are great streams of wisdom . Not every poet has it 
on its back, for the cauldron of motion must be turned by sorrow or joy." 
3 : The Cauldron of Wisdom is conceived of as in the head . It is the container 
of the highest spiritual and artistic inspirations. It grants not j ust poetry but 
' every art' . 

The central metaphor for spiritual power or wisdom in the Cauldron 
of Poesy is Poetic Inspiration . The poet's ability to produce inspired verse 
is also his ability to make magic .  Throughout this work "ve will use the 
metaphor of poetic skill and inspiration as the equivalent of spiritual and 
magical power, and we will work toward the use of poetry as a core element 
of ritual and spellbinding. 

The majority of the text of the Cauldron of Poesy focuses on the 
Cauldron of Motion as the vessel that truly holds the poets power. It is born 
half-tipped , and it is by the deeds and events of human l ife that it becomes 
fully upright, able to obtain a full measure of the Mead of Wisdom . In 
the same way the Cauldron of Wisdom is born tipped on its lip, empty of 
power, and must be turned . This is described as happening due to powerful 
emotional events - sorrows and joys - during the course of life .  
The Four Sorrows : longing, grief, jealousy and hard travel . 
The Joys are said to be twofold : divine joy and human joy. Human joy is 
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fourfold : Sexual delight , physical health ,  the joy of prosperity from one's 
vocation, the joy of success in one 's efforts. Divine joys are the delight of 
the Blessings of the Gods , and the joy of eating of the Hazels of the Well of 
Wisdom , as it is said . 

These joys and sorrows come from the events of our lives - they are 
not just from within ,  but rather they must grow from real experience and 
relationship with the other. In a modern life, if we have any adventure in us 
at all ,  any of that which might make a poet or magician , we will have many 
of the joys and sorrows described . If we can take them in, process them, boil 
them up, they become the raw material for our understanding and wisdom. 

So in this exercise we use the Cauldrons as anchoring symbols for a 
wide range of contemplations, focused on our own bodies, lives and spiritual 
growth . In order to comprehend and digest the joys and sorrows of our lives 
we contemplate them in formal meditation. By bringing the memory of the 
events before the mind's vision , while maintaining the detached perspective 
of Open Meditation we can process them effectively. So we contemplate 
in turn the body, the network of our 'professional ' life, and our spiritual 
condition . 

There 's a word to be said about the presentation of the Cauldron 
of Motion . In the original poem the heart cauldron is plainly related to the 
poets life and livelihood , on the deeds that bring inspiration and the rewards 
of poetic success. For those of us who approach the work intending to be 
a poet-seer in the old ways, we can simply proceed . For those of us who 
may have different path in life, whether the warrior or the merchant or 
another profession, there 's no reason why wisdom and inspiration won't 
serve equally well .  So we have tweaked the work of the Cauldron of Motion 
to be more broadly applicable to the ' vocation' of whoever might undertake 
the work. 

F6 topar tomseo, 
J6 atrab n-insce, 

J6 comair coimseo 
con-utainn.firse. 

Good is the well of poetry, 
good is the dwelling of speech, 

good is the union of power and mastery 
which establishes strength . 
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Stage Three Practice: Adding the Cauldrons 

t :  Simple Shrine Blessing. 
Bless the Water and Fire, as you say: 

The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 

In Land, Sea and Sky, Below and on High, 
Let the Water be blessed and the Fire be hallowed. 
Sprinkle or lave yourself, then pass your hands throueh the incense or Fire as you say: 

By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 
Cleansed of ill and bane am I 
By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 
Blessed in Land and Sea and Sky 
Lieht an additional �rine if incense, and open your heart in welcome to all the 
Holy Beines. Say: 

Gods and Dead and Mighty Sidhe 
Powers of Earth and Sky and Sea 
By Fire and Well, by Sacred Tree 
Welcome I do give to yeo 
At this time you may wish to pause in open meditation for a short while, 

2:Two Powers, Three Realms, Four Airts 
Cross YOllr hands on your chest and s'9': 

Powers of the Earth and Sky 
Rooted deep and crowned high 
Place fineers on forehead, chest and loins in turn, brineine the Two Powers smoothly 

into each, sayine 

Flow and kindle in my head 
Flow and kindle in my heart 
Flow and kindle in my loins 
Cross ),our hands on your chest,Jeeline the balanced flow if the Two, and say: 

Flow and shine in every part. 
Remain with hands crossed on the chest or, if you prifer, extend ),our arms straieht 

from your shoulders. 

The Land upholds me, the Sea surrounds me, the Sky 
above me. 
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Before me bounty, behind me wisdom 
On my right hand magic, on my left hand strength 
Cross hands again on the chest 

For the Cauldron is in me. 
And I am seated in the Center of Worlds. 
At this time you establish a contemplation in which you are seated in the center cif the 
Worlds and Realms, with all the Powers at your hand. 

3 : The Three Cauldrons 
The Two Powers are settled into a clear flow in the self. and the Druid begins to focus 
them into the Three Cauldrons Attunement: 
With the Two Powers established in your body, establish the Three Cauldrons, beginninB 
with your loins. 
Envision the Cauldron cifWarming low in your belly, see it made cif iron, or stone 
heated by the fire below. Intone the name: 

Goriath (goh ree ah) 
Envision the combined Light and Shadowflowing into your Cauldron cjWarming. As 
it does, open your awareness to your body. Become aware cif your flesh and bone, blood 
and belly and brain, seeking an awareness cif your health and wholeness, and, by will, 
seeing yourself as hale and well in every part. 

Envision the Cauldron cjVocation in the heart. See it made cif silver and Bold, heated 
be the fire in your heart. Intone the name: 

Ernmas (air'n mahs) 
Let the Powers flow into the Cauldron cif Movement, and feel your awareness open to 
your daily life and work, to the deeds and events cif your life. Become aware cif your 
place in the world, amonB kin and folk and the wide world. From the center that is the 
Cauldron see the webs cif relationship and mutuality that hold your life together. See 
them made strong, whole and heleJul. 

Envision the Cauldron cjWisdom in your head. See it made cif crystal and amber, lit 
and warmed by the fire above. Intone the name: 

Sofhis (SO wish) 
Let the Two Powers flow into the Cauldron cifWisdom, and open your spirit to your 
spiritual way and work .As the Fire andWaterfill the Cauldron open your mind to the 
sources cif divine awareness in your life. Feel your Allies draw close, and the Divine In 
You shine and flo w,filling you with the Mead cif Inspiration . 
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As you wish, and as you are able, let your mind rest in balance between these three 

Cauldrons . Broaden your attention to allow the three sets cif imaees to .flow and 

intertwine. In this weavine there may be thines to be learned. Understand that these 
Cauldrons are always in you, always turned or turnine, just as the Two Powers always 

.flow in you .  Rest and work in this state as lone as you like. 

4: Closing 
Take time to return your awareness Jully and completely to your body and material 

senses. Even as you remember what you may have eained or learned, allow your 
awareness to return to common life and breath . Bifore you rise from your seat, pause 

Jor a moment and return to your center in peace. Cross your hands on your chest and 
say: 

The blessings of the Holy Ones be on me and mine 

My blessings on all beings, 
with peace on thee and thine 
The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
Thus do I remember the work of the Wise. 



4: The Duile - Microcosm and Macrocosm 
The principle that the greater world (in Irish, bith - ' what is ' )  - both 
material and spiritual - is reflected in the personal body and spirit of the 
individual is an Indo-European universal . "As above, so below ; and as 
below, so above" the old aphorism says , and we can find plenty of evidence 
for the principle in Irish lore . The Irish poems describe a correspondence 
between the parts of the natural world and the parts of the human body 
and mind . These parts are called the duile , which means 'elements ' or 
' components ' .  There are several traditional lists of these symbols. We will 
adopt a ninefold model similar to those current in Neopagan Celtic circles . 

• Crown of the Head - Starry Heavens 

• Brains - Clouds 

• Face - Sun 
• Mind - Moon 

• Breath - Wind 

• Blood - Sea 

• Hair - Plant s 
• Flesh - Soil 

• Bone - Stone 

We can , with a little flexibility, divide these into the Three Worlds so that : 
Land : Plants , Soil and Stone 
Sea : Clouds , Wind and Sea 
Sky : Heavens ,  Moon, and Sun . 

The source of these correspondences, in the misty past of Indo
European origins, is said to be the myth of the First Sacrifice, in which the 
First Cosmic Being is offered , or offers itself, on the altar. From the death 
of that First Being, and from its body and spirit, the cosmos itself is created .  
In some versions o f  the tale this i s  also the beginning o f  the work of sacrifice 
itself, in other versions the Killing is more like war or murder, but in every 
case the world is then made from the bones, blood , breath and mind . 

This being the case it is true to say that, regardless of our form, we 
are all made of one substance. From Gods to gardens , from ourselves to the 
stars and stones , we are all made of the Holy Flesh of the First Sacrifice . This 
is the archaic root of the later metaphysical doctrines of the Hermeticists , 
and the macrocosm/microcosm complex seems as Gaelic as it is renaissance 
Italian . 
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In the previous stages of this work we have created a Sacred Pattern 
of the cosmos - the Two, theThree and the Four, and focused and channeled 
the world 's flow into our own bodies and lives with the Cauldrons. In this 
stage we seek to realize the unity of our personal existence with the greater 
existence of the worlds. Our flesh is the flesh of the world , our spirits are 
the spirit of the world - and so is everything else . 

Most importantly, from a mystical perspective , our personal 
spiritual nature is, at the deepest point, still one with the spiritual nature 
that infuses the whole of existence . The First Person became Impersonal 
Mind , by dying, and by living, we participate in that Mind. By entering deep 
into our own awareness , by moving past layers of common thought and 
focusing on patterns of holy symbol , we hope to have the experience of 
the all -mind , to expand awareness beyond our self and name, beyond our 
apparent flesh into the mind and flesh of the Divine World . 

As in the previous stage, in this exercise you will build the pattern 
of vision , and then spend time in contemplation of the pattern . This 
stage becomes rather different - it is relaxing, opening and dissolving to 
the constructed self, where before the work had been about consciously 
constructing and using the pattern of self. You may find your complex of Fire 
and Water, Worlds and Quarters dissolving into the pattern of the world, or 
you may simply leave it behind for a time as your awareness expands past 
its limits .  In any case upon finishing the meditation on the whole pattern , 
and opening up to the oneness with the Elements, you will return to your 
pattern ofTwo, Three and Four, with the Cauldrons , before closing the work . 



Stage 4 Practice: The Elements of the Worlds 
1 :  Simple Shrine Blessing. 
Bless the Water and Fire, as you say: 

The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
In Land, Sea and Sky, Below and on High, 
Let the Water be blessed and the Fire be hallowed. 
Sprinkle or lave yourself. then pass your hands throuBh the incense or Fire and brinB 
it onto yourself, say: 

By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 
Cleansed of ill and bane am I 
By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 
Blessed in Land and Sea and Sky 
Cleanse and bless yourself.feel the Water and Fire washinB and searinB away alJ that 's 
not in your true pattern if beinB' LiBht an additional cifJerinB if incense, and open 
your heart in welcome to alJ the Holy BeinBs. Say: 

Gods and Dead and Mighty Sidhe 
Powers of Earth and Sky and Sea 
By Fire and Well, by Sacred Tree 
Welcome I do give to yeo 
At this time you may wish to pause in open meditation. 

2: Two Powers, Three Realms, Four Airts 
The Kindlinn Charm: 

Cross your hands on your chest and say: 

Powers of the Earth and Sky 
Rooted deep and crowned high 
Place finBers onJorehead, chest and loins in turn, sayinB 

Flow and kindle in my head 
Flow and kindle in my heart 
Flow and kindle in my loins 
Cross YOllr hands on your chest, and say: 

Flow and shine in every part. 
Remain with hands crossed on the chest or, if you prifer, extend your arms straiBht 

]rom your shoulders, say: 
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The Land upholds me, the Sea surrounds me, 

the Sky above me. 
Before me bounty, behind me wisdom 
On my right hand magic, on my left hand strength 
Cross hands anain on the chest 

For the Cauldron is in me. 
And I am seated in the Center ofWorlds. 
Pause in a meditation 

Stage 3 : The Three Cauldrons 
Envision the Cauldron cfWarminn low in Jour bel!y, intone the name: 

Goriath (goh ree ah) 
Emfision the combined Linht and Shadow jlowinn into Jour Cauldron cifWarminn · 
Envision the Cauldron ?fl'ocation in the heart. Intone the name: 

Ernmas (air'n mahs) 
Envision the Linht and Shadow jlowinn into Jour Cauldron cif Motion . Envision the 
Cauldron cfWisdom in Jour head. Intone the name: 

Sofhis (so wish) 
Let the Two Powers jlow into the Cauldron cifWisdom. Let Jour mind rest in balance 
between these three Cauldrons as lonn as 'you like. 

4: The Elements 
Brina the Powers into balance in Jourself, rememberina Jour detachment, nently 
and firmly brinninn the Two Powers and the Three Cauldrons into a balanced fiow. 
Remember the vision cif the Worlds, and become aware cif Jour jlesh and spirit as JOu 
work the DuileAttunement. BJ this charm JOu will turn Jour attent ion to the clements 
cif the Worlds, one element at a time. As JOu are learnina the exercise feel free to take 
each section slowly, meditatinn on the union, the co-substance, cif Jour indi lfidual 

existence with the much nreater world cif All That Is. 

Today I open myself 
To the Elements of the World. 
The first triad concerns the Land. Feel'your solid jlesh sharinB its substance with the 
stones and roots and BrowinB thinBs cif the Land, lettinB it become JOu, and JOu, it . 

Eternal stone my bones. 
My flesh the warm soil, 
My hair the green bounty, 
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The second triad concerns the Sea. Feel the processes if your material life as 
interchanoeable with the oreat ebbs and flows if the endless deep, lettino it become 
you, and you, it . 

The sea my blood, 
My breath the wind, 
Cool moonlight my mind, 
The third triad concerns the Sky. Feel your reason and emotion and spirit shinino and 
turninO amono your thouOhts, like the eternal heavens. Let it become you, and you, it. 

The sun my face, 
My thoughts the clouds, 
The stars behind my eyes. 
Feel yourself vanishino into the world, and the world vanishino into you, but all the 
while, your core if Fire and Water, your Three Cauldrons, remain balanced and firm, 
even as your awareness opens. 

All the world is in me, 
And I am in the world. 
4: Closing 
Take time to return your awareness fully and completely to your body and material 
senses, and say: 

The blessings of the Holy Ones be on me and mine 
My blessings on all beings, 
with peace on thee and thine 
The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
Thus do I remember the work of the Wise. 
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5 : The Hidden God - the Da Fein 
In a polytheistic spiritual system , it is possible to be bewildered by 

the crowd of spirits , of divine beings. Systems that posit a single deity make 
it easy, at least, to determine where to focus one 's worship. In system where 
the model of the divine more closely mirrors the patterns of nature , the 
forest of possibil ities can seem datmting. 

Practical Paganism addresses this problem by the creation by 
individuals of personal pantheons. Each land,  each people, each village ,  each 
family hearth ,  even each individual has a constellation of Gods and Spirits that 
best suits the needs of life and circumstances . For an ancient Pagan this process 
would have been a natural product of their upbringing. As modern Pagans , 
we must work our way from our 20th century upbringings. This can make the 
process much more conscious and artificial and ,  perhaps, more difficult . 

It is important to be aware , from the outset, of the danger of 
importing prej udices learned from the common cul ture , or from our 
upbringing in other systems. One such subtle leftover is  the tendency 
to reserve 'divinity ' for only the highest and deepest of spiritual things . 
Christianity has demanded that worship be reserved only for ' the divine ' , 
and has limited divinity to their single ' God ' .  From another perspective, 
Buddhism and some kinds of H induism tend to define all manifest or social  
reality as ' illusion ' and advise students to focus on the goal of liberation from 
that illusion ,  rejecting worship of any manifest thing. However in much of 
H induism , and certainly in its Vedic predecessor, this sort of doctrine just 
docs not apply. In those more traditional forms ' liberation ' is a venerable 
goal , but worship of , lesser' beings is integral to the system . 

This reservation of worship only to the highest or truest is clearly not 
part of core IE Pagan tradition . For example in Hel lenic Paganism the term 
' theos ' ,  which we commonly translate 'god ' , was used for any being that 
inspired awe and reverence . The term was applied to the O lympian deities,  
to mighty spirits of the land , to the heroes , and was even occasionally applied 
to mortal kings . Pagan systems tend to view divinity as intimately present in 
the manifest world . Divinity can 't be limited to the ' highest' or ' truest ' . For 
us the divine is part of the fabric of all existence, present in stone and stream , 
herb and tree, bird and beast . Thus , it must also be present in humankind . 

Pagans seck the divine in many places .  We address the Gods and 
Spirits , we find the divine in a tree or a stone.  However, modern Pagans may 
find it difficult to consider honoring the spirit of a living human as divine 
- including, of course,  ourselves . Some rel igious and cu l tural traditions 
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teach that humans are intrinsieally unworthy, weak, even depraved or evil, 
requiring an external divine intervention . Even in secular discourse it seems 
common to devalue our human nature. Perhaps this is a reaction to the sort 
of recent western arrogance that considers humankind to be the ' highest' 
of all creatures .  In any case, the concept of the divine present in our own 
human nature is not a common one in our culture. 

It seems to me that traditional IE Paganism neither devalued nor 
overestimated humankind . When the divine can be immanently present in 
beasts and stones, we cannot think ourselves superior to our environment. 
Yet humans who do great deeds - or who simply win the love and reverence 
of their kin - can become objects of worship. Certainly this may happen after 
death ,  as ancestors, but it may happen even while alive . The Roman custom 
of deifying the 'genius ' - the personal divine spirit - of their emperors after 
death has been frequently criticized by Christian historians , but it is only a 
state example of a custom that might extend into any village. 

So, we may suggest that we are within tradition when we acknowledge 
- even worship - the divine power in ourselves, and in one another. This may 
seem a radical notion to modern students . We commonly ask the Kindreds 
to join us in worship of one another, on the principle that all that is divine 
worships itself through its many beings . If we were to formally worship the 
' God of Myself' , along with the many gods, we might find ourselves asking 
the Powers to join us in that worship. Is this plain hubris? 

In order to avoid it, we must remember that in such a formula we 
offer worship to our own divine core or crown, not merely to the personality 
and flesh that we commonly identify as 'me' . Just as when we offer to a tree 
we are not worshipping its cellulose and water, so we are not asking any 
being to worship our meat and mannerisms. 

Once again, in a Pagan theology divinity does not mean ' omnipotent, 
omniscient owner-operator-of-the-cosmos ' .  It is only monotheism that 
attempts to restrict the divine to one being. For us , every existing thing 
partakes to some degree in the divine. That must, surely, include us. 

As modern Pagans we can choose to make the crossing from viewing 
ourselves as mere flesh machines to viewing ourselves as multidimensional 
beings with the Divine Fire and water in us. It will be to our great advantage 
to recognize that in each of us there is a true Flame, a true Wel l  of power and 
wisdom and love . Each of us contains , by right of birth ,  the divine. 

So then , what is this divine portion of the human being? It is called by 
many names in many systems. In some Hindu thought it is called the atman . 
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Hindus greet one another with the traditional 'namaste ' which means ' the 
divine in me greets the divine in you '  .The Greeks spoke of the Agathodaimon 

- a spiritual voice in the self that gave access to wisdom .  The Romans spoke 
of the 'genius ' , which has the connotation of , family spirit ' - the divine force 
in the self that allows us to become honored ancestors when our time comes. 

Some systems view this power as rather impersonal ; others see it as an 'angel ' 
or ' familiar spirit' that attends the mortal . Medieval ceremonialists and their 
modern inheritors have called it the 'Holy Guardian Angel ' ,  making that 
unnecessary distinction between the angelic and the divine . 

We have no direct reference to such a principle in Celtic lore . We 
do have Celtic poetry that celebrates the eternal , ever-changing spirit of 
the human poets that made it . The most renowned of these, the Song of 
Amairgin, describcs the Druid's self-perception as one with all of nature . 
It includes the famous line : "I am a God that fashions fire for a head" .  This 
image of ' fire in the head ' has become a metaphor for poetic inspiration , 
which is , itself, the presence of the divine power in Celtic lore . The Celtic 
lore concerning the Cauldron of Wonder, remembered in later tales as the 
Holy Grail , also points at an impersonal divine power that is discovered by 
self-mastery and the solving of the riddles of personal will and fate . 

If we have sueh a divine spirit in ourselves then making oursel ves 
aware of that spirit and its capacities , and working with it consciously, seems 
a fine goal for those inclined to spiritual work . Socrates spoke of his daimon 
- the spirit that advised him in his deeds. Later theurges from Hellenic 
nations , and various yogis and rishis of the Indic peoples developed detailed 
methods of approaching one 's internal divine power. We have no specific 
record of such things among the Pagan Celts - such practice would have 
reeked of sorcery or heresy to the monkish chroniclers . It does not seem 
unreasonable to suppose that Druids (who inherit the same traditions that 
produced the mysticism of other cultures) in the course of their searching 
into the world , would have sought contact with their own Divine nature . 

As Pagans it is proper for us to honor the divine in every place that we 
find it. Thus it is reasonable for us to begin to learn how to worship out own 
divine nature , and those of the mortals around u s .  I cannot say, in this short 
musing, how such a doctrine may find expression in Our Paganism, but I have 
included a short poetic charm and exercise which could be added to personal 
devotions or ceremonies. I expect that the inspiration and genius of our folk 
will lead us to powerful expressions of this core Pagan idea . 

May we come to know the spark and flow of the divine power in us al l !  
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Stage 5 Practice: An Da Fein 
If you are able to master your mind anain, you may be able to brinn all this to a 
balanced and ordered pattern in yourself. Use your detachment to prevent the awe <1 
the work Jrom overwhelminn your will, and find, once anain,your center. It isJrom this 
Center <1 All That Is that you can seek the Da Fein - the God <fYou. The Da Fein is a 
subtle concept, with many layers <1 symbolism. You can benin, in this simple exercise, 
with the symbols <1 the Linht Above and the Linht Below, or the Jallinn <1 the Gold 
and Silver Drops <1 the Cauldron <1 Inspiration. In this symbol we seek the Druids '  
Treasure, the Celtic version <1 the Holy Grail, or the Philosopher's Stone, that peifects 
and empowers and illuminates. So choose a symbol to work with, perhaps va'J'inn them 
as you practice. 
So, seated in balance in the Center <1 the Worlds, turn your attention to the point just 
above your nose, a point in a triannle with your two eyes. Turn your awareness into 
that point, as ifit were a doorway, in toward the Center <1the Center. Recite the charm 
as you contemplate the symbols it cifJers: 

I am a kinsman of the Fire 
I am a child of the Waters 
My flesh is holy, born of the holy union 
My Spirit is a drop of the Cauldron of Wonder, 
A spark of the Divine Fire. 
(Place a hand on the forehead) 

The Divine Presence is in my head (Place hand on heart) 

The Divine Presence is in my heart (Place hand on the loins) 

The Divine Presence is in my loins. Uoin hand at the heart) 

I do honor to the God of my own soul 
Shining spirit of my spirit 
Font of Wisdom 
Spring of Love 
Source of Power 
I offer to you the worship due to every God 
(Open hands wide) 

Honor to the holy being that is the Center of my Self 
Shine bright and flow deep in me, I pray! 

Meditate in this space as lonn as you wish, seekinn the vision and voice <1 the Da Fein 
as it may show itself to you. 
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T he Nineteen Working 
Text With Guidance 

In this summary if the work, we present the entire pattern if the meditation with 

all if its instructions and visualizations. Those who wish may work the rite straiaht 
throuah, but each section has already been presented separately in the instructional 
chapters if the book.JustjoIlowina this section we present the text if the Charms only, 
?!fered in a decorative and enlarBed Jont, to aIlow Jor easier experimentation as you 
become more jamiliar with the meditative patterns. OJ course the best practice would 
be to memorize the entire pattern, but that can come with time, as one experiments 

with the written text. 

The Nineteen Working 
Stage 1 :  Shrine Blessing and Open Meditation. 
This first section can always serve a s  a JaIl-back, o r  miniml/m practice. It can be done 
daily, even as you add additional work durina retreats or more focused workinas. 
The Druid seats himself in her seat,jacina east if pOSSible. If there can be haIlolI'ed 
Fire and Water, so much the better. The body should be kept balanced and alert, while 
relaxed. 
Beain your breathina pattern . Find your peace, perhaps usina the Bone, Breath and 
Blood method. 
Bless the Water and Fire, as you say: 

The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
In Land, Sea and Sky, Below and on High, 
Let the Water be blessed and the Fire be hallowed. 
When you are ready, dip your hand in the Water and sprinkle or lave yourself, then 
pass your hands throuah the incense or Fire and brina it onto yourself, as you say: 

By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 
Cleansed of ill and bane am I 
By the Might of the Waters and the Light of the Fire 
Blessed in Land and Sea and Sky 
As you cleanse and bless yourself,feel the Water and Fire washina and searina away all 
that 's not in your twe pattern ifbeina. 
Liaht an additional r1Jerin8 if incense, and open your heart in welcome to all the 
Holy Bein8s. Say: 
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Gods and Dead and Mighty Sidhe 
Powers of Earth and Sky and Sea 
By Fire and Well, by Sacred Tree 
Welcome I do give to yeo 
At this time you may wish to pause in open meditationJor as long as you wish. In daily 
practice it can be enouBh to do the simple cleansinB,Jollowed by open meditation . If 
you are workinB a short daily meditation you will go directly ]rom this point to the 
ClosinB charm . 

Stage 2: Two Powers, Three Realms, Four Airts 
The Druid should have a ready skill in the Two Powers, though perhaps somewhat 
dependent on a lengthy 'induction ' . In this exercise we intend to move toward brinBinB 
the Two into the self smoothly and quickly, dri ven by a vel)' simple charm. The second 
portion if this charm involves centerinB the self in the Middle World, lIsinB the Three 
Realms and the Four Airts. The accompanyinB meditation can be developed over time. 
The Druid should beBin where she can, and plan to improve her qJects with time and 
qJort. 
Resume your center and brinB the Two Powers into yourself. swiftly allowinB the Waters 
to riseJollowed by the descent if the Light, as you do the KindlinB Charm: 
Cross your hands on your chest and say: 

Powers of the Earth and Sky 
Rooted deep and crowned high 
Place finBers on forehead, chest and Joins in turn, brinBinB the Two Powers smoothly 
into each, saying 

Flow and kindle in my head 
Flow and kindle in my heart 
Flow and kindle in my loins 
Cross your hands on your chestJeelinB the balanced flow if the Two, and say: 

Flow and shine in every part. 
Remain with hands crossed on the chest or, if you prif"er, extend your arms straiBht 

]rom your shoulders. Open yourself to the horizontal plane, to the Three Realms cif the 
world, to the Four Provinces if human power. 

The Land upholds me, the Sea surrounds me, the Sky 
above me. 
Before me bounty, behind me wisdom 
On my right hand magic, on my left hand strength 
Cross hands aBain on the chest 
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For the Cauldron is in me. 
And I am seated in the Center ofWorlds . 

At this time you may wish to pause in a meditation in which you compose yourself 

seatinn in the center � the Worlds and Realms, with all the Powers at yo tIT hand. This 
meditation can be maintained as lonn as you wish, simply experiencinn the foel � the 
Pattern � the Worlds around you, with the Fire and Water in YOll. 

Stage 3 : The Three Cauldrons 
The Two Powers are settled into a clear flow in the self, and the Druid ben ins to focus 
them into the Three Cauldrons Attunement: 
With the Two Powers established in your body, establish the Three Cauldrons, beninninn 
with your loins. 

Envision the Cauldron �Warminn low in your belly, see it made � iron, or stone 
heated by thefire below. Intone the name: 

Goriath (goh ree ah) 
Envision the combined Linht and Shadow flowinn into your Cauldron �arminn. As 
it does, open your awareness to your body. Become aware � your flesh and bone, blood 
and belly and brain, seekinn an awareness � your health and wholeness, and, by will, 
seeinn yourself as hale and well in every part. 

Envision the Cauldron cfVocation in the heart. See it made � silver and nold, heated 
be the fire in your heart. Intone the name: 

Ernmas (air'n mahs) 
Let the Powers flow into the Cauldron � Movement, and Jeel your awareness open to 
your daily life and work . Become aware �your place in the world, amonn kin andfolk 
and the wide world. From the center that is the Cauldron see the webs � relationship 
and mutuality that hold your life tonether. See them made stronn, whole and helriful. 

Envision the Cauldron �isdom in your head. See it made � ClJ'stal and amber, lit 
and warmed by the fire above. Intone the name: 

Sofhis (SO wish) 
Let the Two Powers flow into the Cauldron �Wisdom, and open your spirit to your 
spiritual ll'ay and work. As the Fire andWater.fill the Cauldron open your mind to the 
sources � divine awareness in your life. Feel your A llies draw close, and the Divine In 
You shine and flow,fillinn you with the Mead � Inspiration. 
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As you wish, and as you are able, let your mind rest in balance between these three 
Cauldrons. Broaden your attention to allow the three sets if imaaes to flow and 
intertwine. In this weavina there may be thinns to be learned. Understand that these 
Cauldrons are always in you, always turned or turninn, just as the Two Powers always 

flow in you. Rest and work in this state as lonn as you like. 

Stage 4: The Elements 
Brinn the Powers into balance anain in yourself, rememberinn your detachment, 
remember inn your lessons, nently and firmly brinnina the Two Powers and the Three 
Cauldrons into a balanced flow. Remember the vision if the Worlds, and become aware 
if your flesh as well as you spirit as you work the Duile Attunement. 
By the jollowinn charm you will turn your attention to the elements if the Worlds, 
one element at a time. As you are learninn the exercise Jeel free to take each section 
as slowly as you like, meditatinn on the union, the �o-substance, if your individual 
existence with the much nreater world if All That Is. 

Today I open myself 
To the Elements of the World. 
The first triad concerns the Land. Feel your solid flesh sharina its substance with the 
stones and roots and nrowinn thinns if the Land, lettinn it become you, and you, it . 

Eternal stone my bones. 
My flesh the warm soil, 
My hair the green bounty, 
The second triad concerns the Sea. Feel the processes if your material life as 
interchanneable with the areat ebbs and flows if the endless deep, lettinn it become 
you, and you, it. 

The sea my blood, 
My breath the wind, 
Cool moonlight my mind, 
The third triad concerns the Sky. Feel your reason and emotion and spirit shininn and 
turninn amonn your thounhts, like the eternal heavens. Let it become you, and you, it . 

The sun my face, 
My thoughts the clouds, 
The stars behind my eyes. 
Feel yourself vanishinn into the world, and the world vanish ina into you, but all the 
while, your core if Fire and Water, your Three Cauldrons, remain balanced and firm, 
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even as your awareness opens. 

All the world is in me, 
And I am in the world. 

Stage 5: An Da Fein 
if you are able to master your mind aoain, you may be able to brino all this to a 
balanced and ordered pattern in yourself. Use your detachment to prevent the awe if 
the workfrom overwhelminoyour will, andfind, once aoain,your center. It isJrom this 
Center if All That Is that you can seek the Da Fein - the God cjYou. The Da Fein is a 
subtle concept, with many layers if symbolism. You can begin, in th is simple exercise, 
with the symbols if the LiOht Above and the LiOht Below, or the Jallino if the Gold 
and Silver Drops if the Cauldron if Inspiration . In this symbol we seek the DllIids '  
Treasure, the Celtic version if the Holy Grail, or the Philosopher's Stone, that peifects 
and empowers and illuminates. 
So, seated in balance in the Center if the Worlds, turn your attention to the point just 
above your nose, a point in a trianole with your two eyes. Turn YOllr awareness into 
that point, as ifit were a doorway, in toward the Center if the Center. Recite the charm 
as you contemplate the symbols it ?!Jers: 

I am a kinsman of the Fire 
I am a child of the Waters 
My flesh is holy, born of the holy union 
My Spirit i s  a drop of the Cauldron of Wonder, 
A spark of the Divine Fire. 
(Place a hand on the forehead) 

The Divine Presence is  in my head 
(Place hand on heart) 

The Divine Presence is  in my heart 
(Place hand on the loins) 

The Divine Presence is  in my loins.  
Uoin hand at the heart) 

I do honor to the God of my own soul 
Shining spirit of my spirit 
Font ofWisdom 
Spring of Love 
Source of Power 
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I offer to you the worship due to every God 
(Open hands wide) 

Honor to the holy being that is the Center of my Self 
Shine bright and flow deep in me, I pray! 

Meditate in this space as lone as you wish, seekine the vision and voice <if the Da Fein 
as it may show itself to you. 

Stage 6: Completing 
When your meditative practice is complete, take time to return your awareness ]idly 
and completely to your body and material senses. Even as you remember what you 
may have eained or learned in a workine, allow your awareness to return to common 
life and breath . Bifore you rise from your seat pause Jor a moment and return to your 
center in peace. Cross your hands on your chest and say: 

The blessings of the Holy Ones be on me and m ine 
My blessings on all beings, 
with peace on thee and thine 
The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 
Thus do I remember the work of the Wise. 
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The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree @ 
I �t) Flow and Flame and Grow in me 

In Land, Sea and Sky, r �. B elow and on H igh, : ,j ! 
�.� 

�� Let the Water be blessed 

� -� and the Fire be hallowed . 
. � 

� By the Might of the Waters @ 
@ r\� 1 And the Light of th e Fire 

� Cleansed of ill and bane am I �l : tt i By the Might of the Waters 
� .  

��. And the Light of the Fire <1 � Blessed in Land and S ea and Sky 
- - 0 - �  

�(j Gods and Dead and Mighty Sidhe (� >��l Powers of Earth and Sky and Sea - :� �1 
By Fire and Well,  by Sacred Tree �>"' � IlM Welcome I do give to ye o �l I... , J  
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2: Two Powers, Three Realms, Four Airts 

Powers of the Earth and Sky 

Rooted deep and crowned high 

Flow and kindle in my head 

Flow and kindle in my heart 

Flow and kindle in my loins 

Flow and shine in every part.  

The Land upholds me, 

the Sea surrounds me, 

the Sky above me. 

Before me bounty, 

behind me wisdom 

On my right hand magic, 

on my left hand strength 

For the Cauldron is in me. 

And I am seated 

in the Center ofWorlds. 
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Goriath (goh ree ah) 

Ernmas (air'n mahs) 

Sofhis (so wish) 
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StaDe 4: The Elements 

Today I open myself 
To the Elements of the World. 

Eternal stone my bones. 
My flesh the warm soil, 

My hair the green bounty, 

The sea my blood, 
My breath the wind, 

My thoughts the clouds, 

The sun my face, 
Cool moonlight my mind, 
The stars behind my eyes. 

All the world is in me, 
And I am in the world. 
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� S: An Da Fein �.� rf I am a kinsman of the Fire �� �� 
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I am a child of the Waters �? I 
� 

My flesh is holy, .� 
born of the holy union iwl � J  My Spirit is a drop 

�l @ of the Cauldron of Wonder, 
A spark of the Divine Fire . � �  

�� The Divine Presence is in my head ,'?� 
The Divine Presence is in my heart 

� � 
The Divine Presence is in my loins . 

I do honor to the God 

(r) of my own soul 

� � Shining spirit of my spirit 
Font ofWisdom �t 

� '  Spring of Love � I ;�l lt� � '  Source of Power .!) 
. , - � I offer to you the worship �� �� due to every God 

wJ Honor to the holy being ?Jl that is the Center of my Self �->' )0-_",-!@ Shine bright and flow deep in me, (;I' ! �lJ I pray! 1....:"'.. 
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The blessings of the Holy Ones 

be on me and mine 

My blessings on all beings, 

with peace on thee and thine 

The Fire, the Well, the Sacred Tree 

Flow and Flame and Grow in me 

Thus do I remember 

the work of the Wise.  
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The Fourth Cycle - The Road to the Spirit World 
Our first three c),cles were concerned with the Druid's own mind and spi rit, 

with calminB the chatterinB mind, orderinB and empowerinB the self and with the 

vision if the Sacred Cosmos. These practices will train the jaCllities if concentration , 
visualization and relaxation , and will also strenBthen the DTllid 's heart and mind. All 
if this contributes to the 1V0rk if spirit- vision that is ta llBht in the next cycles. 

In the realm if modern maBic one if the most notable nell' trends in the 

last 1 50 years is the importance if the willed production if Fisions. Perhaps electric 
liBhts hal'e dazzled our inner siBht, or m ultiple briBht and peifcct color imaBes made 

imaBination tri vial. We li ve in an aBe when the conten ts if the mind may seem pale 
and unreal compared to the constructs if popular entertainment .  But in the 1V0rk if 

maBic there is nothinB tri vial about the imaBination. The imaBination is both the 
perceptual equipment and the tool if construction that allow us to work in the realm 

if vision that is the dwellinB-place if spirits. 

The techniques Biven here are a bridBe between the 1 9th and ear�' twentieth
centu/)' practice if BUided visualization '  and the late twentieth -century adaptation 

if so-called 'shamanic' technique. They employ BUided imaBery as a startinB point for 
jurther se!f-Buided vision - travel. Essentially the maBician enters a kind if wakinB 

dream, in which the personal will has some directinB power but in which the landscapes 

and events are larBely outside the control if that will. 

In this vision- trance the personal mind comes nearer to the transpersonal 
reality if the Otherworld, the real home if the spirits, and the Bround in which inner 

enerBies flow. The spirits can speak to us inside these states much more directly than to 

our distracted common awareness, and our perceptions if the inner powers and realities 

if thinBs are sharpened. 

This cycle also works with the classic maBical technique if the Inner Temple. 

In many world rit llal traditions it is commonjor adepts to create envisioned workinB 

spaces that parallel their material temples. In these Inner Groves and Temples we can 

create beauty that is beyond our material means, and into these places we can call the 

Gods and spirits in a much more direct jashion. While vision work does not depend on 

the creation if an Inner temple, there are many advantaBes to doinB this traditional 
work. 

This instTllction does not pay a Breat deal if attention to ritl lal. It does, 
however, assume that the stlldent is able to work basic ritllal and is doinB so durinB 

the learninB if these techniques. As always, the techniques are based in PaBan Druidic 

symbolism and ritual jorms, but are easily adapted for other systems. 
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The Threshold of the Otherworld: 
Part 1 - Concepts of the Other 

Throughout Celtic story we find humans meeting the spirits in ways 
and places outside of or beyond common life .  Gods, messengers, allies and 
opponents arrive among mortals bringing tales of their homes, of strange 
halls and wild places both ncar and far. In turn the tales tell of mortals who 
visit Other Folk. It is from these tales that we begin to understand the nature 
of what we often simply call the Otherworld .  

The tales describe the dwellings o f  the Other Clans a s  being both 
very ncar to our mortal world and very far from our common lands. The 
armies of the Sidhe ride out from beneath the land . Mortals enter the courts 
and feasts of the Lords of the Mound, leaving behind common time and 
place . Other tales tell of emissaries arriving from over the sea , or of mortals 
who voyage, and of the lands of wonder, danger and vision that lie beyond 
the ocean wave. 

From the tales we can construct several images of the Other Worlds 
of Gaelic story. Some tales tell of the Land Over the Waves, a place of eternal 
youth and delight , of beauty and music. Others show us strange feasting 
halls and palaces, often located beneath the mounds of the land . In some 
stories mortals pass through mists to find themselves in a kind of parallel 
forest where strange beasts and the Noble Ones ride. In such Other Lands 
arc found the fortresses and halls of the people of the Mound - the Daoine 
Sidhe . 

Your studies should offer plenty of chances to read these tales . It 
is useful to immerse your imagination in the motifs of Celtic story. These 
provide raw materials with which we can build an understanding of the 
Celtic Otherworld . 

It may be that the ancient idea of the Otherworld bears a 
resemblance to various metaphysical models . Those familiar with western 
magical systems might compare the Otherworld with the ' astral plane '  or 
the ' etheric realm ' .  However, the Celtic spirit-lands don't seem to be causal 
to the common world in the way the ' astral ' is sometimes described to be. 
We might find a parallel with the Dreamtime of the Australian First Peoples 
- a mythic, storied and ritual reality in which mortals participate along 
with the Gods and spirits . Hindu cosmology presents a variety of , 10k as '  -
worlds - in which Gods, spirits , ancestors and daemons dwell .  The Norse 
have a similar system of Nine Realms. Celtic lore is far less specific about the 
number and order of the realms or worlds , though a variety of environments 
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are described . 
Modern Pagan metaphysics brings additional popular model s .  

Cosmological elements from Asian shamanism have made their way into 
much of N eopagan ism , though it is fair to say that they may have done the 
same thing in ancient days.  The basic map of Underworl d ,  Midrealm and 
Heavens has become i mportant in Our Druidry and we will use that triad in 
this Ini tiate 's work , as well . 

There is also a scientific or rational approach that may have some 
value . A good deal of research has been done into 'a l te" ed states of awareness ' 
- states of perception and cognition that have always been connected w ith 
' religious ' or ' spiritual ' events . Scientists have begun to identify the bra in 
wa\'e patterns that correspond to  events such as trance - v is ion or  mystical 
awareness. This may include what some call ' paranormal ' or ' ES P '  effects . 
While it possible to develop an entire model of magical art from sllch ideas 
we will give it l ittle attention here ,  preferring a more mythic approach . 

Part 2 - Vision and the Threshold 
One of the primary sp iritual powers of D ru idry i s  the Power of 

See ing. [n the later folklore of the Gaels we hear of an da sheiliagh - the 
double -sight or second sight .  That sort of seeing is commonly used to d iscern 
worldly events , but there are also tales of the abil ity to see the Other Folk ,  
their hal ls  and lands and works . 

This traditional second sight is sometimes a gift at birth but can 
also be gained as a gift from the Noble Ones , or through deliberate magical 
work . We ' l l  discuss some folkloric means of ga in i ng the Other Sight but 
for the most part we will  use other approaches.  We wil l  focus on the use of 
will and imagination to create states that can al low us to ' step through ' into 
Other places . 

In this month 's first exercises we will enter an imagined series of 
landscapes and environments. I n  some cases we w i l l  consciously select or 
design the spaces .  [n others we will enter visions that we do not del iberately 
create . We will consider this half- constructed , half-d iscovered imaginal  
world to be a Threshold,  a place Between the common world and the 
independent reality of the Other Places . We can move our point of view, ollr  
' presence ' ,  into this Threshold realm in a form we invent, and in the same 
way the Gods and spirits can create forms that move and l i ve in that space . 
The forms we see (and make) in the Threshold may or may not be the ' true ' 
forms of the spirits but that need not prevent liS [rom speaking to them 
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through those forms. The Threshold is a reflection both of our common 
world and of the Other realms beyond . 

Like all intel ligent beings we have the Power of Shaping as well as of 
Seeing. Our ability to craft mental images has a reality in the Inner Realms as 
surely as the work of our hands in the common world . Just as the Gods and 
spirits create their Other spaces around them, so we can make small spaces, 
shaped by will and vision . Obviously we modern students have only small 
ski ll or power as we begin . We start by gathering the powers of Earth and 
Sky - they respond to our shaping by taking on form as we will . With those 
materials we can shape as we will in the world of vision . A large measure 
of our practice in this system will be devoted these techniques , and their 
results . 

While we may consciously shape and influence it, thc Threshold 
realm exists without our conscious making. Just as the landscapes of dream 
occur as if subjectively real so the places of Threshold arc waiting for us 
when we arrive . Just as in a lucid dream we can shape events and places , 
but the life of the Threshold realm goes on, even around our conscious 
constructions . 

Part 3 - First Steps in the Mist 
There arc many tradi tional methods of moving awareness from the 

common toward the Other. All of them arc methods of moving your personal 
point-of-view away from your physical location and into the Threshold realm 
of vision . Fasting, secret herbs ,  drum and dance , austerity and pain have all 
been used to free the mind from its common boundaries .  We will depend on 
a gentler mcthod based on concentration and visualization . 

The very first Threshold technique is to learn to rise and move 
within an imagined point-of- vicw. In some spiritual systems students arc 
taught to develop a detailed , repcating and specific 'body of vision ' which 
serves as the seer's ' vehicle ' .  This docs have value , but we find it best to 
recommend a more natural approach . Each of us carries a basic self- image 
and it is in that form that we can most easily approach our vision journeys. 

One important trick of basic journey-work is to train yourself to 
keep your point-of-view located 'behind the eyes' of your vision-self. I t  is 
worthwhile ,  as an exercise , to pay attention to the physical reality of walking 
in your body. The walking meditation taught in the ADF Dedicant's Nature 
Awareness work offers a chance to contemplate the sensory reality of seeing 
the world through the screen of your eyes . It is then possible to usc memory 
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to inform your visions. By learn ing to keep your point of view firmly fixed 
in one p lace and in one d irection at a time you create a sense of real ity in 
your early visions that helps you move into the Threshold realm.  Your poin t  
o f  v i e w  may move by drifting , flying or purposeful striding but  y o u  should 

be careful to keep it in one place at a time in most cases . 

Our first exercise uses memory and visual ization to introd uce the 
technique of moving and seeing in vision . Entering hasic trance you wi l l  
imagine that you have opened your eyes,  right where you s i t  in  y o u r  r itua l 
space . From there you will  experiment with standing in your point -of- view 
and exp lor i ng the familiar environment of your Shrine ,  re member i ng the 
detai ls and visualizing them clearly wh i le hold ing your perception behi nd 
your vision - eyes . 

From that beginning you can move deeper i n to the Threshold in 
a variety of ways. There are many classic methods of deepening through 

visualization - descending stairs , drifting down through water, etc . We wil l  
use a symbol drawn directly from Celtic story - the Mist o f  the Between . By 
passing through the vis ion of the thick mist so common in  the ancient forests 
you can emerge much deeper within the Threshold real m .  

We wil l  use the M ist-passing as a means to move fr0111 the s imple  
memory - based initial exercises to  a more spontaneous and unconstructed 
locale. While we w il l use signposts to attem pt to reach specific destination 
the first efforts at passing the M i st may always produce surprises . In order 
to make the early experiments more orderly we wil l  focus on a fa m i l iar goal 
- the Inner Nemeton . 

In the fi rst technique you wi l l  begin by ' r i s ing'  from your seated 
form to stand in the v ision of your ritua l space . You may more clearly 
perceive sp iri tual presences in th is space , but you remai n very close to the 
common world . By passing the Mist we seek to enter a space in which we 
can both discover and create a greater, more idea l Sacred G rove . In  the next 
technique you wi l l  move on to the work of passing the Mist  and beginn ing 
the Inner Grove . Th is wi l l  become a base of operations for many fur ther 
visions and workings . 



Risinn in Visi on 
allr work beB ins with the skill if movin8 your pOint-if- view in  envisioned 

en vironments. Yo u sholild work this exercise bifore your Shrine, or with YOllr portable 

Hallows olltdoors. It may have more mIlle if worked at a Home Shrine to which YOll 

have already committed some 11ort . 

Let the Druid be seated at the Shrine, with all required. 

Opening: 
• Work the Bone, Breath and Blood, and the Kindlin8 Charm, or Two Powers 

centerin8 · 

• Li8ht the Fire and silver the Water, sayin8: 

Fire I kindle, Water I pour 
The Hearth and Well I hallow. 
By the Mother of the Land be hallowed 
By the Lord of Wisdom be hallowed. 
Blessed and made sacred to the work, 
Beneath the Tree of the Worlds. 

Sprinkle and cense ),ollrself and all as )'ou say: 

So by the Might of the Water and the Light of the Fire 
Let this place be cleansed of all ill, 
Made whole and holy 
For the Work of the Wise. 

Simple ?i!erinBs arc made, either if Brain into a realfire, or incense into a censer, 
sa)'In8 : 

I make offering to the Earth Mother 
Bless me in my work 
I make offering to the Lord of Wisdom 
Open the Ways for me 
I make offering to the Dead, 
To the Spirits, to the Shining Gods. 
Bless me in my work 
With Wisdom, Love and Power. 



The Working: 
• Scat yourself conifortably upriBht, back straiBht . 
• Work a short blessinB <if the space, or the full Gro l'e openinB and Gate iIyou wish -
in your first exercises it miBht be best to 1V0rk the full openinB, wi th the Gate . 
• Renew and strenBthen your Earth and Heavens con tacts. 

• Feel the cool Earth Power and the hot Sky Power meet in your head, meet 

in your heart, and meet in your loins. 
• And from the meetinB-places,jeel the minBlinB if the Powers jlow out 

into your whole form - into your hands, into your form, into your eyes. 

Where you have eyes ifjlesh, so you now have eyes if vision . 
• Open your eyes if vision, and use your memory if the settinB C?/your 
Shrine  and tools. As you remember them, envision them, so that it is as 1 
you see them with open eyes. It is the eyes if vision that open in this way, 
and it is in the eyes if vision that you will move .  

• With your material eyes closed, decide to stand in your vision form . 
A llow your eyes to rise, qJortlessly. YOli rise to YOllr natural heiBht, and 

take a moment to Baze lipan YOll r Shrine and Hallows as 1yoll had stood 
i n  flesh . A llow the details if your Shrine to become clear. 

• This is the threshold if the Threshold. YOli are in the material world, 
seeinB i t  only with your l'ision 's eye. Move arollnd your Shrine a bit; allow 

your point if view to see the Shrinefrom d!lJcrent anBles . !fyou arc in  
a place you kno l l' well you miBht move around further, lIsinB memory to 

help your vision be built true. 

·You may, 1you wish , look down at yourself, thollBh there is no need . . .  you 
feel the presence if your hands . . .  if your body upriBht . . .  in the presence 
if the Hallows. 

• Allow the natural settinB to resolve into Breater detail . . .  Baze around the 

perimeter if your clearinB or room, seekinB details . . .  gaze all around . .  . 
• Widen your vision, and behold all that you have beheld . . .  remember . .  . 

remember the forms that you have seen, the loca le you have been in . .  Jar 

it is by memory that you will return . . .  
• So, standinB bifore the vision if your Shrine, remember YOllr body . . .  
allow your point if view to return to where your body is seated . . .  you 
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may see yourself seated there . . .  turn and Jace the Shrine, and allow your 
point d view to descend, si ttin8 down into your materialJorm . . . settlin8 
a8ain into your flesh . . .  brin8in8 your eyes to eyes, heart to heart, loins 
to loins . . .  breath in8 deep . . .  
• Allow yourself to return Jor a moment to your basic peace . . .  si ttinB 
calmly in yourself . . .  then stretch . . .  open your eyes . . .  and be present 

aBain bifore your Fire . . .  
• Close your Gate and the work as usual. 

Closing: 
• Upon concludina you should thank any beinas who have aided you, and end 

formally: 

Let bound be bound and wound be wound 
Thus all is done, and done, and well done 
And thus I end what was begun.  
To the Three Holy Kindreds I give thanks 
To the Lord of Wisdom I give thanks 
To the Mother of All I give thanks 
Thus do I remember the work of the wise. 
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The Inner Grove 
The ski l l s  of seership , of perceiving and moving in the Otherworlds ,  

are seated in the human imagination . In our age ,  i t  i s  common to think 
of the imagination as an entirely subjective and personal facu l ty. Western 
seience has been so successful at manipulating the materia l  world that many 
have come to bel ieve only in material causes and effects . To the ancients the 
human mind \vas understood as a part of the spir i tual  world . The spi r itu<ll  
world was understood as being i n  a relationsh ip  of mutual causation with 
the materia l . What happens in the material world affects the spir i tual , and 
what happens in the spiritual affects the material . This spir i tual world i s  the 
Celtic Otherworld , so famed in  the tales .  The O therworld is  the place where 
stories l ive, where the Gods and Goddesses move, ""here the Dead have 
their hal l s .  I t  is always near us , yet heroes reach i t  i n  far voyages .  The human 
imagination functions as our spiritual organ of Otherworld perception , as 
our on-board tool set with which we shape the Otherworld .  

The methods of v ision which we ' l l  use  in  this work begin w i th the 
imagination . Using our powers of vision and shaping we wi l l  begin by 

constructing interior events and landscapes. We may assume that such 
constructs are at first entirely internal and subjecti ve . H owever, every mind 
is connected with the  All - Mind , rooted in  the Waters, crowned at the Po le 
Star. These events and scenes that we create for oursel ves are l ike temples 
that we build in a forest .  There we do our work , make our offeri ngs , and 
wait to see what answers come to us from the depths of the trackless w i l d .  

The spaces w e  make i n  o u r  minds are con cei ved of as connected with 
every other mind and with the All - M i nd by the currents and eddies of the 
Deep Waters , by the reflections of the Ligh t .  When we have made our inner 
l andscapes wel l ,  they become paths by which the mental and sp i r i tua l rea l i ty 
of be ings other than ourselves can reach us .  Just as the deer and b i rds  might  
emerge from the forest around a temple ,  so  the Gods and Spirits come to 
the edge of our vision . When this  happens ,  what had been a purely i n ternal 
and subjecti ve experience begins to show signs of i nfl uences from outside  
the  personal mind . New idea s ,  insights and  inspira tions  become avai lable as  
the personal spirit opens  to  the greater worl d .  

I n  the same way, we can use deliberately constructed env ironments 
as a launching-point for j ourneys in vis ion as we send our own spirits out 
on the currents of the Otherworld . These sp iri t - voyages take us away from 
our carefully constructed i nner locales ,  out into unch<lrted places . Whi l e  
these visions may begin , once again , as efforts o f  wil led imagination , they 
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arc also able to lead us outside our common mind toward realms of the 
transpersonal .  

So we begin with deliberate construction of vision and seck to usc 
these constructs as tools of communication with the Gods and Spirits. We 
will take as one of our primary mechanisms of entrancement and journeying 
the image of the Wizard 's Mist . 

Techniques ofTrance Vision 
Having begun with some basic trance - vision techniques ,  your task now is to 
learn to easily bring yourself into the Inner Grove . In our first exercises we 
used a detailed trance script to enter the Mist and emerge into the Grove. 
In the next we will begin there again , but will then usc spoken -word and 
vision -keys to allow you to quickly enter trance, pass the Mist and arrive on 
the Threshold of the Otherworld . 

It will be useful to learn to make the transition to the Inner Grove 
easily and quickly. You will find many applications for this traditional magical 
technique , and you should lay the foundation well at this phase of your work . 
As always regular practice is the only reliable method of gaining skill . 
As in all these early stages you will benefit from practicing the techniques at 
least three time per week. The weekly retreat days arc you opportunities to 
learn the basic forms through the exercises given here . In further practice 
you should work to integrate the technique, either repeating the exercises 
or working in your own way. The latcr exercises in this program will be 
enhanced by good skill in entering and working in the Inner Grove 

Working with Scripts and Outlines 
This program of training has several central goals. Through the 

exercises and rites in this program (especially when combined with the ritual 
work of the Book of Summoning) we hopc to build skills in spirit-journeying 
as well as in the Inner Sight that allows us to sec the spirits and energies that 
imbue our work. The trancework intends to make awareness in the Threshold 
state second nature . In later techniques you will learn the Double-Sight, in 
which you work both in the Threshold and in the common world . In order to 
reach that level of skill you wil l begin with trances based on scripts , but you 
must move past them, to self-directed and free-form vision . 

Learning to navigate the Inner can be much like learning any 
complex new landscape. First you might usc detailed maps (even spoken
voice navigators) to find basic destinations. Soon you will need maps or 
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written notes only to locate new or unusual destinations . In tim e you learn 
to find your own short-cuts . 

In this training we begin with fully scripted guided visual izations . 
These scripts are the result of long experiment and wil l re l iably br ing you to 
the desired interior places . In order to use them we l l  it is best to hear them 
actually spoken aloud . Recordings of many are avai lable ,  but there is value 
in recording your own voice reading the scripts.  If you have a fel low student 

or partner who understands your work you might also be able to have them 
read for you , perhaps taking turns being reader and vis ionary. 

If none of those options are availabl e  then you might try working 
the visual izations while you read them . This might be use ful  in a kind o f  
' dress- rehearsa l '  way. B y  reading through the images ,  and making a n  effort 
to ' send a vision '  while you read you can perhaps ' pre- p l an ' the journey and 
take a step toward independent  work . Once you have practiced a technique 
this way several times you should be able to work it  in  deta i l in an e)'es
closed,  fully visualized trance .  In any such tran ce the goal is to generate a 
ful l ,  quasi -sensory experience . This is nearly impossible for modern people 
to do while using the physical senses in read ing or speaking. A ful l  trance wi l l  
produce a much more effective experience . 
The next level of ski l l  is to be able to work from memorized outl ines .  Each of 
our ful l  scripts can be reduced to an outline, a simp le sequence that reminds 
you of the detai ls of trances and l ocales already fami l i ar. Remembering the 
order of the steps of a trance tends to produce a clearer m emory of the 
detail of the transi tions between the steps . We wi l l  discuss the creation of 
markers and symbolic sequences , and provide short outlines for each of the 
trance patterns ahead . 

Defining a Path 
The Inner Grove technique involves the establ ishment of a Threshold locale 
based upon a reflection  of your specific Hal lows and personal r i tual space . 
We can conceive of this Threshol d  Grove as "nearby ' our material locale ,  and 
the path between them as a short one. Sti l l  it is important to have a clear set 
of symbols to define the way. 

As we set out to learn to navigate the Otherworld "ve find o ursel ves 
in a j ourney of exploration with only the vaguest of maps . We step into the 
Mist with little beyond our will and vision to guide us . As we each establish 
our own route through the Mist we must create gu ides and markers to show 
us the way. 
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Creating a "path" through the Mist is a matter of using symbols and 
memory to lead our awareness reliably to the same state or locale each time 
we wish to visit it . We create a set of "signposts" that allow us to focus the 
trance state accurately. This allows us to build Threshold locales that we can 
revisit , improve and use in practical ways . 

The first signposts on the road to the Inner Grove are the very tools 
of your own material nemeton or shrine. Your own Fire, Well and Tree are 
talismans of the Other, each one a direct manifestation of the Otherworld 
Powers, and their image is the first symbol through which you will pass . We 
will use the vision of the combining of the Fire and Water in the Hallows to 
generate the Mist . So we will begin by focusing on reality as we find it - the 
real presence of the Fire and water - and proceed to an initial visualization 
of the Mist of the Between . 

Throughout these lessons we will use the Mist of the Between as our 
primary symbol of the transition between worlds . The featureless, engulfing 
Mist is the ever-present Boundary, as close as our own ability to perceive it .  
The Mist is ,  however, pathless and without landmarks . Crossing the Mist is 
a matter of a firm will that keeps you moving forward, and of creating your 
own road-signs and gates. 

We call the Mist by finding the place of Between in the combination 
of Fire and Water in the Grove . The combination of symbols in the Hallows 
creates a Sacred Center, and a Boundary Between , by being a place of 
neither-nor-and-both . In that place the Mist is always available ,  and we can 
enter through the images of our Hallows into the edge ofThreshold . In order 
to arrive quickly and reliably in the same place it is useful to create a sigil 
that is always used to grant admission to the locale. For this you might use 
the Gate-Sign , as given here, with any symbol proper to you and your Inner 
Grove in the center of it. The basic Dedicant Druid sigil might be used if you 
like something universal , representing the Fire and Water in the Grove . It is 
best to choose a simple symbol , perhaps one that can be actually sketched 
with a finger or wand . This figure is then envisioned or drawn in the Mist . 
By passing through that symbol in vision you will emerge into your Inner 
Grove . 

So that is our simple path to what will become a familiar place . We 
begin in our Middle World , then pass through the Fire and Water into the 
Mist . We formulate the Gate Sign in the Mist, and pass through it into the 
Inner Grove . 

Through regular practice this can become a short and easy road . In 
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one s l1100th transi t ion you w i l l  11100'e past the F ire and Water through the 
Mist and the Sign into the G rm'C , [ n  our effort to cra ft techn ic lues based 
on old Druidic forms you might choose to use a s imple  spoken (or sung) 
char m , In t ime the reeitation of the charm alone w i l l  seem to accomp l ish 
the transition , 

Working in the Grove 
You r  first work in the Grove is to enhance and com p l ete the deta i l s  

of i ts  sett ing and structu re . lIpon your  fi rst a r r i va l  you w i l l  have had  S O Il 1 C  

basic perceptions . .  Perhaps you had m isty gl i m pses or perhaps a d etai led 

vision appeared . [n  any case the task before you i s  to de \'c l o p  those bas ics  
i nto a detai led em'ironment of your own Inner  GrO\'C . 

Your Thresho ld  loca le  should be bu i l t  care fu l ly. You r  i n i t i a l  goal i s  
consistenc)'. Anv  add i t ions or changes that vou make in  the G rO\'e shou l d  b e  

I ... I 

permanent , un less you conSCiously change the m .  Each t i m e  that you arri ve 
you should  ex pect to see any work whi ch you have done previous l )'. Yo u 
sho uld employ a firm m e m or y  and wil l  to b u i l d  your G rO\'C as a last ing 
art ifact . 

The sty le  and form of the permanent H a l l ows i n  your Grove or 

Shrine i s  you own choice , though you wi l l  prohably find so me basic forms 
and materials in place on arrival . You w i l l  find the primary reflections of  
you r  own a l tar  of Fire ,  your Wel l ,  and a l i ve Tre e  or fi n e  p i l l a r. These wi l l  be 
arranged i n  the same pattern as your m aterial  Hal lows.  [ n  your Thresho ld  
Grove you can  choose to make them monumental or  i nt imate , ornatc or 

s impl e .  Those choices arc stricti), persona l  and str ict I), aestheti c .  What 
matters i s  that )'ou are <Ible to accuratcly reprod uce the \' i s i on each t i m e  
that )'ou arr ive .  Whi le  you arc l ooking for conscious  and d e l i b erate creat ion , 
don 't forget to cons ider includ ing ways in which you III ight be ab le  to fi nd  
unexpected d etai l  when you look close ly. 

Some tradit ions instr u ct us to v i sual ize and expedence the whole  
process of  bui ld ing the H allows as though we were d o i ng i t  mater ia l ly. YO LI 
m ight dig the Wel l  or construct the Fi rc A l tar  from brick o r  stone . Even 
i f  you choose to s imply shape the Threshold by your w i l l  and \' i s ion  it is  
wor thwh i l e  to inc lude some of this  sort  of effort . The creat ion of  tacti I c  .:Ind 
experientia l  memories  i s  an excellent way to make )'om G rove l i ve for you . 

Choosing the form of the c lements  of the Grove provid es an 
opportunity to research h i storic and cu ltural r i tua l  and temple forms .  You 
can study what tradit ional  sacred wel l s  l ook l ike .  Do YOli w.:In t a Fire A l tar  
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built upon the ground , or a sacred vessel , a brazier or cauldron ? Should it be 
round or square? Look for images of ancient sacred p i l lars and columns , and 
consider what symbols you would use . Would you prefer a l iving sacred tree 
as the center of your Grove ? [n your visits during this moon you will choose 
and create the forms of your Grove . 

The first stage of compl etion of the Inner Grove requires only a 
,>vel l -realized natural setting with the Three Hallows set within it .  Taking 
your time and effort to create it is a key work of learning the Nine Moons 
magic . Once the Grove is established you wil l  begin to use it to work ritua l ,  
t o  seek deeper meditation and to serve a s  a starting-point for journeying. 



Passino the Mist  &. the Vision of the Hallows. 
The work will allo w the discover)' or creation if an In ner work ing space - a visionOl), 

locale Jrom which journeys ma), be beBlln, a nd into which the sp i rits l I ' i l/ be cal/ed. 
There arc man)' such methods, but here we give one that is based on seeking the In ner 

counterpart to the material locales we create Jar ritual. 

Opening: 
- Work the  KindlinB Charm, or 7ivo Powers cen terinB. 

- LiBht the Fire and silver the Water, sa)'inB: 

Fire I kindle, Water I pour 

The Hearth and Well  I hallow. 

By the Mother of the Land be hallowed 
By the Lord of Wisdom be hallowed . 

Blessed and made sacred to the work, 
Beneath the Tree of the Worlds. 

Sprinkle and cense ),ourself and all  as  )'ou say: 

So by the Might of the Water and the Light of the Fire 

Let this place be cleansed of all i I I ,  

Made whole and holy 

For the Work of the Wise. 
Simple r1JerinBs are made, either if Brain into a real fire, or incense in to a censer, 

sayIng: 

I make offering to the Earth Mother 
Bless me in my work 
I make offering to the Lord of Wisdom 

Open the Ways for me 

I make offering to the Dead, 
To the Spirits ,  to the Shining Gods. 

Bless me in my work 

With Wisdom, Love and Power. 

-At this point the details if the work at hand are peiformed. 
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The Working: 

- Establish primary circulation if the Two Powers, perhaps usinB the 
KindlinB Charm . 

- Feel the cool Earth Power and the hot Sky Power meet in your head, meet 
in your heart, and meet in your loins. 
- And in the meetinB-places, feel the minBlinB if the Powers beBin 
to produce the Mist - the streams if vapor pourinB out if your Inner 
Cau/drons,jlowinB out Jrom the roots if the Tree, where Fire and Water 
meet. 

- visualize the Mist BatherinB and thickeninB, beBinninB to accumulate. 

Even as the Powers are meetinB in your own body, and the Mist jlows from 
you, you may percei ve the Mist approachinBfrom around you,from the 

Gates in your Nemeton . 

- The Mist Bathers, BrowinB thicker, and collectinB around your feet . . .  
around your h ips and loins . . .  around your arms and chest . It Wows thick 

and opaque, and rises, at last, to surround your head. 
- With your eyes closed, envision the Wizard 's Mist as i t  surrounds you . . .  See 

it Brey and silver and white, sometimes BlisteninB, sometimes shadowed . . .  

BrowinB thicker, warm and comJortinB' 

- This is the Mist if the Between . . .  the place if neither / nor . . .  neither 
wakinB nor sleepinB, neither in the common world or in the Otherworld . .  . 

a place where journeyinB may happen . . .  a place if unknown possibili ty . .  . 
rest here Jor a while . . .  rest in meditation as your mind holds the presence 
if the swirlinB Mist if the Border . . .  

- Now, seated in the Mist, i t  is time to beBin . . .  in your imaBination 's eye . . .  
in your Inner Vision . . .  not with your physical body . . .  Stand up . . .  Use your 
body in vision . . .  brace yourself. . .  and rise up Jrom where you are seated . . .  

feel your pOint-cfview rise with your head . . .  holdinB your pOint-cfview 
beh ind your imaBined eyes . . .  You stand up in your vision body . . .  you take 
a step Jorward . . .  and stand in the Mist . . .  
- You may, if you wish, look down at yourself, thouBh there is no need . . .  
you feel the presence if your hands . . .  if your body upriBht . . .  as the Mist 

swirls all around you . . .  
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- Now it is your task to part the Mist and move into the vision reality 
if your ritual space, upon the land on which you began . . .  bring to mind 
your goal and your target . . .  let your memory draw it bifore you . . .  see its 
shape and color . . .  recall its nature . . .  
- In vision , reach your hand bifore you, and draw a triskel in the Mist 
bifore you . . .  Jocused on your goal image, see the Mist swirl where you 
draw . . .  and see it begin to part . .  . 

- Now the Mist begins to thin . . .  as though blown by an urifelt wind . . .  nOH� 
with memory and will . . .  you see the scene resolve bifore YOll . .  .y0 llr goal
image, the Nemeton, revealed in its Otherworld Jorm . . .  elements if the 
same scene that you lift when you called the Mist . . .  see i t  resolve in yom 
Inner Eye . . . as the Mist clears around you . . .  revealing the Inner rifiection 
if the common world . . .  
- You behold the Inner Grove resolving bifore you . . . YOll see the details 
more clearly now . . .  
- The Inner World is brighter, but perhaps less 'in Jocus ' . . .  it glimmers 
and wavers, resolving only when you gaze directly at a scene . . .  sometimes 
resolving sharply, all on i ts own . . .  
- Where you have placed your hallows YOll may see other Jorms, Inner 

Jorms . . .  a Well . . .  a pillar . . .  the Fire in the Tintean . . .  that Sacred Fire that 
shines in every world . . .  and the presence if the Gate . . .  the Way Between 
the Worlds . . .  appearing however it is true and realJor you . . .  
- In your vision body, turn and look around you . . .  turn to your right. . .  
and to your lift . . .  turn at last and look behind you . . .  you are aware if 
your body, seated in the common world . . .  You take note if its position . . .  as 
you look at the Inner World around you . .  . 
(if this is your first experience if passing the Mists, or if anything doem 't 

feel righ t about the experience, this is as Jar as you should go. Skip to the 
return instructions.) 
- if all feels well to you, you may wish to walk alit into the Inner . . .  For 
these first experiments, remaining near to YOllr physical body. . .  to the 
original Inner Grove locale . . .  your Sacred Fire, lit bifore YOll, will always 
be visible to you . . .  always be a beaconJor returning . . .  no matter howJar 
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you roam . . .  

- So,jor a time, explore the Inner Land in which you find yourself. . .  look 
at the plants and stones . . .  look round to see the presence if birds, beasts, 
or beinBs . . .  butjor now, do not seek to interact with them . . .  only observe . . .  
- And, cifter a time, turn and look jor the Blint if your Sacred Fire . . .  and 
return to the place where you can dimly Blimpse your body . . .  

The Return 
- StandinB in vision bifore ),our bod), . . .  turn, and step backward into the 
space where ),our body is sittinB . . .  raise ),our spirit-hand bifore )'ou . . .  and 
make a tuathal triskel in the air bifore )'ou . . .  sit down into ),our body . . .  
and see the Mist rise around you . . .  renew),our cen ter . . .  feel the Earth and 
Sk), Powers meetinB in your flesh . . .  as the Mist rises around you . . .  )'ou are 
aBain in the place between . . .  
-Remember your bod)" and as the mist parts aBain, breathe deep . . .  feel the 
air flow in your lunBs . . .  the blood course in ),our veins . . . open your eyes, 
and know that ),our spirit has returned jully to ),our flesh . . .  stretch . . .  and 
be finished with the trance . 

Closing: 
• Upon concludinB )'ou should thank any beinBs who have aided )'ou, and 
end jormally: 
Let bound be bound and wound be wound 
Thus all is done, and done, and well done 
And thus I end what was begun. 
To the Three Holy Kindreds I give thanks 
To the Lord of Wisdom I give thanks 
To the Mother of All I give thanks 
Thus do I remember the work of the wise. 
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An Alternate Vision,jor Ritual 
This series o f  visions is more directly adapted for working physical r i tua l  
while  in trance, experiencing the powers and presences of the r ite  whi le  
doing the physical sacrifices , etc .  : 

- Feel the cool Earth Power and the hot Sky Power meet in your head, meet 
in your heart, and meet in your loins. 
- And in the meetinB-placesjeel the minBlinB if the Powers beB in to produce 
the Mist - the streams if vapor pourinB out if your Inner CauldronsJlowinB 

out from the roots if the Tree, where Fire and Water meet . 
- visualize the Mist BatherinB and thicken inB, beginning to aCClll l J ulate .  
Even as the Powers are meetin8 in your own bod)" and the Mistflowsfrom 
you, you may also percei ve the Mist approachingfrom around ),ou,from 

the Gates in your Nemeton . 

- The Mist Bathers, growinB thicker, and collectinB around your feet . . .  
risinB around your hips and loins . . .  around your arms and chest . It Brows 
thick and opaque, and rises, at last, to surround your head. 
- With your eyes closed, envision the Wizard 's Mist as i t surrounds you . . . See 
it grey and silver and white, sometimes glistening, sometimes shadowed . . .  
BrowinB thicker, warm and conifortinB' 
- This is the j1 /ist if the Between . . .  the place if neither I nor . . .  neither 

wakin8 nor sleepinB' neither in the common world or in the Otherworld . .  . 

a place where journeyinB may happen . . .  a place ?I unknown possibility . .  . 

rest here for a while . . .  rest in meditation as ),our mind holds the presence 

if the swirling Mist if the Border . . .  
- Now, seated in the Mist,you may feel yourselfbeBin to drift . . .  your form 
bobbin8 and slowly driftinB, as if cut loosefiom the moorinBs if reality . . .  

and for a time, you drift . . .  you feel the presence if your hands . . .  if),our 

body . . .  you watch with your vision eye as the Mist swirls all around you . . .  

- As you float in the Mist if the Between, let the image if),our own Shrine, 

it 's Fire and Well and Tree, be your tarBet and your Boal . . . see it bifore 
you, and]eel yourself impelled by its pull . . .  movIng in your seat through 

the mist toward it aBain . . .  

- Now it is your task to part the Mist and move into the vision reality 
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if your ritual space, upon the land on which you be8an . . .  brin8 clear!! 

to mind your 80al and your tar8et . . .  your own home shrine or the ritual 
space that you 've established . . .  let your memory draw it bifore you . . .  see 
its shape and color . . .  recall its nature . . .  
- Both in vision and in your flesh, reach your hand bifore you, and draw a 
spiral in the Mist bifore you . . .  spiralin8 outward from the center, turnin8 
tuathal . . .  let your vision now be Jocused on your 80al ima8e, see the Mist 
swirl where you draw . . .  and see it be8in to part . . .  
- Now the Mist be8ins to thin . . .  as thou8h blown by an urifelt wind . . .  
now, with memory and will . . .  you see the scene resolve bifore you . . .  your 
own Shrine or Nemeton, revealed in its Otherworld Jorm . . .  elements if 
the same scene that you lift when you called the Mist . . .  see it resolve in 
your Inner Eye . . .  as the Mist clears around you . . .  revealin8 the Threshold 
riflection if the common world . . .  
- You behold the Threshold vision if the ritual space resolvin8 around 
you . . .  details becomin8 clear . . .  
- The Threshold may be bri8hter, but perhaps less 'in Jocus ' . . .  i t  8limmers 
and wavers, or perhaps retains a misty quality . . .  resolvin8 on!! when you 
8aze direct!! at a scene . . .  sometimes resolvin8 sharp!!, all on its own . . .  
- Where you have placed your hallows you may see other Jorms, Inner 

Jorms . . .  a well . . .  a pillar . . .  the fire in the altar . . .  that Sacred Fire that 
shines in every world . . .  and the presence if the Gate . . .  the Way Between 
the Worlds . . .  appearin8 however it is true and real Jor you . . .  
- In your vision body on!!, turn your head and look around you . . .  turn to 
your ri8ht . . .  and to your lift . . .  you are aware if your body, seated in the 
common world . . .  and you fix your visionjorm firm!! into your body . . .  
- Hold your two hands, both if vision and ifflesh, easi!! bifore you, palms 
up, and let the Fire and Water flow into them . . .  eyes still closed, sit in 
your power, the Two flowin8 and shinin8, 8azin8 in Threshold vision upon 
your Shrine bifore you . . .  and when you wish, open your eyes slow!! . . .  
- Hold Jast to your concentration, and keep the Threshold Vision bifore 
your eyes . . .  the material vision becomes clear as well, and you know the 
Double Si8ht . . .  your eyes if vision open even as you are free to work . . .  
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The Charm of the Open Eye 
Once you have had success with these experiments , and have a sense of what 
it means to work ritual while in the Threshold Vision , the process can be 

reduced to a ritual shorthand that flows well in a ritual magic setting. This 
method depends entirely on the skill of the mage . Of course it is not the 
s imple performance of the charm and gestures that make it happen , though 
once you are wel l -drilled in its usc it can come to seem that way. 

T he Mist Calling 

1 : Find your basic trance and abide in it for a moment 
2 :  allow the Mist to arise from you and around you 
3 :  close your material eyes for a time,  and drift in the Mist 
4 :  envision your goal , and be drawn toward it 
5: draw the Opening Spiral with both material and vision-hand 
6: Let the Mist be cleared away, and behold the Threshold vis i on of your 
Shrine 
7:  Open your eyes ,  and know the Double Sight 
So this short charm should be recited three times,  and then the Short Road 
will be easily remembered as you go. 

Between Fire and Water, I find my balance 
From the Union of Fire and Water the Mist rises 

Let the Mist carry me, and my Eye of Vision open 
Let the Eye lead me, and my vision be clear and true 

Let my Vision enchant me, with the sorcerer's sight 
Eye of Vision, eye of flesh, let me see clearly 

That the Work of the Wise be done. 
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Three Trances for the Inner Grove 
• Outline of Basic Inner Grove trance-vision: 
1 :  Basic trance, induced by whatever method you prefer. 
2: Rise in Vision, stand up from your body and place 
yourself behind you Inner Eyes. Behold the Hallows in 
the common world, through your vision-eyes. 
3: Call the Mist to obscure all. 
4: Envision the Gate Sign with a personal key-symbol. 
5 :  Hold your goal-will as the Inner Grove, and step 
through the Gate out of the mist into a Threshold 
landscape containing the Hallows in the Inner. 
6:  Remember the Grove and recognize it as you have 
made it. 
7: Recite a Grove Charm at the Inner Fire to establish 
your presence 
8:  Do any other works. 

9: Return 

The Trances: 
A Simple Openinn and Closinn 
Let the Druid have her Fire and Well tools, and whatever else she needs Jor the work 
at hand. 
Opening: 
• Work the Kindlina Charm, or Two Powers centerina. 
• Uaht the Fire and silver the Water, sayina: 

Fire I kindle, Water I pour 
The Hearth and Well I hallow. 
By the Mother of the Land be hallowed 
By the Lord of Wisdom be hallowed. 
Blessed and made sacred to the work, 
Beneath the Tree of the Worlds. 
Sprinkle and cense yourself and all as you say: 
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So by the Might of the Water and the Light of the Fire 
Let this place be cleansed of all ill, 
Made whole and holy 
For the Work of the Wise. 
Simple qf[erinBs are made, either if Brain into a real fire, or incense into a censer, 

saying: 

I make offering to the Earth Mother 
Bless me in my work 
I make offering to the Lord of Wisdom 
Open the Ways for me 
I make offering to the Dead, 
To the Spirits, to the Shining Gods. 
Bless me in my work 
With Wisdom, Love and Power . 
• At  this point the details if the trance at hand are peiformed, per the scripts belo l l'. 

Closing: 
• Upon conciudinByoll should thank an)' beinBs who have aided you, and end Jormally: 

Let bound be bound and wound be wound 
Thus all is  done, and done, and well done 
And thus I end what was begun. 
To the Three Holy Kindreds I give thanks 
To the Lord of Wisdom I give thanks 
To the Mother of All I give thanks 
Thus do I remember the work of the wise. 
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Exercise 1 :  The Road to the Inner Grove 
This work develops a personal habit and inner ritual tf vision journey that allows 

you to easily reach your Inner workino space - the Inner Grove in which you will do 
several works. This script is �red as an example, thouOh it can be used as written . 

• Seat 'yourself comfortably upriaht, back straiaht .  
• Work a short blessina if the space, or  the full Grove openina and Gate if 

'you wish - in 'your first exercises it miaht be best to work the full openina, 
with the Gate. 
• Renew and strenathen 'your Earth and Heavens contacts. 
• Feel the cool Earth Power and the hot Sky Power meet in your head, meet 
in 'your heart, and meet in your loins. 
• And from the meetina-places,feel the minalina if the Powers flow o ut 
into your whole form - into your hands, into your form, into your eyes. 
Where you have e'yes ifflesh, so you now have eyes if vision . 
• Open your eyes if vision, and use your memory if the settina if your 
Shrine and tools. As you remember them, envision them, so that it is as if 
you see them with open eyes. It is the eyes if vision that open in this way, 
and it is in the eyes if vision that you will move. 
• With your material e'yes closed, decide to stand in your vision form . 
Allow your eyes to rise, qJortlessly. You rise to your natural heiaht, and 
take a moment to aaze upon your Shrine and Hallows as if you had stood 
in flesh . Allow the details if your Shrine to become clear. 
- And in the meetina-places, feel the minalina if the Powers beain 
to produce the Mist - the streams if vapor pourina out if your Inner 
Cauldrons,flowina out from the roots if the Tree, where Fire and Water 
meet . 
- visualize the Mist aatherina and thickenina, beainnina to accumulate. 
The Mist aathers, arowina thicker, and collectina around your feet . . .  
around your hips and loins . . .  around your arms and chest. It arows thick 
and opaque, and rises, at last, to surround your head. 
- Now, standina in the Mist, it is time to beain . . .  in your imaaination 's 
e'ye . . .  in your Inner Vision . . .  not with your physical body . . .  but with the 
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will if your mind and your power if vision . . .  you create the Gate Si8n 
bifore you . You remember the presence if the Threshold landscape that you 
have visi ted bifore . . .  
- With your awareness firmly centered in your vision-self, step forward 
toward the Si8n . . .  and step throu8h the Si8n . . .  , and steo out if the 
Mist . . .  the Mist thins away . . .  now, with memo1J' and will . . .  you see the 
scene resolve bifore you . . .  your 8oal- ima8e,your Nemeton, revealed in its 
Otherworld form . . .  elements if the place you ldt behind in the common 
world . . .  it resolve in your Inner Eye . . .  You behold the Inner Grove resolvin8 
bifore you . . .  you see the details more clearly now . . .  

The Return 

- Standin8 in vision in your Grove . . .  remember YOllr body . . .  where i t  

si ts bifore the Hallows in  the common world . . .  Look out to  the ed8e if 
your Grove, and there, see the Gate Si8n appear . . .  and the Mist beyond 
it . . . walk across the Grove, and passeasily throu8h the Si8n, rememberin8 
your body as your 8001 . . .  and step out bifore your Fire in your common 
Hallows . . .  

- Remember your Hallows, and see yourself seated there bifore them . . .  80 
to your body . . .  turn, and step backward into the space where your body 
is si ttin8' " raise your spirit-hand bifore you . . .  and make a tuathal triske! 
in the air bifore you . . .  sit down into your body. . .  renew your center . . feel 
the Earth and Sky Powers meetin8 in your flesh . . .  
-Remember your body, and let your awareness be firmly behind your eyes . . .  

feel the air flow in your lun8s . . .  the blood course in your veins . . .  remember 
all you have seen and done in this work . . .  open your eyes, and know that 
your spirit has returned fully to your flesh . . .  stretch . . .  and be finished 
with the trance .  
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Exercise 2: Buildinn the Inner Grove 
- Come to Jour Shrine or Hallows, Bless all and open a Bate. 
- Use Jour Short Road to the Grove: 

Rise in Vision, and see your Hallows 

Call the Mist 

Make the Gate Sian 

Step throuah the Gate Sian in to the Grove 

Envision and remember the Grove 

- So you come aaain into the Grove . . .  you pass throuBh the aate and 
onto the around if your Threshold locale . . .  and allow the scene to resolve 
bifore you . . .  remember where you have placed your Well . . .  your Hearth 
if the Sacred Fire . . .  see the World- tree as it stands in this small personal 
place . . .  
- you have been workina with Jorms Jor your Inner Hallows . . .  now you 
must choose how you will build and shape them,Jor your next phase if 
work . . .  a Well . . .  a pillar or Tree . . .  the Fire in the Tintean . . .  Simple or 
Brand, earth -mound or Bolden temple . . .  you will decide and create . .  . 
as you beain to envision the shapinB and detail if your Inner Grove . .  . 
- You miaht beain with the Well . . .  Jor no place is whole without fresh 
water . . .  ao to the Well you have seen bifore . . .  and consider what a more 
idealJorm miaht be . . .  what shape would inspire you? . .  ao then to the 
Fire, as it has been bifore . . .  envision what a true altar Jor your own Inner 
Fire miaht be . . .  and turn to see the Tree or Bile as it has appeared . . .  and 
consider how you would see its presence here bifore you . . .  
- Let them be built by your will and vision . . .  consider the bricks and 
stones, the substance and color . . .  note how the thinas you build combine 
with the imaaes if nature or en vironment present in the space . . .  imaaes 
if your own hands placinB the materials may enter your mind . . .  but it 
is by will and vision and shapina that you determine the Jorm that your 
Grove will keep Jor some time to come . . .  spend some while at this work . . .  

- Now, in your vision body, turn and look around you . . .  turn to your 
daht. . .  and to your lift . . .  turn at last and look behind you . . .  you note 
clearly the Jorm and nature if the thinas you are buildina . . .  see them 
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a8ain, your inner Sacred Grove . . .  as you look at the inner World around 
you . . .  

The Return 
- Standin8 in vision in your Grove . . .  remember your body .  . .  where it 

sits bifore the Hallows in the common world . . .  Look out to the ed8e if 
your Grove, and there, see the Gate Si8n appear . . .  and the Mist beyond 
it . . .  walk across the Grove, and passeasi!J throu8h the Si8n , rememberin8 
your body as your 8001 . . .  and step out bifore your Fire in your common 
Hallows . . .  
- Remember your Hallows, and see yourself seated there bifore them . . .  80 
to your body . . .  turn, and step backward into the space where your body 
is sittin8' " raise your spiri t-hand bifore you . . .  and make a tuathal triskel 
in the air bifore you . . .  si t down into your body . . .  renew YOllr center . .  .jeel 
the Earth and Sky Powers meetin8 in your jiesh . .  . 

-Remember your body, and let your awareness befirm!J behind your eyes . . .  
Jeel the air jiow in your lun8s . . .  the blood course in your veins . . .  remember 
all you have seen and done in this work . . .  open your eyes, and know that 
your spirit has returned Jul!J to your jiesh . . .  stretch . . .  and be finished 
with the trance. 
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Exercise 3: Workinn in the Inner Grove 
- Come to your Shrine or Hallows, Bless all and open a nate. 
- Use your Short Road to the Grove: 

Rise in Vision, and see your Hallows 

Call the Mist 

Make the Gate Sinn 

Step throunh the Gate Sinn in to the Grove 

Envision and remember the Grove 

- Remember and re-establish the Inner Hallows, and the 
surroundinB environment .  
- Stand at your Inner Fire, and brinB the Two Powers into your vision 
body . .  , hold up your hands, and know that whatever sacrifice you have 
Biven in the common world will also be available to you here in the 
Threshold . . .  so make your usual rdJerinBs to the Hallows, and speak as 

you will . .  . 
- Let silver come to your hand . . .  and Bive it, a substance if yourself, to 
the Well . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- Let precious scented oil come to your hand . . .  and Bive it, a substance if 
yourself, to the Fire . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- Let burninB herbs and pure water come into your two hands . . .  and 
with them, substance if yourself, honor the Tree, sprinklinB i ts roots and 
peifuming its leaves . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- pause and Jeel the presence if the place . . .  i ts weiBht and solidity . " its 
weirdness and limnality . . .  remember . . .  
- It is proper to do any other small bits if ritual you wish here bifore the 
Inner Fire . . .  

The Return 
- StandinB in  vision in your Grove . . .  remember your body . . .  where i t  
sits bifore the Hallows in the common world . . .  Look out to the edBe if 
your Grove, and there, see the Gate SiBn appear . . .  and the Mist beyond 
it . . .  walk across the Grove, and passeasily throuBh the SiBn, rememberinB 
your body as your Baal . . .  and step out bifore your Fire in your common 
Hallows . . .  
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- Remember your Hallows, and see yourself seated there bifore them . . .  ao 
to your body . . .  turn, and step backward into the space where your body 
is sittina . . .  raise your spirit-hand bifore you . . .  and make a wathal triskel 
in the air bifore you . . .  sit down into your body . . .  renew your center . . .  feel 
the Earth and Sky Powers meetina in your flesh . .  . 

-Remember your body, and let your awareness befirmly behind your eyes . . .  
feel the air flow in your lunas . . .  the blood course in your veins . . .  remember 
allyou have seen and done in this work . . .  open your eyes, and know that 
your spirit has returned fully to your flesh . . .  stretch . . .  and be finished 
with the trance. 



the 

]:1JX"h Cycle 
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The Fifth Cycle - The Endless Road 
In magic the arts if meditation and vision most clearly bridge the gap between 

practical magic and the work if spiritual awareness. In many kinds if mysticism the 
primary Baal if mental practice is to train and jocus the mind in order to achieve the 
di vine awarenesses central to the specific system . On the other hand we find spell
crcift that is worked entirely with mental dJon, especially the many kinds if eneraetic 

healing practice . 

The practices if the first jour cycles if this work will provide a solid basic 
skill jor any if these goals. Those who choose to acti vely practice these arts will hOl'c 

many choices available to them. As with ever),thinB in maBic, personal priference will 

determine whether the Druid tends toward ritual or meditation, vision or silcnce. 

Wisdom recommends balance, and if one 's tendency is to action and deed i t  is good to 

practice silence, and vicc- versa . 
This final cycle cfJcrs paths both practical and mystical. The work if 

traveling in vision Provides an entire method if dealinB with the spir its, separate ]rom 

but compatible with ritual spirit-arte. Through the meetinB if spir its in the Three 

Worlds, usinB the basic launch patterns prOVided, many kinds if practical maBic can 

be worked. The work if vision allows us to approach the Gods more directlj' as well. All 

considerations if practical rjJects in the world aside, to draw ncar to the Gods in l'ision 

is to be warmed by their Fire, immersed in their Flow. The common self does not emerge 

]rom such el'ents uncifJected. In the final section if this cycle we address a poweifid 

spiritual symbol that brings us directly into the realm if the mystical. We map an 

approach to that aspect if the di vine that dwells in each if us indi viduallj'. This has 

been called many names over the centuries, including Agathodaimon, but here I have 

concocted an Irish name jar this esoteric concept . 

On another level, the whole work if lfision -journeying and Threshold 

awareness has an important general mystical content. Our common li l'es arc an 

entanBlement if mind and matter, habit and impulse, social coercion and personal 

programminB. To take up the work if magic is, at least to some degree , to take in hand 

the vehicle in which we ride. In the Threshold we areJor a while, in a realm in which 

our will can work directly, a world that we more consciOUSly make. To Bain this pOll'er 

is i tself to touch the Di vine In You .  Can it be a leap too jar to discol'er that not only 

the Threshold, but the entire cosmos is in jact a constrllction if the mind? 
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Exploring the Otherworld -
Self-GeneratingTrance Journeys 

With the completion of the Inner Grove Threshold locale we can 
begin independent or self-generated Inner Journeys. We will provide a few 
more guided trances , including techniques for vision and inspiration,  and 
in this month we will provide a core pattern that can serve as a ramp-up to 
independent vision of any kind . In this way we are moving from the realm 
of "guided meditation" into that of "shamanic j ourneying" to use popular 
terms.  

The process of self-guiding is driven by alternating active 
imagination with a deliberate openness to new input . You will begin as we 
have been working, moving from one memorized symbol to another. In the 
next phase you wi l l  set forth into the mist, beyond the trees you can see, 
into landscapes that must resolve themselves around you even as landscapes 
do in a walk through the forest or city. 

The Mist- vision is one basic method of approaching the need for 
se lf- resolving environments . You can proceed through the Mist, until some 
symbol or glimpse of a locale appears.  Do not demand too much of yourself 
in terms of' obj ectivity ' or externality in these first stages. When your inner 
vision shows you an opening, allow your active imagination to grab hold . In 
many ways this kind of vision begins by trusting your imagination to give you 
true vision of Threshold reality and beyond . In the Inner our imagination is 
as much to be trusted as our eyes in the material world . 

So , you might help yourself resolve locale out of the misty potential 
by asking yourself "If I could see through the Mist, what would the place 
look like?" or "If I were nearing my goal , where would I be?" Allow yourself 
to simply envision what it would be,  and so , let it be . As you move forward , 
encounter beings , and see new things you are seeking that moment when 
the vision is proceeding with you , but not being driven by you . It  is such 
moments that are the gate of the Otherworld beyond the Threshold . 

Symbol-transition is another traditional way to enter an unplanned 
locale .  You simply envision the Gate-sign , and within it whatever symbol 
you hope will take you to your desired place . By rising in your Inner Vision 
and passing through the symbol ,  the locale simply resolves around you . This 
can be done with known symbols , such as Runes or Ogham letters (or tree
leaves) , but it can also be done with unknown signs , perhaps the symbols on 
the curbstone of Brugh na Boyne , or the panels  of the Gundestrup Cauldron . 
In this way you can explore the Otherworld , always able to return to your 
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Inner Grove safe space . 
In this work you will perform a few basic explorations ,  seeking to 

gain skill in unguided journeying. You will find doors that can lead deep 
beneath the surface of your Threshold land ,  and high above it , as wel l  as 
simply setting forth into the land surrounding it .  I f  you are working a 

complete system of Pagan magic , such as the Nine Moons ,  or this work 
combined with the work of the Book of Summoning, you wil l  have the aid 
of your allies ,  who can be perhaps the best guides .  With a Teacher among 
the Dead and the Familiar among the Landwights you wi l l  have much more 
experienced and powerful support 



Roads From the Inner Grove 
1 :  The Door of the Deep 
- Come to 'y0llr Shrine or Hallows, Bless aJl and open a gate. 

- Peiform the Nineteen Working, pa'ying good attention to the Da Fein invocation . 
- Use YOllr Short Road to the Grove: 

Between Fire and Water, I find my balance 
From the Union of Fire and Water the Mist rises 

Let the Mist carry me, and my Eye ofVision open 
Let the Eye lead me, and my vision be clear and true 
Let my Vision enchant me, with the sorcerer's sight 

Eye of Vision, eye of flesh,  let me see clearly 
That the Work of the Wise be done. 

- Remember and re-establish the Inner Hallows, and the surrounding environment . 

- Stand at your Inner Fire, and brina the Two Powers into your vision 
body . . .  hold up your hands, and know that whatever sacrifice you have 
ai ven in the common world will also be available to you here in the 
Threshold . . .  so make your usual c:Jferinas to the Hallows, and speak as 

you will . . . 
- Let silver come to your hand . . .  and aive it, a substance if yourself, to 
the Well . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- Let precious scented oil come to your hand . . .  and aive it, a substance if 
yourself, to the Fire . . .  and speak in the voice cf your vision . . . 
- Let burnina herbs and pure water come into your two hands . . .  and 
with them, substance cf yourself, honor the Tree, sprink1ina i ts roots and 
peifumina its leaves . . .  and speak in the voice cf your vision . . .  
- pause and feel the presence if the place . . .  i ts weiaht and solidity . . .  i ts 
weirdness and 1imnality . . .  remember . . .  

- Now turn your attention outward, to the edaes cf your jorma1 space . . .  
see the natural environment in which your Grove rests . . .  step away from 
the Hallows, and walk toward the edae, 100kina around, notina detail . . .  
- As you turn aaain, you notice an openina in the rock or soil . . .  a cave, or 
a carved portal, or simply a hole in the earth . . .  you draw near, curious, 
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and you understand that this is a door Jor you . . .  an entry to the greater 
world beneath . . .  
- You decide to enter, and discover that it is easy to step into the opening . . .  
a jew steps in and the light if your Grove is lift behind . . .  and you 
find yourself walkin8 down a spiral . . .  turnin8 ri8htward . . .  walkin8 
downward . . .  throu8h darkness . . . until you arri ve at a dim!J lit chamber, 
deep beneath the land . . .  
- The small room is undecorated, but you see that it could be a chapel 
or retreat, down at the ed8e if the deep . . .  in one wall is a door . . .  and 
on the door a siBn . . .  you may be able to see i t  clear!J, or may be you 
cannot . . .  but a stranBe li8ht shines around the crack if the door in the 
dimness if your antechamber . . .  
- You walk to the door, and once aBain see the sign upon it . . .  your 
stretch out your hand, and open the door . . .  and behold the Underworld 
beyond . . .  you pause and observe as the scene comes into better Jocus . . .  
and you step throuBh the open door . . .  
- A small porch if stone is beneath your Jeet . . .  and around you is a 
landscape if the Otherworld . . .  if the Underworld Lands . . .  let it resolve 
into greater clarity . . .  see i t, hear it . . .  
- If you wish, you may step away from the door . . .  walk a little, enterinB 
the world you have seen . . .  you may see bein8s . . .  may even speak with 
one . . . but Jor now be calm and polite, and make no promises, nor accept 
any . . .  as you explore, a bit, this locale . . .  

- But Jor now, you must return to the common world . . .  and so you turn, 
and remember the locale from which you came, and the small room wi th 
the door in i t  . . .  remember the siBn upon it . . .  you move, walkinB, and 
around a bend is the door wi th the small stone portico . . .  
- You open the door, if i t  has closed, and you step throuBh it . . .  into the 
small, dark an techamber . . . and be8in to climb the steps . . .  upward, 
turninB liftward . . .  risinBfr0m the dark toward the liBht . . .  and arri vinB 
at last at the openin8 to your Inner Grove . . .  
- You step out, into the weird liBht if the Threshold . . .  bifore you in the 
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center are the Hallows if your Inner Grove . . .  And, standina in vision in 
your Grove . . .  remember your body . . .  where it sits bifore the Hallows in 
the common world . . . Look out to the edBe if your Grove, and there, see 

the Gate SiBn appear . . .  and the Mist beyond it . . .  walk across the Grove, 
and pass easi!J throuBh the SiBn, rememberinB your body as your Boal . . .  
and step out bifore your Fire in your common Hallows . . .  
- Remember your Hallows, and see yourself seated there bifore them . . .  BO 
to your body . .  , turn, and step backward into the space where your body 
is sittina . . .  raise your spirit-hand bifore you . . .  and make a tuathal triskel 
in the air bifore you . . .  sit down into your body . . .  renew your center . . .  feel 
the Earth and Sky Powers meetinB in your flesh . .  . 
-Remember your body, and let your awareness befirm!J behind your eyes . . .  

feel the air flow in your lunas . . .  the blood course in your veins . . .  remember 
all you have seen and done in this work . . .  open your eyes, and know that 
your spirit has returned Ju1!J to your flesh . . .  stretch . . .  and be finished 
with the trance. 

2: The Door of the Sky 
- Come to your Shrine or Hallows, Bless all and open a oate. 
- Peiform the Nineteen Workino, payino oood attention to the Da Fein invocation. 

- Use your Short Road to the Grove: 

Between Fire and Water, I find my balance 
From the Union of Fire and Water the Mist rises 

Let the Mist carry me, and my Eye ofVision open 
Let the Eye lead me, and my vision be clear and true 
Let my Vision enchant me, with the sorcerer's sight 

Eye ofVision, eye of flesh, let me see clearly 
That the Work of the Wise be done. 

- Remember and re-establish the Inner Hallows, and the surroundino environment . 

- Stand at your Inner Fire, and brinB the Two Powers into your vision 
body . . .  hold up your hands, and know that whatever sacrifice you have 
Biven in the common world will also be available to you here in the 
Threshold . . .  so make your usual <!fferinBs to the Hallows, and speak as 
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you will . . .  
- Let silver come to your hand . . .  and g ive i t, a substance if yourself, to 
the Well . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- Let precious scented oil come to your hand . . .  and give it, a substance if 
yourself, to the Fire . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- Let burning herbs and pure water come into your two hands . . .  and 
with them, substance if yourself, honor the Tree, sprinkling its roots and 
perfuming its leaves . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- pause and feel the presence if the place . . .  i ts weight and solidity . . .  i ts 
weirdness and limnality . . .  remember . . .  
- Now turn your attention to the center if your Sacred Grove . . .  there 
stands the Pillar if the Grove, the World Tree in your Threshold holy 

place . . .  step toward the Hallows, and walk around the Bile, seeing its 
Jorm, noting detail . . .  
- As you turn again, you notice that upon the surface if the Pillar . . .  the 
Tree . . .  is cut a set if stairs . . .  narrow and steep, at first , leading upward 
along the pillar . . .  You find that you can set a Joot lipan the bottom 
step . . .  and then another . . .  and you are climbing, up the spiraling stair 
around the World Tree . .  . 

- Tlirning rightward . . .  YOll climb upward . . .  the smoke if thefire swirling 
around you . . .  smoke becoming cloud . " as you rise above the Grove . . .  
until you arri ve at a misty chamber, high above the land . . .  
- The small room is undecorated, Jar now, but you see that i t could be a 
chapel or retreat, high at the top if the Pillar . . .  in one wall is a door . . .  
and on the door a Sign . . .  you may be able to see it clearly, or may be you 
cannot . . .  but you see a stran8e shining around the crack if the door in 
the misty brightness if your antechamber . . .  
- You walk to the door, and once a8ain see the sign upon it . . .  your stretch 
out your hand, and open the door . . .  and behold the Heavens beyond . . .  
you pause and observe as the scene comes into better Jocus . . .  and you step 
through the open door . . .  
- A small porch if stone is beneath your Jeet . . .  and around you is a 
landscape if the Otherworld . . .  if the Heavenly Lands . . .  let it resolve 
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into 8reater clarity . . .  see it, hear it . . .  
- if you wish, you may step away from the door . . .  walk a little, enterin8 

the world you have seen . . .  you may see bein8s . . .  may even speak with 
one . . .  but jor now be calm and polite, and make no promises, nor accept 
any . . . as you explore, a bit, this locale . . .  

- But jor now, you must return to the common world . . .  and so you turn, 
and remember the locale from which you came, and the small room with 
the door in it . . .  remember the si8n upon it . . . you move, walking, and 
around a bend is the door with the small stone portico . . .  
- You open the door, if it has closed, and you step throu8h it . . .  into the 
misty antechamber . . .  and begin to climb down the steps . .  , downward, 
turning lift ward . . .  down the Windy trunk if the Great Pillar . . .  and 
arri ving at last at the base if the Bile, in your Inner Grove . . .  
- You step out, into the weird li8ht if the Threshold Fire . . .  step out and 
stand bifore the Hallows if your Inner Grove . . .  And, standing in vision 
in your Grove . . .  remember your body . . .  where it sits bifore the Hallows 
in the common world . . .  Look out to the ed8e if your Grove, and there, see 
the Gate Si8n appear . . .  and the Mist beyond it . . .  walk across the Grove, 
and pass easi!J through the Sign, remembering your body as your goal . . .  
and step out bifore your Fire in your common Hallows . . .  
- Remember your Hallows, and see yourseifseated there bifore them . . .  80 
to your body . .  , turn, and step backward into the space where your body 
is sitting . . .  raise your spirit-hand bifore you . . .  and make a tuathal triskel 
in the air bifore you . . .  sit down into your body . . .  renew your center . . .  feel 
the Earth and Sky Powers meetin8 in your flesh . .  . 

-Remember your body, and let your awareness befirm!J behind your eyes . . .  
feel the air flow in your lungs . . .  the blood course in your veins . . .  remember 
all you have seen and done in this work . . .  open your eyes, and know that 
your spirit has returned jul!J to your flesh . . .  stretch . . .  and be finished 
with the trance 
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3: The Middle Door 
- Come to JOllr Shrine or Hallows, Bless all and open a aate . 

- Peiform the Nineteen Workina, paJina aood attention to the Do Fein invocat ion 

- Use Jour Short Road to the Grove: 

Between Fire and Water, I find my balance 
From the Union of Fire and Water the Mist rises 

Let the Mist carry me, and my Eye of Vision open 
Let the Eye lead me, and my vision be clear and true 
Let my Vision enchant me, with the sorcerer's sight 

Eye of Vision, eye of flesh, let me see clearly 
That the Work of the Wise be done. 

- Remember and re-establish the Inner Hallows, and the SllTTollndina environment. 

- Stand at your Inner Fire, and brinB the Two Powers into your vision 
body . . .  hold up your hands, and know that whatever sacrifice you have 
Bi ven in the common world will also be available to you here in the 
Threshold . . .  so make your usual l!fjerinBs to the Hallows, and speak as 

you will . .  . 
Let silver come to your hand . . .  and Bive it, a substance if yourself, to the 
Well . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- Let burninB herbs and pure water come into your two hands . . . and 
with them, substance if yourself, honor the Tree, sprinklinB its roots and 
peifuminB its leaves . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
pause and feel the presence if the place . . .  i ts weiBht and solidity . . . its 
weirdness and limnality . . .  remember . . .  
You stand in  your Inner Grove,jrom which you have already traveled to 
the Threshold if both the Underworld and the Heavens . . .  yet your Grove 
already stands in a realm if many wonders . . .  you have built YOllr Grove 
on the Threshold if the Middle World . . .  
Stand and turn once around, and see the settinB in which your Grove is 
built . . .  Walk to the edBe, and beBin to circle the area . . .  tuminB your riBht 
shoulder to your Fire . . .  see the trees or stones or plain . . .  and walk aBain 
around the Hallows . . .  observinB' " passinB each feature aBain . . .  
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Turn again, rightward, around your Grove, and a gate or door will make 
itself clear to you . . .  this is one Gate to the Middle Realm . . .  the realm 
if wonder and story . . .  where so many if the Spirits dwell, and where the 
Gods meet mortal dreams . . .  
The door may be a physical door, or a tangle in the green, or a sli t in the 
rock, but it will call to you . . .  and it will bear, somewhere on i t  . . .  a sign . . .  
that makes it plain that it is the road that you should take . . .  
you step through the door, and make your way through a short, dark 
place . . .  and emerge onto a small clearing . . .  in the Middle Realm. 
if you wish, you may step away Jrom the door . . .  walk a little, entering the 
world you have seen . . .  you may see beings . . .  may even speak with one . .  . 

but Jar now be calm and polite, and make no promises, nor accept any . .  . 

as you explore, a bit, this locale . . .  

But Jor now, you must return to the common world . . .  and so you turn, 
and remember the locale ]rom which you came, and the narrow, dark 
passage . . .  remember the sign upon it . . .  you move, walking, and around 
a bend is the door with the small clearing . . .  
- You open the door, if i t  has closed, and you step through it . . .  into the 
short, dark passage . . .  and emerge into your Grove . . .  once again, circle 
your Hallows, right shoulder to the Fire . . .  and then return to the Sacred 
Center . . .  arriving at last at the Fire, Well and Tree, in your Inner Grove . . .  
- You stand in the the warm light if the Threshold Fire . . .  and, standing 
in vision in your Grove . . .  remember your body . . .  where i t  sits bifore your 
Hallows in the common world . . .  Look out to the edge if your Grove, and 
there, see the Gate Sign if the common world appear . . .  and the Mist 
beyond i t . . .  walk across the Grove, and pass easi!y through the Sign, 
remembering your body as your goal . . .  and step out bifore your Fire in 
your common Hallows . . .  
- Remember your Hallows, and see yourself seated there bifore them . . .  go 
to your body . . .  t urn, and step backward into the space where your body 
is sitting . . .  raise your spirit-hand bifore you . . .  and make a tuathal triskel 
in the air bifore you . . .  sit down into your body . . .  renew your center . . .  feel 
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the Earth and Sky Powers meeting in your flesh . . .  
-Remember your body, and let your awareness befirmly behind your eyes . . .  

feel the air flow in your lungs . . .  the blood course in your veins . . .  remember 
all you have seen and done in this work . . .  open your eyes, and know that 
your spirit has returned fully to your flesh . . .  stretch . . .  and be finished 
with the trance 



• The Shrine of the Da Fein 
The Vision of the Divine In Me 

In this final series of trances we use the skill of Vision to seek the Da 
Fe in - the image or presence of the spark of the divine in you .  If you have been 
practicing the Nineteen Working in full you have been opening yourself to 
the Da Fein , acknowledging it and uniting with it in contemplation . Perhaps 
you have some experiences of the presence of that being, that power. By 
using the Threshold vision you can sharpen and objectify your experience 
of the divine in you , making a more direct knowledge and conversation 
possible .  

The wise have long debated the question of whether the God of 
Myself exi sts as  a separate being from the spirit of a mortal as  a companion 
and guide ,  or whether it is the truest ' Self'of mortal existence, intrinsic to 
the soul . No definitive answer has been reached , nor is it l ikely to be. For 
the sake of this work we will approach the Da Fein as a separate thing or 
person , a goal of our spiritual journey. In this we follow the method taught 
by tradition , from the magical storytellers of the north to Classical theurgic 
ritual . It is by making an image of a spiritual power, formed in the proper 
way, and calling the presence of that power to dwell in that image that we do 
the work of both magic and religion . In many cases this work is grounded 
in a material idol or symbol of the spirit .  The Da Fein has no better eidolon 
than the living body of the Druid. It is through meditation , such as the 
Nineteen Work , that the Da Fein is embodied in the self. It is through vision 
that its form and voice become clear. 

These trance scripts use a detailed opening description to deepen 
trance and lead firmly into Threshold awareness. The simple images of 
transition - the forest , the door, the shrine - open out into the actual 
work of experiencing the presence of the Da Fein . Allow me to advise 
you to approach this with a minimum of expectations and an open mind 
to whatever symbols and images may present themselves. Even though we 
di scuss some traditional forms and concepts of the Divine In the Self, be 
prepared to be surprised , and be prepared to accept what comes. It is in 
those visions that the moens and glimpses of the Divine past the Threshold 
are to be di scovered . 

For a student working doing the work of Druidry as a spiritual path 
these exercises can open crucial ways and understandings . I  think that they 
will also serve any Pagan who hopes to deepen the connection with the 
divine and empower personal magic. 
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Three Forms of the Da Fein 
It is worthwhile to spend some time simply being open to the fee l  

and presence of the Da Fein , listening for its voice and counsel . In this book 
we present the Nineteen Working as a balanced meditative work of wisdom 
and power, that culminates with the contemplation of the Divine within 
the self. This is the mystical core of the Da Fein , but there is practical magic 
application as wel l .  One of the powers of the Da Fein is as an actual voice 
of counsel , a source of guidance in the work of magic. Tradition gives no 
firm notion of how the Pagan Celts might have visualized or symbolized 
such a spiritual power as the God of Myself. I offer several possible models 
drawn from Celtic symbolism . Consider working your way through these 
and whatever other notions may occur as you experiment with the exercise . 
t :  The Graal: Both ancient Gaelic story and later, Celtic-influenced 
romances present the image of a magical vessel which confers a variety 
of blessings upon those who come into its presence or drink from it .  The 
Book of Invasions tells of the Dagda's Cauldron of Won del', which gave every 
feaster his favorite food . Dian Cecht, the physician of the Tuatha De, kept 
a Cauldron (or Well) of Healing that raised dead warriors to fight again . 
British tales remember the famous Cauldron of Inspiration , which made 
the poet Taliesin , and the Red Woman 's Cauldron , which , again , raised the 
Dead . So, we find a triple-cauldron complex - Healing, Sustenance and 
Inspiration - rather different from our poetic Cauldrons. This is the Secret 
Presence itself, the Poet 's Gift, the Mead of Inspiration , the Vessel of Three 
Drops . Whether bronze -age cauldron, iron-age drinking horn or medieval 
chalice, you may find a vision of the Vessel of Blessings, and perhaps of the 
Shrine or Chapel in which it sits to be productive . 
2: The Shining Presence: It is common in all cultures to see thi s  sort of 
being - this Personal Theos - in anthropomorphic form. Several cultural 
systems present us with personal guardian spirits , so attached to us as to be a 
part of us , yet still separate entities from anything we could call ' ourselves ' .  
We can approach such a spirit by making an image in which it can reside ,  in 
a temple in our hearts .  In some cultures it is plainly said that the Personal 
God is of the opposite gender to the mortal self, in others this isn 't plainly 
so. There may be some value in that sort of vision of a beautiful messenger, 
even in tying the power of eros to our efforts to draw near to the divine .  
Others may find the figure o f  a n  Elder o r  o f  a Child , o f  either gender, useful . 
In  all this is it good to begin with some experimental figure, but then to be 
open to what the mind and heart may reveal . 
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3 :  The Speaking Flame, the Speaking Well: As you build your Druidic 
practice you will develop an Inner Grove , a personal sacred space from 
which you might set off into other visions. In this you will make your Fire 
Altar and Well of the Deep, at your own BoundaryTree .  Beneath and within 
the landscape of your Inner Grove you might conceive a deeper shrine ,  a 
secret place known only to you , in which you find a stranger Fire and Wel l ,  
that may act a s  the eye and voice of  a powerful spirit being. You can explore 
this setting and work with it in a variety of ways , from approaching the 
Voices as oracles , asking questions and hearing answers, or as ways to make 
Inner offerings , especially to the Da Fein itself. 

Of course these images may be mixed and matched as you find 
inspirational . The goal is to find a symbol that conveys the presence of 
the Divine in a way outside the common list of Gods and Spirits , in ways 
meaningful and powerful to the Druid . We make the images ,  and open our 
hearts , and the Da Fein flows and shines in the images we provide . In those 
images we then seek to hear the voice of the Da Fein , and be heard by i t .  
In time we seek to be intimate with this most personal of  Allies in every 
spiritual way, open to the Wisdom of the Divine In Us.  

In truth you ean spend as much time as you like exploring this 
state , which can produce a powerful expansion of awareness . When your 
work leads you to begin approaching the Da Fein you may wish to work 
this exercise separately from the longer Cosmos vision and contemplation .  
However there is power in the finding of the secret place of the Da Fein deep 
within the Cosmos you have worked, as presented in the complete Nineteen 
Working. In establishing the center of your Divine Self amidst the Cosmos , 
you open yourself to the deepest connection with the Dance of Being. You 
may not achieve ' results ' immediately - like any work, it is ongoing work 
itself that brings the result .  To hold the whole Great Pattern of the Nineteen 
Working meditation - the Silence , the Two,  theThree and the Four, the Nine 
and the One Other is a powerful work of mystical vision . 
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The Secret Shrine 
1 :  The Door of the Shrine 
- Come to  your Shrine or  Hallows , Bless all and open a gate . 
- Perform the Nineteen Working, paying good attention to the Da Fein 
invocation . 
- Use your Short Road to the Grove : 

Between Fire and Water, I find my balance 
From the Union of Fire and Water the Mist rises 

Let the Mist carry me, and my Eye ofVision open 
Let the Eye lead me, and my vision be clear and true 
Let my Vision enchant me, with the sorcerer's sight 

Eye of Vision, eye of flesh, let me see clearly 
That the Work of the Wise be done. 

- Stand at your Inner Fire, and brinB the Two Powers into your vision 
body . . .  hold up your hands, and know that whatever sacrifice you have 
Bi ven in the common world will also be available to you here in the 
Threshold . . .  so make your usual cdJerinBs to the Hallows, and speak as 

you will . . . 
- Let silver come to your hand . . .  and Bi ve it, a substance if yourself, to 
the Well . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- Let precious scented oil come to your hand . . .  and Bi ve it, a substance if 
yourself, to the Fire . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- Let burninB herbs and pure water come into your two hands . . .  and 
with them, substance if yourself, honor the Tree, sprinklinB its TOots and 
peifuminB its leaves . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  
- pause and feel the presence if the place . . .  its weiBht and solidity . . .  i ts 
weirdness and limnality . . .  remember . . .  
- Somewhere deep within the Threshold is the vision if your own secret 
shrine, a place where you can meet your Da Fein face to face, as you would 
an ally. Stand bifore your Inner Hallows, and Baze across the Fire toward 
your Gate . Make an invocation if your Da Fein, as your understandinB 
Buides you, callinB to the God In You to send you a symbol, a SiBil, a siBn 
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by which you might journey to its own secret shrine. 

- Let the sign resolve bifore you, becoming clear in the gate . . .  let it be as 
if the Gate were bifore you, as if it were one with the Inner Hallows . . .  
step forward, and pass through the Gate . . .  
- Now a path or a passage will appear to you . . .  and you willJollow it . . .  

for as long as you need . . .  deeper into the Inner realms . . .  remember as 
you go, what Sights you see . . .  Jor it is this path that will lead you again, 
to the Secret Shrine . . .  
- At last you arrive at a further gate . . .  a Gate well-closed with solid 
doors . . .  see the doors bifore you .  . .  see what substance tho/ are made 
if . . .  see what signs they may bear . . .  
- Even the presence if these Doors seems a wonder to you, and you are 

filled with joy at your discovery . . .  butfor now you will come no Jurther . . .  
raise your hands and greet the Da Fein ]rom outside the shrine, for you 
will return here again, and if all is well, the Doors will be open to you . . .  
- And remember . . .  remember again the road ]rom your Grove to these 
Doors,for you must try to return the same way, tomorrow . . .  
The Return 
- Now, as you prepare to finish your work, remember . . .  remember all that 
you have seen and done . . .  all that you have learned . .  . 

- Turn and return the way your came, marking the landmarks if your 
journey . . .  see the Gate bifore you with the sign if your Grove upon it, 
and pass through to emerge in your own Inner Grove . . .  
- And, standing in vision in your Grove . . .  remember your body .  . .  where 
it sits bifore the Hallows in the common world . . .  Look out to the edge if 
your Grove, and there, see the Gate Sign appear . . .  and the Mist beyond 
it . . .  walk across the Grove, and passeasi!y through the Sign, remembering 
your body as your goal . . .  and step out bifore your Fire in your common 
Hallows . . .  
- Remember your Hallows, and see yourself seated there bifore them . . .  go 
to your body . . .  turn, and step backward into the space where your body 
is sitting . . .  raise your spirit-hand bifore you . . .  and make a tuathal triskel 
in the air bifore you . . .  sit down into your body . . .  renew your center . . . feel 
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the Earth and Sky Powers meeting i n  your flesh . . . 

- Remember yo ur body, and let yo ur a wareness befirmly beh ind  you r  eyes . . . 
Jeel the airflow in YO llr lungs . . .  thc  blood COllrse i n  yo ur l'ei ns . . .  remember 
all you have seen and don e in th is work . . .  open YO llr eyes, and knol l '  that  

yo m spir i t  has ret urncd frIlly to YOllr flcsh . . . stretch . . .  and be .fl n ished 
with the trance.  

2: Seekinn the Secret Shrine 
- Comc to your Shrine or  HallolFs, Bless a l l  and open a gate. 
- PCI'/orm the Ninctcen I Vorki n.q , paying good attent ion to thc Da Fci n  i /JI 'oc(/ t ion  
- Use your Short Road to the Grovc : 

Between Fire a n d  Water, I fi n d  my balance 

From the Union of Fire and Water the Mist rises 

Let the Mist carry me,  and my Eye of V ision open 

Let the Eye lead me,  and my vision be clear and true 

Let my Vision enchant me, with the sorcerer's sight 

Eye of Vision, eye of flesh, let m e  see clearly 

That the Work of the Wise be done.  

- Stand at your In ner Fire, and bri ng the  Jim Powers into your  vision 
body . . .  h old up your hands, and know that wh atcver sacrifice YO ll have 
ai l'cn in  the common world l I ' ill also be ava i lable to YO li here in the 
Threshold . . . so make YO llr usual ?flcrings to the Hallo ws, and speak as 

YO li will . . . 

- pa use an dfcel the presence ?f thc  place . . .  i ts weight  and so l idity . . . i ts 
weirdness and  limnality . . .  remember . . .  
- Now you seck aaain  your o l l 'n secret shri ne ,  by the road yo u ha l'e learned.  
Stand bqore yo ur In ner Ha 110 I I 'S, and gaze across the Fire tO l l'a rd YO llr 

Gate,  Make an i n vocat ion ?f),our Da Fein ,  as yo ur understa nding 8u ides 
you, calling to the God In Yo u .  - Let the sian reso l ve b�fore yo u ,  becoming 
clear i n  the 8ate . . .  let i t  be as if the Gate were b�fore YOll,  as if i t  l I 'ere 
one with the  Inner Hallo ll 's . . .  step forward, and pass th ro1l8h the Gate . . .  
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- Again the path appears to YOll . . .  and you Jollow it . . .  remember the 
way, and see again the landmarks and images c1' the way to the Shrine . . .  

- A t  last you arri ve at aJurther gate . . .  a Gate well- closed with solid 
doors . . .  see the doors bgore you .  . .  see what substance they are made 

c1� . .  see what signs they may bear . . .  

- Even the presence if these Doors seems a wonder to you, and you raise 

your hands and Breet the Do Fein Jrom outside the shr ine . . .  and the 

Doors c1' the Secret Shrine open to you . . .  

- So you may go into the Shrine . . .  to call to the Da Fein . . .  to speak to 

it and listen jar its answer . . .  

- So . . .  allow the Secret Shrine to appear around you .  . .  and behold 

bgore you the jorm if Your God, the Da Fein  . . .  light and shadow . . .  

nature and wonder . . .  see the Jace . . .  the eyes, the mouth . . .  the symbols 

the fiBure may bear . . .  the details if the Shrine in which the throne and 

altar is set . . .  

- Perhaps there is a presence wi thin, perhaps only symbols and signs . . .  so 

remember . . .  remember the Jorm and color, the symbol and shape if this 

Shrine . . .  

- YOll have come to find the seat and altar if your own Inner God - the 

spir i t if you that keeps your way and work, even when your common mind 

kno l l 'S it not  . . .  the spirit  some that some call the servant, some call the 

master and some call holy luck . . .  

- For a time abide in this vision . . .  call out to the Da Fein as your 

inspiration Guides you . . .  and remember . . .  remember . . .  

The Return 

- Now, as you prepare to finish your work, remember . . .  remember all that 

you have seen and done . . .  all that you have learned . .  . 

- BidJarewell to you Da Fein, whether or not you have seen i t  plainly . . .  

qffirm your desire to know and understand the Di vine  In You . .  . 

- 7ilrn away, and aBain Jollow the path back tO lvard your Grol'e . . .  summon 

the Gate and the siBn if your own Inner Grove . . .  Bathering your will, 
step jorward throuBh that Gate, and ret urn to your Grove . . .  
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- And, standing in vision in your Grove . . .  remember your body . . .  where 
it sits bifore the Hallows in the common world . . . Look out to the edae if 
your Grove, and there, see the Gate Sian appear . . .  and the Mist beyond 
i t  . . .  walk across the Grove, and pass easily throuah the Sian, rememberina 
your body as your goal . . .  and step out bifore your Fire in your common 
Hallows . . .  
- Remember your Hallows, and see yourself seated there bifore them . . .  ao 
to your body . . .  turn, and step backward into the space where your body 
is sittina . . .  raise your spiri t-hand bifore you . . .  and make a wathal triskel 
in the air bifore you . . .  sit down into your body. . .  renew your center . . .  feel 
the Earth and Sky Powers meeting in your flesh . . .  
-Remember your body, and let your awareness be firmly behind your eyes . . .  

feel the air flow in your lunas . . .  the blood course in your veins . . .  remember 
all you have seen and done in this work . . .  open your eyes, and know that 
your spirit has returned fully to your flesh . . .  stretch . . .  and be finished 
with the trance. 

3: The Face of the Da Fein 
- Come to Jour Shrine or Hallows, Bless all and open a gate .  

- Peiform the Nineteen Working, paJing good attention to the Da Fein invocation . 

- Use Jour Short Road to the Grove:  

Between Fire and Water, I find my balance 
From the Union of Fire and Water the Mist rises 

Let the Mist carry me, and my Eye of Vision open 
Let the Eye lead me, and my vision be clear and true 
Let my Vision enchant me, with the sorcerer's sight 

Eye of Vision , eye of flesh, let me see clearly 
That the Work of the Wise be done.  

- Stand at  your Inner Fire, and brina the Two Powers into your vision 
body . . .  hold up your hands, and know that whatever sacr!fice you have 
ai ven in the common world will also be available to you here in the 
Threshold . . .  so make your usual cjJerinas to the Hallows, and speak as 
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you will . . . 

- pause and feel the presence if the place . . .  i ts weiaht and solidity . . .  its 
weirdness and limnality . . .  remember . . .  
- Now call to your Allies . . .  take a moment to know their presence at your 
sides, in whatever way they manifest to you . . .  throuahout, you may speak 
with them, and perhaps they will aUide you, or perhaps simply join you 
in your journey . . .  
- Now aaze across the Hallows to the Gate, and see aaain the sian if 
your Secret Shrine . . .  where you can meet your Da Fein Jace to Jace, as 
you would an ally. Stand bifore your Inner HaJJows, and aaze across 
the Fire toward your Gate. Open your heart to your Da Fein, as your 
understandina aUides you, callina to the God In You as you step Jorward, 
and pass throuah the Gate, open ina your heart and spirit to the God In 
You . . .  
- To ao to the Shrine . . .  alona the path . .  . 
- To arri ve at the Doors, and pass within . . .  to call to the Da Fein . . .  to 
speak to it and listen Jor its answer . . .  
- So . . .  allow the Secret Shrine to appear around you .  . .  and behold 
bifore you the Jorm if Your God, the Da Fein . . .  liaht and shadow . . .  
nature and wonder . . .  see the Jace . . .  the eyes, the mouth . . .  the symbols 
the fiaure may bear . . .  the details if the Shrine in which the throne and 
altar is set . . .  
- And in this time you can ask your Good SpirilJor i ts name, and i t 's sian, 
and its powers and station, just as you have your allies . . .  and the Da Fein 
may answer . . .  
- From there any conversation may be possible . . .  ask and listen, speak 
and hear, as you stand in the presence if the God cfYour Spirit . . .  
The Return 
- Now, as you prepare to finish your work, remember . . .  remember all that 
you have seen and done . . .  all that you have learned . .  . 
- Bid Jarewell to your Da Fein, whether or not you have seen it plainly . . .  
�rm your desire to know and understand the Divine In You . . .  
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- Turn away, and summon the Gate and the sign if your own Inner 
Grove . . .  gathering your will, step forward through that Gate, and return 
to your Grove . . .  
- And, standing in vision in your Grove . . .  remember your body . . .  where 
it sits bifore the Hallows in the common world . . .  Look out to the edge if 
your Grove, and there, see the Gate Sign appear . . .  and the Mist beyond 
it . . .  walk across the Grove, and pass easily through the Sign, remembering 
your body as your goal . . .  and step out bifore your Fire in your common 
Hallows . . .  
- Remember your Hallows, and see yourself seated there bifore them . . .  go 
to your body . . .  turn, and step backward into the space where your body 
is sitting . . .  raise your spirit-hand bifore you . . .  and make a tuathal triskel 
in the air bifore you . . .  sit down into your body . . .  renew your center . . .  feel 
the Earth and Sky Powers meeting in your flesh . .  . 

-Remember your body, and let your awareness befirmly behind your eyes . . .  
feel the air flow in your lungs . . .  the blood course in your veins . . .  remember 
allyou have seen and done in this work . . .  open your eyes, and know that 
your spirit has returned fully to your flesh . . .  stretch . . .  and be finished 
with the trance. 
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T he Gate ofVision 
Celtic lore teaches that those things that are neither one thing nor 

another, neither one place or time nor the other have a special potential for 
access to the Otherworld and the application of magic. So rites are worked 
at twilight, neither day nor night, at the shores of the Sea or the tops of 
hills , where Land and Sky meet. Sacred places were kept on the boundaries 
between tribal lands , claimed by none but the spirits . As always, magic art 
is the application of such natural laws deliberately, for willed goals. So when 
we wish to create a place of between-ness we can simply define ourselves as 
'here ' , and create a door that leads to 'there ' . By standing in that door we 
partake of its neither-nor power, and by passing through we use that power 
to enter the Threshold . 

One of the most direct traditional methods for launching the 
awareness past guided imagery into the Threshold is the vision of the Gate . 
In all cultures, wherever humankind has built a house, or set aside a clearing 
in the forest, or built a wall of protection , the gate becomes the natural 
symbol of transition from one place to another, from one category ( 'here ' )  
to a new category ( '  over there ' ) . What is true i n  th e  world o f  flesh i s  true in 
the world of spirit, and the vision of the Gate can be used for many things . 

In this work we use a very simple linear figure as the sigil of the 
gate . It shows the most ancient and consistent form of door - two upright 
posts with a lintel placed horizontally atop them. From the trilithons of 
Stonehenge to the doors of bronze-age mounds ; from the temples of Khemi 
and Athens to the doors of wooden roundhouses in Gaul and Eire, the post
and-lintel is both fact and symbol of the Way Between. When we face the 
Gate Sigil in vision , we prepare to leave the comfortable fire of our home
mind to enter the wider world . We prepare to leave behind the surface world 
to go deep into the Mound . We enter the sacred Place of Vision, wherever 
that may lead us. 

There is a traditional occult technique of vision that can handily 
be applied using this universal symbol . After entering basic trance, the seer 
envisions a door, portal or curtain , with a particular symbol or image upon 
it . The symbol is contemplated for a time and then the seer 'passes through' 
the door or curtain into a locale or experience conditioned by the nature 
of the symbol . This method is employed later in some of the visions in this 
series , focused on specific goals .  Here we consider the technique in general , 
widely applicable .  
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In general it is best to use this method after one has accessed a locale 
through more formal means . For instance, one could easily choose symbols 
of the Underworld or Heavens and seek to enter those realms by passing the 
Gate . This could produce powerful results , but that is more l ikely when the 
seer has followed a more literal path into the Underworld , perhaps using the 
Inner Grove visions in the Fifth Cycle . However many students respond wel l  
to the gate method, and it is easy to work for practice and experiment . 

The Practice 
I t  can bc useful to make a physical representation of the gatc sigil . 

In a Shrine orTemple environment this can mean simply placing a computer 
image on card or in a frame,  and arranging it artfully on the Shrine .  The sigil 
might be drawn on a chalkboard , with whatever additional signs ,  or the sigil 
painted permanently and additional signs chalked as needed . In working 
out-of-doors the sigil might be drawn on a stone or tree with ochre or clay, 
or scratched in the soil with a wand or staff. Once some ski l l  has been gained 
the entire work can be done in vision , the sigil Simply visualized where 
desired . In making physical representations of the Gate there is an advantage 
to using an abstract linear form rather than a more literal or realistic picture 
of a door. The linear sigil is both simple enough to be drawn anywhere at wil l  
and to allow the vision-eye to create detail as needed without confl icting 
with the sigi l 's form . 

Those working in a Pagan Druidic ritual form may want to arrange 
the Fire and Well before the sigH . The Gate sigH can then be treated as the 
visible presence of the ritual Gate , opened in the usual way. As in any vision , 
some degree of ri tual framing helps to establish trance and enhance the 
power of the work . The simple Grove Hallowing given in the appendix and 
other places here is sufficient. 

The following entrancement uses a simple trick to guide the seer 
into the Threshold . As always , the script can be recorded , memorized , or 
simply used a framework for improvisation . 

An Entrancement for the Gate SiBil 
• I am seated at the Fire, bifore the Well . . .  seated at the Open Gate . .  . 
pauseJor a moment, and calm my heart . . .  blood and breath and bone . .  . 
the Druid's Peace . . .  
• I open my Inner Eye . . .  UsinB the Charm cf the Open Eye perhaps . . .  
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and stand in my vision body . . .  
• I behold the form if the Bate siBn . . .  standinB bifore me . . .  BrowinB 

larBer . . .  the post and lintel . . .  
• The Gate is open, but within it is only misty cloud . . .  turninB 

shapelessly . . .  I seek a vision, and so I make the siBn if 119' journey appear 

in the center if the Gate . . .  focus my awareness on that siBn . .  . 
• SteppinBforward in my vision body. I approach the symbol . . .  and walk 

into it . . .  and throuBh it . . .  passinB throuBh . . .  into the mist . .  . 
• The mist is all around me, but I move forward, and once aBain call upon 

the siBil if the Gate . . .  and it appears bifore me . . .  and once aBain I see 

the symbol if my journey in the center if the Gate . . .  bifore me in the 

mist . . .  
• By will and vision I BO to the Bate . . .  approach aBain the symbol . . .  and 

pass throuBh it . . .  into a landscape if vision . . .  pausinB for a moment, 

the vision becomes clear . . .  mist partinB . . .  revealinB the Threshold . . .  

thouBh I have not yet arri ved . . .  
• I move forward throuBh the Threshold . . .  if visions arise, I keep my will 

clear, and move past them . . .  and bifore me, as I draw near, I see aBain the 

Gate SiBn . . .  and in its center the symbol if my journey . . .  
• I know that as I pass this third Bate, I will enter the Boal if my journey . . .  

reach the Inner Threshold if the symbol that I have souBht . . .  I approach 

the Gate . . .  see it clearly and in detail bifore me . . .  and I focus my 

attention on the journey symbol . . .  and step throuBh it. 

• When I wish to return I once aBain call the siBil if the Gate bifore me . . .  

post and lintel . . .  and in the space if the Bate I see my own shrine . . .  my 

own hallows . .  . 
• TurninB my back on my vision, I pass throuBh the Gate aBain . . .  it may 

be that I emerBe directly into my own place . . .  where my body waits . .  . 

but if I.find myself in the mist, I aBain open the Gate and pass throuBh . .  . 

until I arri ve at my Fire . . . 
• I turn, and settle my vision eye back into my flesh . . .  and renew my 

center and my power . . .  seated in the Druid 's Peace . . .  
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The Hall of Audience 
Trance for Invocation 

The work of invocation is  central t o  a Pagan relationship w ith the 
de i t ies .  By making proper offerings , reciting beautiful  words and fi l l i ng 
our minds  with proper images we create an environment into 'which the 
in f luence of the deity 110\\' s .  In  this way we gain the attention of the person 
of the ddt y, and br ing the mortal se lf  into the presence of the d iv ine .  

This  is  one pattern  by which our Druidic  sacred space and ritual  
order  can be used for invocation . I t  centers on the presence of the Gate , 
a key c lement  i n  Druidic  ritua l . If you arc adapting these techniques fo r 
other Pagan systems ,  the Gate can be envisioned as a specific e lement of the 
trance . I w i l l  present a form that mingles stages of trance - v ision with stages 
of actual r i tua l  pract ice ,  and then present a direct script that can be worked 
as the central point  of a r i tual  frame . 

Inner Work of the Audience 
• Of course in any in\'ocation the Druid should be clear about the symbol ism 
of the deity bei ng cal led - the proper trad itional colors , sign s ,  too l s  and 
m()ti[� that  surround the figure of the deity. I f  neede d ,  a series  of key v is ions 
should be developed before the rite i s  worked . For those working a Gael ic  
path there arc a set  of deity incantations >,vith appropriate visualizations in  
my boo k ,  Draiocht . 
• Any rite with a morc focused purpose than general worship and bl essing 
sho u l d  begin with settl ing into l ight trance . Beg inning with the Bon e ,  Breath 

and Blood exerci se ,  centering in the Two Powers completes the preparatory 
work . 
• Work th e Opening of the G rove in the usual simple for m .  
• After the honoring o f  the Three Hallows,  and before the Gate Opening, 
work the Inner Vis ion techniq u e .  The Charm of the Open Eye is  prope r  
here : 

1 :  Find your basic trance and abide in itJor a moment 

2 :  a11ol 1 '  the Mist to arisefrom you and around you 

3: close your material eyes Jor a time, and drift in the Mist 

..J. :  envision your goal, and be dra wn toward it 

5: dral\' the Opening Spiral with both material and vision-hand 

6: Let the Mist be cleared away. and behold the ThreshoM vision cjjotlr Shrine 

7: Open your eyes, and know the Double SiBh t 
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When you are skilled in this proaression if vision then this short charm can be 

recited three times, so that the Short Road will be easi!y remembered as you ao. 

Between Fire and Water, I find my balance 
From the Union of Fire and Water the Mist rises 
Let the Mist carry me, and my Eye of Vision open 
Let the Eye lead me, and my vision be clear and true 
Let my Vision enchant me, with the sorcerer's sight 
Eye ofVision, eye of flesh, let me see clearly 
That the Work of the Wise be done. 

• Once your Inner Eye is Opened, construct the Vision of the God 's Gate : 

The Vision of the God's Gate 
• With the Eye open,Jocus your attention on the presence if the Gate in 

the center if the Grove .  

• In whatever way is  true Jor you, let your vision eye see throuah the 

open Gate, and there behold the doors if a miahty and beautiful temple, 

suitable Jor the God who you are cal1ina. 
• Perhaps it appears on the front if a Jul1 temple, or perhaps it simple 

drifts in the mist, but it stands firmly closed, and upon the doors are 

shown the �mbols if the God who waits behind it .  

• Observe what materials compose the doors. Are they locked, or simply 

standinafirm? What sians are araven upon them, and what letters? 
• Let the imaae aTOW clear, as you work the Gate Openina. 

• Make any other preliminary offerings . 

The Vision of the Eidolon 
• Returning your attention to the envisioned doors of the temple , make an 
internal or audible call to the deity, saying, perhaps : 

o blessed (deity's name) open to me the doors of your 
vision. Let me see your image, that I may make proper 
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offering to you. 

• Envision the openina if the doors if the temple. As they open, a kind 
if liaht spills out around the enlaraina openina . . . as the doors part . . . 
openina wide . . .  to reveal the presence if the peifect imaae if the God you 
seek . . .  
• Sec I hcJ , rm (?fl he deil)'. scalcd or slandilla. propcr�' enchroned, or UpOll 
a placc �)r hOllor . . .  Scc IhcJorm C!f (he hod)' � C!f the robes or clOlhi118 or 

adornmcnt . . .  in  colors and slylc.fhtinB to  the nat ure '!i'the deity . . . See 
the symbols proper to the aod . . .  borne in the aod's hands . . .  or arranaed 

around them . . .  beasts and herbs andftowers and tools . . .  
• You glimpse the deity's Jace, almost invisible in the divine liaht. . .  Eyes, 

smile, and the beautiful, calm liaht if the power if the aod . . .  

• You aaze at the image,jramed in the Gate, and the liaht if the shinina 

deity fills your vision, the deity's Jorm almost hidden in the dancina 
liaht . . .  and you make your l?!Jerinas, sayina: 

• Recite the invocation of the deity, and make the proper offerings. 

The Audience 
• With the l?!Jerinas complete, settle your body and prepare Jor the 

vision . . .  breathe deep and renew your relaxation and basic trance . .  . 

allowinBJocus to turn away Jrom the outer Shrine to the inner vision . .  . 

• See aaain theftowina colored liaht, shinina out if the doors if the inner 

temple . . .  see aaain the eidolon if the aod . . .  the center if the liaht . . .  
• . . .  and, in response to your l?fJerinas and praise, the aod stretches Jorth 

a hand . . .  
• The aod is collina, and your vision is drawn in throuah the doors of 
the temple . . .  the imaae if the aod arows laraer and laraer. . .  towerina 

bifore you . . .  yet reachina out in welcome . . .  

• You stand bifore the aod . . .  
• Where bifore the liaht was like a veil, now it reveals . . . the form if the 

deity clear bifore you . . .  robes, symbols and Jorm . . .  and especially the 
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face and eyes if that mighty being . . .  
• And in that vision you stand in the presence if the god . . .  eyes meet 

eyes . . .  , and you might speak a Prayer if A udience . . .  saying perhps . . .  

o shining (deity 's name) 
Presence of power, l ight of wisdom , flow of love 

Behold me now, as I behold you .  
I behold your face - behold you,  now, my face. 
I behold your hands - behold you,  now, my hands. 
I behold your shining heart - behold you ,  now, my 

heart, 

As we abide together in  vision. 

• Feel the presence if the deity, and let your own presence be as a mirror . . .  

your brow riflecting the face if the god . . .  your hands joining with the 

hands if the god . . .  your heart like a still pool riflecting the form if the 
god . . .  

• now abidefor a time in this vision, speaking as you may with the god . . .  
• And when you have finished the A udience, then YOll may return YO llr 
awareness again to YOllr mater ial scat , in YOllr shrine . . .  

• if it  seems proper, envision the doors if the temple closing again . . .  the 

image if the deity still rif/ected in your heart  . . .  and settle again into 

your common flesh, prepared to continue the work . . . 
• Complete your r itual . 
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Meetin8 With th e Allies (Spirits) 
- Come to ),our Shrine or Hallows, Bless all and open a Bate. 
- Pe�Iorm the Nineteen WorkinB, pa)'inB Bood attention to the Da Fein in vocation . 

- Use ),our Short Road to the Grove: 
Between Fire and Water, I find my balance 

From the Union of Fire and Water the Mist rises 
Let the Mist carry me, and my Eye ofVision open 

Let the Eye lead me, and my vision be clear and true 
Let my Vision enchant me, with the sorcerer's sight 

Eye of Vision, eye of flesh, let me see clearly 
That the Work of the Wise be done. 

- Remember and re-establish the Inner Hallows, and the surrollndinB en vironment. 

- Stand at your Inner Fire, and brinB the Two Powers into your vision 

body . . .  hold up your hands, and know that whatever sacrifice you have 

Biven in the common world will also be available to you here in the 

Threshold . . .  so make your usual 1!erinBs to the Hallows, and speak as 

you will . .  . 

- Let silver come to your hand . . .  and Bi ve it , a substance if yourself, to 

the Well . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  

- Let precious scented oil come to your hand . . .  and B ive i t ,  a substance if 

yourself, to the Fire . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  

- Let burninB herbs and pure water come into your two hands . . .  and 

with them, substance if yourself, honor the Tree, sprinklinB i ts roots and 

perjuminB i ts leaves . . .  and speak in the voice if your vision . . .  

- pause and feel the presence if the place . . .  i ts weiBht and solidity . . .  i ts 

weirdness and limnality . . .  remember . . .  

- First call to your A llies - to the Teacher and Familiar who you have met .  

!I they appear, that is Bood. if they do not appear immediately, know that 

they have heard you ,  and proceed. Take a moment to know the presence if 

your allies at your sides, in whatever way they manifest to you . . .  

- Th is is your chance to speak with these spiri ts, to ask your questions and 

boons . . .  They may speak and act in turn, they may listen and Bive only 
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strange signs, they may not seem to be present in their images at all . . .  but 

they are in contact with you, because they have promised to be so, and so 

you should call to them and speak wi th them . . .  

- Now as you address them, remember to seek their names and signs, their 

rank and powers and proper ?fferings, so that you can knol l' them with 

honor . . .  as you speak wi th the A lliesfor a time, in the Inner Crave . . .  

The Return 

- Now, as you prepare to finish your work, remember . . .  remember all that 

you have seen and done . . .  all that you have learned . .  . 

- Bid farewell to your A llies, knowing that they will stand b), )'ou at ),our 

need . . .  

- And, standing in vision in your Crol'e . . .  remember YOllr bo(lj" . .  where 

it sits bifore the Hallows in the common world . . .  Look out to the edge C!I 

your Grove, and there, see the Cate Sign appear . . .  and the Mist beyond 

it . . .  walk across the Grove, and passeasily through the Sign ,  remembering 

your bod)' as your goal . . .  and step out bifore your Fire in  ),our  common 

Hallows . . .  

- Remember your Hallows, and sec yourself seated there bifore them . . .  go 

to your body . . .  turn, and step backward into the space where your body 

is si tting . . .  raise your spiri t -hand bifore you . . .  and make a wathal triskel 

in the air bifore you . . .  si t down into ),our body . . .  renew your  center . . .  feel 

the Earth and Sky Powers meet ing in ),our flesh . .  . 
-Remember your body, and let YO llr awareness befirmly beh indyour eyes . . .  

feel the air flow in your lungs . . .  the blood course in your veins . . .  remember 

all you have seen and done in this work . . .  open your eyes, and kno l l' that 

Y0tlr spirit has returned full), to ),our flesh . . .  stretch . . .  and be fin ished 

with the trance. 
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A Vision of the Mother of All 
Come to your Shrine , open as usual and enter a basie tranee.  If you 

wish to open the Gate , do so, then envision the Earth Mother in  the Gate : 

• See the Mother of Al l , the Mountain Woman , before you . She is huge as 
a h i l l , seated with her baek aga inst the World Tree ,  naked , sitting with her 
knees drawn up,  displaying her cunny and her round bel ly. Her breasts are 
great and round , hips and thighs mighty. She holds one hand raised , pa lm 
turned toward you , and  the  other she  extends ,  palm up,  as  if in offering o r  

receiving. Her face is  beautiful , eyes kind and wise , and she smiles lovingly . 

• Around her head shines a nimbus of light ,  gold and s i lver like sun and moon . 

Vines and trees are her gown ,  flowers and fruits her ornaments. Her womb 
shines and fl ickers with a l ight l ike moonlight on moving water. Every beast 
and bird , serpent and crawling thing are her cour t as the green of the world 
grows all around her. To gaze upon her is to feci the unconditional offer of 
her hounty, and also he r challenge to the strong and to the weak . 

Make simple offerings of grain or oil , or as you can , nine times as 
you recite this hymn three times : 

Mighty Mother of All; Womb of Life 
Source of Plenty; Soul of the Land 
I make due offering to you 
(offering given) 
Because you uphold the World 
Because you freely give your Bounty 
Because you grant every Blessing 
I make due offering to you 
(offering gil'en) 
Queen of Sovereignty, I worship your Power 
Mother of the Earth, I worship your Bounty 
Giver of Every Life 
I worship your Spirit 
Earth Mother, 
uphold my work as you do the world 
Earth Mother, accept my sacrifice! 

(ofTerine �iven) 
L L 
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Renew your I'ision ?Ithe Mocher, and abidefor a wh ile in that  I'ision .  Then 

proceed, thus: 
• Contemplate the 1I'0 ndeai ,} bcin.q I!I the Earth Mother Jor a t ime . When her presence 

Jeels rea l to you, envision ),o ll r own bo<0'. seated where ),OU are, os lyi Tl.q within  Her 

Womb. Become a ware cdjour o l l'n bOI0!, naked beneath ),our 8armeIl ts. Feel the Mocher 

appear around ),ou, I'ast, ),ourIorm an e.q.q amona countless e.q.qs, kept sqjc and l I 'arm, 

filled wi th potential. Abide Ior a while in contemplation if this I'ision.  

• /-Yhen )'ou arc reaI0', alloll' the whole I'ision,  both the Mother a nll your o l l'n Iorm, 

to shri nk down and be enthroned in your own heart . Let the lore and power and all-

}Jowin8 8cncrosity, the seifet), and stren8th and warmth be concentrated in )'ou .  Feel 

the presence if the Mother shin in8 in YOll ,  with in  the boundaries cd)!ollr selltedIorm . 

A bide Ior a while in contemplation if this I'ision . 

• Finally, a llow the ima8e to 8rol l' a8ain ,  until  the sed-self is rcu n ited with ),our 

material presence. A lloll ' theIorm cd'the Mother to 8roll' lar8er and lar.qer, anen uat in8 

to become one wi th the land  around you .  

ReneII' ),our center, balancin8 all  once L18a in within ),ou,  and recite a simp le endin.q 

charm, sllch as: 

The blessings of the H oly Ones 
be on me and mine 

My thanks unto all  beings, 

with peace on thee and thine 

The Fire, the Well ,  the Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and Grow in me 

Thus do I remember the work of the Wise.  
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A Vision of the Lord of Wisdom 
Let the Druid come before the Shrine , and enter a basic trance . 

Work a s imple  opening r ite and compose the Vision of the Lord of Wisdom , 
thus : 
o Envision the Lord of Wisdom , the Keeper of Gates ,  before you .  See his 
towering figure , huge above a crossroad in the mist,  feet floating above the 
road . He is s lender and strong, dressed only i n  an open robe 'of white that 
bi l lows in the moving air. His face is  youthful ,  but his long hair and beard are 
snowy white . His  left hand is raised , palm forward , and in his right hand he 
bears a shining white wand with a flame at i ts t ip .  
o Around his head shines a nimbus of every color and pattern ,  fil led with 
every sign and letter of wisdom , shining around his being. His  forehead 
shines with a wondrous light,  with a flickering flame in the center. He stands 
at the crossroad , and you see that every road of it  stretches away to another 
crossroa d ,  and another. At each the Lord stands, in reflection outward , 
stand ing at the Center of All Ways ,  the Fire at the Center of the World . 

Make a simple offering of whiskey or incense,  or as you can , nine 
t imes , as you recite this  hymn three times :  

Lord of Wisdom; Wanderer on the Roads 

Keeper of Gates and Ways; Priest of the Sacred Grove 
I make due offering to you 
(Offering given) 
Because you teach wisdom 

Because you guide spirits 

Because you reveal secrets 

I make due offering to you 
(Offering given) 
Lord of the Twilight, I worship your cunning 

Keeper of Gates, I worship your might 

Teacher o f  H eroes, I worship your wisdom 

Lord of Secret Know ledge, 

i nspire my mind with the Elder Ways 
Keeper of Gates, accept my sacrifice! 
(Offering given) 
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ReneI I '  YOllr I'is ion if the Gatekeeper and abide jar a wh i le in contemplation 

o/ that vision . Th en proceed th us: 

• Con template the  shinin8 presence f!/the Lord f!}Wisdomjor a time. When h is presence 

jeels real to you then en l'isi on yourse!/ seated at the crossroad I r i th  the gatekeeper 

beh ind you,  h is a u ra surrounding and interpenetrat ing you .  )0 11  gaze a long the  roads 

and YOli see yourself at e Fery crossi ng point ,  YOllr a wareness extending o l l tward along 

the ',!jlnite Paths. Feci )'o llr extending presence, al i t  throl lgh the whole J J0b f!}"J-Vorlds. 

Abide Jor <1 whi le in contemplation if this I'ision . 

• When YOIl arc rea<0r, alloli' the I I 'hole vision, the Gatekeeper, the  H0b and )'ol lr  o l l 'n 

.form to shr ink  do wn and to become e<ll lal to )'o llr own head. Let the wisdom,  knol l 'ledge 

and cle l'erness, the Jreedom to pass e re�r barrier be concentrated in ) ,011 . Feci the 

presence if the Gatekeeper shin ing in  YOII ,  within the bOllndaries o/yo llr seatedJorm. 

Abide Jor a while in  contemplation ?/ this  visio n .  

• Finall)" olioII' the image to grow again ,  brinf/ i nB a1/ the r�flect io flS �}j'ollrse!ffirmly 

together in ),o llr material presence. A I/o il' theJorm 0/ the  GatekeepCT to f/fO l l '  larger 

and Iarf/CT, attenllating to become one with the light  and air. 

Rene II' ),o llr center, balancing al/ once again  within YOll , and recice a si mple cnduW 
charm, sllch as: 

The blessings of the Holy Ones 
be on me and mine 
My blessings on all  beings, 
with peace on thee and th ine 

The Fire, the Well,  th e Sacred Tree 
Flow and Flame and G row in me 

Th us do I remember the work of the Wise. 
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A Cosmos Vision 
• Breathe deep, and  let your body settle in i ts place . . .  shake ou t  your 
arms . . .  let your shoulders relax and drop . . .  and jocus,jor a moment, on 

your breath . . .  beain your breathina pattern . . .  in . . .  and out . . .  and, as 

you breathe, remember the feelina if deep physical relaxation . . .  let the 

jeelina jlow in your flesh . . .  as you jocus on your breathina pattern . . .  

your leas relax . . .  and your arms . . .  your torso, and your shoulders . . .  as 

you turn your awareness inward, and jocus on your pattern ifbreathina . . .  

• Now, as the ch ime sounds the count, brina the Two Powers into yourself . . .  

by breath and by will, as the chime sounds . . .  

(chime runajor the Nine Breaths Centerina) 

• And so the Shadow and the Liaht are in you . . .  the strenathenina Waters 

and the traniformina Fire . . .  jocusina your attention inward . . .  wi th the 

Two Powers jlowina and shinina, you are like the Center if the Sacred 

Grove . . .  let the Hearth if the Fire be in your heart . . .  let the Font  if 

the Waters be in your loins . . . feel your roots deep below, and your crown 

spreadina hiah . . .  like the Tree if All- That-Is . . .  

• Now, as the Tree arows in you, you can feel yourself beain to 8'0w 
laraer . . .  feel your head rise and your shoulders widen . . .  your jorm is 

insubstantial, as you arow in vision . . .  your perspecti ve risinajrom your 

place in the common world . . .  throuah your roif . . .  above trees . . .  away 

from the common world . . .  You reach a point when you step 8'0wina 

laraer . . .  now, in this jorm, you choose to stand . . .  your vision risina 

aaain,jrom where you sit . . .  to stand tall, in the Center if the Worlds . . .  

• where you stand, turn in place, and let your vision see jar . . .  in this 

work, i t will not be enouah to see in only one direction . . .  j ust as the Liaht 

if your Inner Fire shines in all directions, so you must open your awareness 

to the jull sphere if your existence . . .  and so, with your vision made jull 

circle, let your awareness reach out to the Land on which you stand . . .  
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• Become oworc thdt  ),o u st(lIl t! i n  thc  ccntcr  c:j " th c  J J'InU oj " t hc L( l I l t! . . . 

ICI ),our I " i s ion I'd IJ9C o Ui  ' .FOIl J  thc  p l< l ccs d I"Vund YO l l ,  I I 'h ich .. ro l l  kll o l l '  
l I ' c l l  . . . to  t h c jcot l l rcs (!f Il carby 1(l Il ds . . .  to  0 /1 thc  1 I '0rl" (.Jr L d n d  . . . 
to  thc  h uge (mel dncient  strcng ths (?f t!cep cdr th ,  tho t  m Ol 'c t h c Jlcc (.Jr 

thc  pILmcl . . .  to  s tonc (l Ild I l lo l lntd ins and r i Fers, p lLl ins  dnt !  mCd,lo l I 's . . . 

S l I 'd lllPS Ll Il d dcserts, }J/'csts dnd j un9 Ics . . .  ond c Vc/) ' l i 'hcrc l Ipon i t ,  thc 

I I 'orks c:{ l i F i n9 th ings . . . thc  t! I I 'C /l i llgs ?j" unco ull tcd bC i niJs . . . )i·OI l J  thc  

t l Il i est catcrs ?{so i l  t o  thc 9rcat hCLlsts . . .  and the l I 'orks (?j " h u lll(lll k i ll t !  . . .  

• /I syo ur vis ion cxpdnt!s,yo u scc tho t  thc  Lond is s u rro un t!ct! on ,1 con t o i n ct! 

with in  t h c  Jl'orld '!f thc SCd . . . thc Lond rCLlch cs i ts Cl l t! ,  in t!chus ond 

cl!fI.� and bcoches, dnd thc  Sca rolls out ,  c l'cn as the  I l 'Ll l 'es roll i n  . . .  dt  

.first the Sco I l l (�' bc bluc ond wo rm,  or i t  lIl L�1 pound grey upon s concs . . .  

but  (!jtcr t h c  n in th 1 1 'Ll I 'C, os your  d worcncss cxp(lIl ds i ll o Il di rcct ions ,  thc  

Sea becomes the  Great Decp . . .  l 'OSt and empty on i tsJlce,  tcem ing wi th 

sthlllge l!fc i n  the depths . . .  d .  fc l l '  t in)' sh ips upon i ts s l l �i�l (e . . . L7 I I '(� ' in to  

the  distdnce the Sea stretches . . .  LI t i ts edge the  S'eoJldes into  m ist . . . d 

SWirling grey ch a os, in wh ich I 'dg ucjorms swi rl Ll nd I 'dn ish . . .  

• Your vision rises . /i"om the  edges oj " the  Seo . . . . fi"O Ill the  l In kn o wn 

bound(l l), . . .  LIn d  i n to thc JVorld c:{ thc  Sky dS)'OU con t i n uc to cxp( l I ld dnt !  

enld rge . . . )'o u know'.first , thc  oir  - - the  rCd /m bct wccn t h e  t rcc-torl dnt!  

thc  h iiJhe,l{ clo uds . . . thc  rea lm ,!{ b i rds (lIl d jl)' in9 t h i llgs, ?j ' s to fm (lll d 

l I 'ind ond thc.flol l 's ,!j ' wCdthcr . . . (l il t! , obol 'c thc  o i r, t h e  Hrcdl lights oj " 

thc  Heo l 'cns . . .  in thc  hhlck mid o uts i t !c the  <l i r  sh i n c  the  Sun ond ;Hoon , 

c l'cr t l lrn i n o  i n  thc i r  stMelV t!o n cc . . .  i n  the  centcr of ' the  Sh stdn t!s thc  u / , /  

Noil  of the  Hcal'cns - - thc  Pole St<1 I' . . .  and O )'(J l l l l t!  i t  I I 'hce l t h e  st o rs, i ll 

the i r  eternol pottern . . .  

• Nol l ', i n  yo ur v is ion , )'0 [1 cncomposs 0 / 1  '!f thc Middle RC L l lm . . .  .fi rlll 
upon the Lem t!, thc Sed LI/J L1 ro l llJd )'O U . . . the sky oho ut yo ur hedd . . . yct 

yo u kn o w thot  th is is on0' the SU �/�lce ?f the  l I 'orld . . . ( 1 11 d  th Ll t you Ill ust 

open to the secret dnd  Inner J J 'orlds . . . 
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• Breathe deep, and let your breath carry YOllr vision . . .  in your midst YOll 
remember the Hallows if the Center . . .  the Tree c:!Worlds, the Altar �lthe 

Fire in which the Sacred Flame burns, and the Holy Well if the Water that 

risesfrom the Deep . . . 

• You be8in byjollo Jl'in8 the H'c7ters . . .  let your awareness be full c:! the 

Power �l the Deep, and let your vision Eye enter the Well at the Center . . .  

mer8ing with the Waters,flowin8 down and beyond the Middle World, into 

the Deep . . .  down . . .  amon8 the roots if the World Tree . . .  past stone and 

skull, and the small bein8s that eat the dead . . .  into the moist dark . . .  

• And you become aware that beneath th e suiface if thin8s there opens the 

whole if the Under World - the Realm if the Deep . . .  you see the rolling 

jorests and plains �f the Land beneath . . .  lit by their own li8ht, without 

Sun or Moon . . .  the whole if the Under Land sh inin8 in a riot �f color 

and chan8in8jonn . . . 

• In the Cen ter stand the Underworld Hallows . . .  the Fire, Well and Tree 

as the), appear in this place . . .  and the Underworld,jlled with the spirits 

who dwell here . . .  broad and varied, surrounded by its own Sea, as i tJades 

at the edges to a dark and rOil in8 mist . . .  which),ou know is connected, in 

some wa)', with the mist at the ed8e if the empty Sea . . .  

• In this Deep Realm dwell the Hosts if the Dead . . .  our Ancestors c:f 

blood and heart and spiri t . . .  all pursuin8 theirJates as Fate leads . . .  

there dwell the Underworld Gods . . .  with their powers ?F 8rowth and 

deca)" wealth and wild wisdom . . .  here lie many places if m),stel)' and 

I l'onder, and i t  rna)' be that )'ou wi ll wander here, in time . . .  butjor now, 

pause jor a moment ,  and experience the vision ?f' the Underworld from 

),OUI' place at the Center . . .  

• Nol l ', remember the Center, and let Jour vision return to the Underworld 

Tree . . .  at i ts base bubbles a well that murmers if deeper places . . .  at 
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i ts base stands an altar ?I black stone, on which burns the Fire ?I the 

Sky, e ven here . . .  you know thatJar above you the leaves ?I the Tree are 

recei vina the Liaht ?I the Heavens . . .  that e ven here the roots ?I the Tree 
sh ine dark with that L iaht . . .  

- Your Vision Eye can rise on that Liaht, a10na the tmnk ?f the vVor1d 

Tree . . .  followina the spark up into the branches and leaves . . .  r isinaIrom 

the Deep, throuah the Middle World . . .  even past the Sky . . .  and into a 

vision if liaht and pattern and sound . . .  where all thinas are briaht, e ven 

in their shadows, and all is one areat pattern if connection . . .  

- In the Realm if the Heavens, the Great dance proceeds . . .  the Great Liahts, 

the stars and planets, the li ving and the non-living, making together the 

Eternal Pattern if all th ings . . .  in the Center stand the Hallows ?I the 

heavens . . .  the Fi re, Well and Tree as they appear in th is place . . .  a pure 

crystal aitar,Jrom which shines a pelfect Light, a Fountain ?jjlowing 

Shadow . . .  a Pillar- Tree with roots ?I i ron and leaves ?Iprecious stone . . .  

and around the Hallows, the Heavens dance . . .  

- As you aaze out at the Realm if the Heavens, the dance if pattern and 

liaht resolves into landscape . . .  rollina meadows and trees, streams and 

pools beneath a shining, patterned sky . . .  upon the hi lltops stand the 

temples if the Gods if the Heavens . . .  and the hosts if the i r  sef l'ants and 

messengers . . .  sh ining, perhaps winged . . .  

- Now let your attention return to the High Hallows . . .  to the Heaven 

Fire on its crystal altar . . .  to the jountain if color that brings the Deep 

Shadow even to this realm . . .  to the Tree if Jewels . . .  whose branches arch 

over all existence . . .  sh ining the Liaht into the Worlds . . .  

- The Light shines down into the Middle World . . .  onto the L and and Sea 

and Sky . . .  and you see that the rainbowJlows if the Underworld Power 

rise up there as well . . .  and in the Two Powers, as theyJlo lI' in the Middle 
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World, you behold the Spiri ts, the clans if Otherworldly beinBs who dwell 

in the li vinB world . . .  animal and veaetable spiri ts, and the souls ifstones 

and streams . . .  secret halls beneath the hills, and on the h iBh places, 

beinBs if pools and winds and the dark corners d cities . . .  the spirit 

kindreds if the Middle Realm . . .  
• Now you have built the vision d the Threifold World d the Druids . .  . 

let your awareness expand aBain . . . to contain this whole pattern . .  . 

remember the Sacred Center . . .  the Fire, Well and Tree here in your Grove, 

that reach from the Underworld to the Heavens . . .  that stand in the 

Center as in the Center if All Worlds . . .  remember the Underworld, and 

its dark rainbow . . .  remember the Heavens in their shininB ' . ,  and the 

Middle Realm . . .  land, Sea and Sky . . .  both their material forms and 

beinBs, and the hosts if Midrealm spirits . . .  the LandwiBhts . . .  and in 

the Underworld, the MiBhty Dead . . .  and in the Heavens, the ShininB 
Gods . . .  and all these beinBs movina between all the worlds . . .  a fiow if 
wisdom love and power . . .  in all that is . . .  

• Rest now in th is vision . . .  feel and see and know i t  . . .  breathe deep . . .  

your breath flows, and the cosmos flows .  . .  . . , . . , 

• Breathe deep . . .  and remember . . .  remember this vision . . .  as the time 

comes to return . . .  remember your body .  . .  and allow your awareness to 

contract . . .  to draw inward . . .  into your flesh, into your common mind . . .  

breathe deep, and Jeel the Two Powers in your flesh . . .  and remember . . .  as 
your awareness returns, calm and rifreshed . . .  filled with the Vision if the 
Cosmos . . .  to your common Jorm . . . and you open your eyes . . .  
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